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A.        Definition of the Unified Planning Work Program 
 
In January 2007 after extensive discussion between the Department and the MPOAC, the Executive Board of the 
Metropolitan Planning Organization Advisory Council (MPOAC) voted unanimously to switch to a 2-Year Unified Planning 
Work Program (UPWP).  This change went into effect with the development of the FY 2008/09 – FY 2009/10 UPWP.  
From this point forward, the BROWARD METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION (BMPO) UPWP will include 
tasks for two (2) years, and the MPO will adopt a new UPWP every other year.  The Code of Federal Regulations defines 
a Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) as “a statement of work identifying the planning priorities and activities to be 
carried out within a metropolitan planning area.  At a minimum, a UPWP includes a description of the planning work and 
resulting products, who will perform the work, time frames for completing the work, the cost of the work, and the source(s) 
of funds.” (23 C.F.R. 450.308) 
 
As an outline of staff activities and efforts, the UPWP serves as an annual budget of time and funding requirements.  For 
each objective of the BMPO, a task is provided that identifies associated work products, previous major accomplishments, 
methodology, financial participation by funding agencies, and responsible agencies for completing each task.  The UPWP 
documents federal, state, and local participation in the continuing, comprehensive, and cooperative Broward County 
transportation planning process within the wider region reflecting the MPO's broader responsibilities as one of multiple 
MPOs designated for a single urbanized area (Miami Urbanized Area)/Transportation Management Area (See figure 2, 
page 9). The tasks of the UPWP contain the following four divisions: 
 
ADMINISTRATION - activities required to manage the transportation planning process and all UPWP work products on a 
continual ba sis, in cluding prog ram administration, development, review, a nd repo rting. P riorities in clude the UPWP 
development and mai ntenance, monito ring of di sproportionately high an d adv erse effect s on mino rity and low i ncome 
communities, analysis of state and federal legislation and grant opportunities, timely submittal of documents, inclusion of 
Efficient Tra nsportation Decision M aking (ET DM) into the pla nning process a nd m anagement of B MPO sch eduled 
meetings, including Technical Coordinating Committee (TCC), Community Invo lvement Roundtable (CIR) and  Broward 
County Coordinating Boa rd (BCCB) m eetings. Other pri orities inclu de pu blic involvement/edu cation a cross all tasks,  
organizations and se gments of the populat ion, evaluating the effectiveness of the MPO’s publi c inv olvement efforts, 
community outreach, community impact assessment, regional public involvement, and coordinating with state and federal 
agencies to incorporate best practices into the public involvement process. 
 
DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS - activities needed to monitor area travel characteristics and factors affecting travel 
such as socioeconomic and land use data, transportation system data, and environmental concerns and issues.  Priorities 
include data collection and analysis, safety data co llection, GIS capabilities development, Comprehensive Plan Sup port 
and management systems development. 
 
PROGRAM AND PLAN DEVELOPMENT - transportation system planning tasks related to transit, safety, security, energy, 
and long- or short- range transportation systems planning. Priorities include the LRTP (Long Range Transportation Plan), 
TIP (Tran sportation Im provement Pla n), an d pl anning efforts that co ncentrate on  re gional tra nsportation pl anning, 
airport/seaport intermodal transportation, freight an d goods movement, mobility options and enhancements, congestion 
management, climate change, and livability planning.  Bicycle and pedestrian mobility planning, State Roa d A1A S cenic 
Highway implementation, and transportation enhancements are also priority tasks included in this section under the new 
Mobility Options and Enhancements task. 
 
BUSINESS PLAN – a five-year pr ojection for using annual FHWA PL funds, FTA Section 5303 funds, and Transportation 
Disadvantage Funds and the expenditure of PL and FTA carry-over where appropriate.  
 
The UPWP is approved by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and the Federal Transit Administration (FTA). It is 
used to monitor the expenditure of federal PL (Planning) funds.  Regarding Federal Transit Administration (FTA) funding, 
the UPWP and an incorporated FTA grant application serve as budget documents.  This UPWP also serves as a strategic 
management tool, enabling the BMPO to administer its planning responsibilities with available program revenues.   
 
This UP WP i s required u nder Chapter 163.0 1 and 339.175(5) (d) and (e) Fl orida Statute s a nd e stablished u nder an 
Interlocal Agreement between the Broward County Board of County Commissioners and the thirty-one (31) municipalities 
within the urbanized area of Broward County.  The  MPO Board  is comp osed of  19 votin g memb ers charged with t he 
responsibility of making l ocal a nd regi onal tran sportation planning deci sions.  The MPO Board in cludes 14 muni cipal 
officials, 3 county commissioners, the South Florida Regional Transportation Authority (SFRTA), and one Broward County 
School Boa rd mem ber.  The  Flori da De partment of Tran sportation is a non-voting me mber. Reapportionment was 
approved by the Governor in November 2003.  The Broward County MPO is constituted under Section 6(e), Article VIII of 
the Florida Constitution providing for home rule and charter counties and is consistent with Title 23 Section 134(d) and (e), 
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USC Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Tran sportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU), Title 49, USC 
5303 Sec 8 (Sec. 3012 Title III, Federal Transit Act Amendm ents of 1991), the ei ght (8) pl anning f actors (Section 
5304(d)(1)), 23 CF R 45 0.206: Metro politan Tran sportation Planning Org anization. Th e UPWP was p repared in  
accordance with the Florida MPO Progra m Management Handbook, the Americans with Disabilit ies Act of 1990 (ADA), 
Title VI of th e Civil Right s Act of 196 4, Manage ment and M onitoring Syste ms:  Interim Final Rul e (Octob er 1, 1 993 
Federal Regi ster). This document reflects th e stat e Tra nsit Quality of Service, Title VI Environme ntal Ju stice, Limited  
English Proficien cy (LEP), and Comm unity Impact  Asse ssment (CIA) provision s that the BMPO ad dresses in it s 
transportation planning activities. 
 
The annual Draft UPWP is posted on the Broward MPO web page from March 15th to May 15th when the Draft is replaced 
with the Final upon  Bro ward MPO  ap proval. A publi c n otice is published i n a rea newspapers ale rting residents to t he 
availability of the Draft on the web page and soliciting further comments. Finally, both the Draft and Final UPWP go before 
the Te chnical Co ordinating Co mmittee and Community Involvem ent Roun dtable for thei r comments, i nput, and  review 
prior to submitting the do cument to th e Broward MPO for approval. The B roward MPO will approve the Final UPWP on 
May 13, 2010.  
 
B.        Current Overview of Local Regional Comprehensive Transportation Planning Activities 
 
The 203 5 Long-Range Transportatio n Plan Transformation, dev eloped con sistent with local co mprehensive planning 
efforts and other local and state plans, was adopted by the BMPO in November, 2009. The Vision Statement of the 2035 
LRTP is: “T ransform transportation in B roward County to achieve optimum mob ility with emphasi s on ma ss transit while 
promoting economic vitality, prote cting the environm ent, and  en hancing quality of life”.  It is the  ba sis of co untywide 
transportation planning and programming decisions. Key f eatures of the cu rrent 2035 L ong-Range Transportation P lan 
are defined as part of the “Living the LRTP” component of the Year 2035 Plan Transformation: 
 

 Continue public outreach; 
 Establish “Livability Planning Initiative”; 
 Initiate a transit system plan that can build on the priorities and analysis of Premium Transit; 
 Create a Mobility Hub Program; 
 Define potential sites for Mobility Hubs; 
 Focus Livability Planning Initiative to build on Mobility Hubs concept; 
 Develop alternative forms for pedestrian, bicycle, and greenway facilities; 
 Create a Bike Share Program; 
 Establish working groups with business community to initiate public-private partnerships; 
 Develop more detailed plans and specific milestones for the innovative financing options; 
 Enhance the regions travel demand model to truly reflect emerging markets; 
 Indentify implementing and operating authorities for new services, facilities and programs; 
 Refocus the MPOs Congestion Management Process to complement the Livability Planning Initiative; 
 Monitor implementation of ATMS; and 
 Leverage Federal funding. 

 
Intermodal transportation planning activities include corridor, congestion management, airport/seaport connector, freight 
and goods movement, and Transportation Service Management-type projects. Sub-regional and regional transportation 
planning i s condu cted th rough th e MP O and th e S outheast Flo rida Tran sportation Coun cil (SEFTC) th at wa s leg ally 
constituted in January 2006.  The SEF TC consist of the MP O Chairs of the Mi ami-Dade Urbanized Area MPO, Broward 
MPO and th e Palm Bea ch MPO.  T he dutie s of  the SEFTC  includ e the  developm ent of a regio nal long range 
transportation plan, a pro cess to prioriti ze re gional p rojects, a re gional pu blic involvement process, an d perfo rmance 
measures to assess the effectiveness of regional coordination activities.  
 
Interaction with re gional tran sportation mod els (su ch as the S outheast Fl orida Regional Plannin g M odel) an d th eir 
applications to regio nal an d comp rehensive issue s a re also a hig h prio rity for the BMPO, throu gh pa rticipation in the  
Regional Modeling Task Force.  On  a  continuing basis, the BMPO coordinates the transportation planning efforts with 
adjoining MP Os, SFRTA,  South Flori da Re gional Planning C ouncil (SFRPC), Flori da Depa rtment of Transpo rtation 
(FDOT): District 4  an d 6 , Broward  C ounty Tran sportation De partment, Palm Tr an, Mi ami-Dade Transit Auth ority, 
municipalities, and other public agencies to ensure that the comprehensive plans and transportation plans are consistent 
with one another. Work i s coordinated among the th ree MPOs, three counties, two Regional Planning Councils, FDOT, 
and other agencies. A specific task focusing on “Regionalism” is included in the 2010-12 UPWP that is intended to further 
enhance dedicated regional transportation planning. 
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The BMPO was created to assure that bikeway s a nd pedestrian facilities, m ass tran sit service, highway facilities and 
other transportation systems, are properly developed in relation to the overall plan of urban development.  The  federal 
government requires that the use of federal aid for transportation facilities and services be consistent with MPO-endorsed 
plans an d progra ms, in cluding the Transportation I mprovement Program (23  CF R 45 0).  The Flo rida Statutes provid e 
MPOs with the statutory responsibility to set priorities for all m odes of transpor tation in the draft FDOT F ive-Year Work 
Program each year before it is sent to the Legislature.  The BMPO takes full advantage of this opportunity and is working 
with the ope rating ag encies of all modes of tran sportation to i mplement these expa nded respon sibilities. Also, the 
SAFETEA-LU mandates that MPOs in Transportation Management Areas (TMAs) such as Broward County, set priorities 
and select p rojects fo r certain categories of fun ding with the support of F DOT.  P roject sele ction on the St rategic 
Intermodal System (SIS) is the responsibility of FDOT, in coordination with the BMPO.  
 
C.        Justification for the Level of Planning Effort Designated in the UPWP 
 
In addition to its continuing involvement in the tra ditional metropolitan transportation planning and programming process, 
the BMPO and other responsible agencies incorporate into its process a variety of transpor tation planning factors. Tasks 
also reflect variou s statu tes from th e state and f ederal le vel, the Florid a Transportation Plan, the Americans with  
Disabilities Act of 1990, Ti tle VI of the Civil Right s Act of 1964, a nd responses to Certification Findings by USDOT a nd 
FDOT. Please refer to Figure 1 in the following section for a depiction of those factors to be considered, as outlined in the 
SAFETEA-LU.   
 
The level of planning effort for the BMPO is driven by the long-range and operational planning needs of the various modal 
operating agencies and federal requirements. The transformative changes developed in the 2035 LRTP, highlighted in the 
previous section, will create paradigm shifts in the focus and planning effort of the Broward MPO. 
 
Recently, a nationwide recession has created an increased level of planning effort for MPOs and local governments. The 
U,S. Congress enacted the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2 009 (ARRA) last January in order to provide 
economic stimulus funding aimed at jo b creation and retention. Various significant transportation projects were promptly 
identified by the Broward MPO in concert with FDOT and local governments. ARRA funding expedited implementation of 
roadway expansion and a low-level bridge on Dixie Highway, high-occupancy toll lanes along Interstate 95 in the southern 
portion of Broward County, a bus shelter installation program, and several Transportation Enhancement projects. In early 
2010, the B roward MPO again began preparing for a second round of federal economic stimulus funds by working with 
local g overnments an d the FDOT to again p rioritize local tra nsportation p rojects that a re “sh ovel-ready” and that wil l 
create and retain jobs. 
 
Recognizing the importan ce of national  security, as well as this region’s preponderance of hurricane a ctivity, the BMPO  
coordinates with the County seaport, aviation and emergency management staffs to maintain a Co ntinuity of Operations 
Plan (COOP) to addre ss spe cific tran sportation n eeds follo wing any cata strophic eve nt. T he MPO, in addressin g the  
SAFETEA-LU Planning Factors regarding safety and security of transportation systems, has developed its own COOP, as 
well, in order to facilitate coordination with local governments following a catastrophic  event so that day-to-day MPO staff 
operations, p lanning and program efforts, and scheduled boa rd and committee meeting s may re sume as soon a s 
possible. The BMPO’s COOP identifies alternate locations, equipment, and resources necessary to establish, reestablish, 
or maintain staff planning functions for MPO staff during and following a catastrophic event.  
  
Public involv ement co ntinues to be a major a ctivity on the part of the BMPO. The approved and impl emented Publi c 
Involvement Plan (PIP) d escribes th ese effort s in  detail and i ncludes mea surement techniqu es for evaluating th e 
effectiveness of p ublic involvement activities.  While particular emphasis is increasingly devoted to public outreach and 
involvement i n all facets of tran sportation pla nning and service delivery, a m ajor fo cus is to involve p eople who are  
traditionally under served and  und errepresented, i n a ccordance with  Title VI of the Ci vil Right s Act of 196 4 a nd 
Environmental Justice provisions.  
 
The BMPO assists the federal and state governments in managing and operating the transportation infrastructure to meet 
a broad range of user needs.  Priority efforts will continue to be placed on coordination of non-emergency transportation 
systems, promoting safe and se cure transportation systems, advancing freight transportation planning, planning mobility 
options and enhancements like green ways, corridor/livability studies a nd updating the Lo ng-Range Transportation Plan.  
Reference to the proposed funding table and previous year expenditures shows that BMPO efforts, consultant contracts, 
and increased interagency participation will assure sound management of planning resources in the UPWP.  
 
Increased staff time  a nd c omputer resources ar e b eing de voted to regional tran sportation concerns with particular 
emphasis on transit solutions, community livability that includes identificat ion and development of  mobility hubs 
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throughout the County, intermodal planning, freight and goods movement planning, congestion management, Intelligent 
Transportation Systems, neighborhood traffic concerns, and the needs of people who are transportation disadvantaged. 
 
The federal focus and emphasis will be on SAFETEA-LU and corresponding code of Federal Regulations implementation. 
SAFETEA-LU ide ntifies e ight Plannin g Facto rs to b e co nsidered by MPOs i n developi ng plans an d p rograms th at are  
reflected in the various tasks of the BMPO’s UPWP (Figure 1).  These factors are to: 

1. Support the economic vitality of the metropolitan area, especially by enabling global competitiveness, productivity, 
and efficiency; 

2. Increase the safety of the transportation system for motorized and non-motorized users; 
3. Increase the security of the transportation system for motorized and non-motorized users; 
4. Increase the accessibility and mobility options available to people and for freight; 
5. Protect and enhance the environment, promote energy conservation, improve quality of life, and promote 

consistency between transportation improvements and state and local planned growth and economic development 
patterns. 

6. Enhance the integration and connectivity of the transportation system, across and between modes for people and 
freight; 

7. Promote efficient system management and operation; and 
8. Emphasize the preservation of the existing transportation system. 

 
Upon federal reauthorization of SAFETEA-LU, the Broward MPO will incorporate the new provisions and planning factors 
into the local transportation planning process. 
 
The state has a Transit Quality of Serv ice Planning Emphasis Area. The B MPO st aff will continue to coordinate with 
FDOT, as necessary, in developing a State’s Community Impact Assessment (CIA) process applicable to this MPO area.  
The BMPO will assist FDOT in establishing a methodology for assessing social, natural, and cultural impacts of proposed 
transportation proje cts, an d develo ping avoidan ce options an d/or mitigatio n strate gies.  This process in corporates 
components of FDO T’s E fficient Tra nsportation De cision Making ( ETDM).  Because th e C IA p rocess inc orporates 
extensive public involvement, some of these activities are already incorporated into the BMPO Public Involvement Plan. 
 
D.        UPWP Consistency with Approved Comprehensive Plans 
 
The BMPO and the County have en sured full consistency of BMPO ado pted pla ns and prog rams with re quired 
Comprehensive Growth Management Plans for the County.  Conversely, County Comprehensive Plans have adopted key 
BMPO plans and programs as an integral part of the County comprehensive planning process.  The BMPO staff is housed 
adjacent to the Environmental Protection and Growth Management Department which is responsible for the development 
of the Count y Comprehe nsive Plan. The interacti on of t he BMPO and co unty staff will continu e in  as the Co unty 
completes its requi red update of the Transportatio n Element of the Comp rehensive Plan. T he BMPO sta ff is defined by 
the UPWP.  Transportation planning tasks which are solely County-required are funded exclusively by local funds and in-
kind services. 
 
E.        Certification Review 
 
Broward MPO’s planning process was reviewed at a  site visi t conducted by the Federal High way Administration (FHWA) 
and Federal Transit Administration (FTA) on May 2, 2007. The “Round 4” review determined the continued existence of a 
“3-C” metropolitan transportation planning process satisfies the provision of Title 23 Highways U.S.C. 134, 49 U.S.C., and 
associated Federal requirements. Based o n the overall findings, FHWA and FTA certified the B roward MPO’s pl anning 
process. The certification remains in effect until August 24, 2011 or until a new review is conducted, due to SAFETEA-LU 
extending the timeframe for Transportation Management Area (TMA) certification reviews to at least every four years. 
 
The Certification Review produced nine (9) recommendations as follows: 
 

 Federal Recommendations Progress 
Community Involvement Roundtable: The MPO is 
encouraged to continue working to get and 
maintain a representative composition of Broward 
County residents on the CIR. The MPO should 
continue to work toward obtaining greater 
involvement of all populations within the MPO 
boundary, and ensure their adequate 
representation on the various MPO policy and 

The Broward MPO continues to actively seek 
volunteers for its Community Involvement 
Roundtable (CIR) membership.  Current 
membership includes representatives with 
multicultural backgrounds highlighting the diversity 
of South Florida.  The current CIR roster has 
expertise in areas such as transit, safety, 
professional engineering, and education.  One of 
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technical committees. the newest members represents students from the 
Urban and Regional Planning Department, Florida 
Atlantic University, providing an opportunity for 
students seeking a career in planning an 
opportunity to share opinions from a student’s 
perspective. 

SAFETEA-LU: The MPO should continue to review 
all of its planning processes and plans as they are 
updated to consider and include the provisions of 
SAFETEA-LU. The MPO should also work with and 
coordinate activities with Broward County Transit, 
as well as other local Human Service 
Transportation providers, to ensure full compliance 
with the SAFETEA-LU requirement for Coordinated 
Planning amongst Human Service Transportation 
providers. 

The 2030 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) 
was updated in June 2007 to reflect the new 
SAFETEA-LU legislation 

Transit: Agreements should be updated and/or 
initiated between Broward County Transit, and the 
South Florida Regional Transportation Authority. 
Regulatory References: 23 CFR 450.310 (b) and 
23 CFR 450.318 (a). 

Intergovernmental Coordination and Review and 
Public Transportation Coordination Joint 
Participation Agreement between the Broward 
MPO, Broward County, the South Florida Regional 
Transportation Authority, and the South Florida 
Regional Planning Council was executed on 
January 25, 2008. 
 

Transit: FTA encourages the use of New 
Starts/Small Starts guidance materials to help 
ensure cost estimates, and operation/ maintenance 
figures reflect actual year-of expenditure amounts. 
Regulatory References: 23 CFR 450.316 (a) (12). 

Several Major Capital Investment (MCI) transit 
projects are underway. The MPO is coordinating 
with lead agencies responsible for the development 
of the following MCI projects:  Central Broward 
East West Transit Analysis under New Starts and 
the Downtown Transit Circulator Alternative 
Analysis under Small Starts to ensure cost 
estimates, and operation/maintenance figures 
reflect actual year-of expenditure amounts. 
 
 

Public Involvement: Continue to review, evaluate 
and improve the public involvement process 
through the assessment and evaluation of current 
techniques and activities. Use the results of the 
surveys, public comments from meetings and 
school activities to enhance the current process. 
Consider integrating Broward into the Community 
Characteristics Inventory process begun by Miami-
Dade MPO to help identify and reach the various 
populations that comprise the area. 

The annual assessment of the effectiveness of 
techniques used to elicit public participation is 
underway. The update will be completed by June 
30, 2008. Over the past nine months, selected staff 
members have been piloting a spreadsheet that 
tracks the amount of time spent in responding to 
concerns and questions posed by members of the 
public about transportation planning. This work will 
be a part of the 2008 public participation 
assessment. The process of integrating a 
community characteristics inventory process is 
included in the FY 2008-10 UPWP. 
 

Title VI / DBE: The MPO has recently adopted the 
FDOT DBE procedures and should continue to 
work with FDOT and FHWA on addressing Title VI 
and DBE requirements for the MPO processes as 
they are determined, and take advantage of 
training offered by FDOT and FHWA, when 
available. 

MPO staff will seek training opportunities offered by 
FDOT and FHWA and will continue to work with the 
host agency to develop a process that will 
accommodate the FDOT DBE procedures within 
the existing process of the host agency. 
 

Security: The MPO should continue their efforts to 
emphasize security and work to incorporate 
security measures and the consideration of security 
issues in the planning process. 

Several steps were taken over the past twelve 
months to include security in the MPO process: 
 A UPWP task specific to safety and security 

was added; 
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 A Principal Planner was hired to oversee 
security planning;  

 Staff assisted Broward County in writing a 
Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP) that 
serves as a county disaster preparation and 
recovery guide; and completion of the first draft 
of the MPO COOP; 

 Continue to support and develop plans for 
safety and security including ITS applications 
to Freight and Goods Movement and other 
intermodal programs and facilities.  
 

 
 

Safety: The MPO is encouraged to continue efforts 
to strengthen the relationship between safety and 
the planning process through work with the 
Community Traffic Safety Teams (CTSTs), 
Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) coalition, 
Safe Routes to School, and other entities with 
safety responsibilities. The 2035 LRTP should be 
consistent with and promote the implementation of 
the Strategic Highway Safety Plan per SAFETEA-
LU. 

Efforts include: 
 Coordination with District 4 Safety Engineer in 

selecting safety projects for funding;  
Participation in CTST meetings; 

 New subchapters were added to the 2030 
LRTP to reflect safety and security. The 
subchapters documented the role of the MPO 
staff, FDOT, and the different Broward County 
Agencies in complying with SAFETEA-LU 
safety and security requirements. 

 We have worked closely with the Broward 
County Schools, Traffic Engineering, the CTST 
and the Broward County Bicycle/Pedestrian 
Advisory Committee on developing projects for 
Safe Routes to Schools grants. We have 
obtained funding for three infrastructure and 
one non-infrastructure projects. We are 
presently working on the development of a 
study to determine the feasibility of a 
countywide school crossing guard study and 
the submission of more infrastructure grants.    

 Active participation as a member of the 
Regional ITS Coalition continues. Also, 
Broward MPO staff regularly participates in the 
Traffic Incident Management (TIM) regional 
activities including Emergency Management, 
HAZMAT Clean Up Team, Road Ranger 
program and Emergency Operations Centers 
(EOCs)/Traffic Management Centers (TMCs) 
coordination.     

 
MPO Products: In an effort to continually improve 
the quality of the plans and programs developed by 
the MPO, the comments provided by FHWA and 
FTA to last year’s TIP and the 2030 LRTP should 
be considered during the development of the next 
TIP and 2035 LRTP. 

MPO products are consistent with the 
recommendations and comments of the FWHA, 
FTA and the FDOT. 
 

 
On an annual basis, the state and MPO jointly certify to the FHWA and FTA that the planning process is addressing major 
issues and meeting applicable requirements.  A modified state certification review of the MPO was conducted in February 
2010. It focused on progress made in addressing recommendations from the 2007 federal certification review. The MPO 
remains certified by the State as documented in the 2010 certification package in Appendix G 
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Figure 1: SAFETEA-LU Planning factors for UPWP 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

UPWP
Task #

DESCRIPTIONS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1.0

1.1 BMPO Administration X X X X X X X X

1.2 Staff Support for the Transportation Disadvantaged  Coordinating Board X X X

1.3 Transportation Disadvantaged Planning Options X X X X X X

1.4 Public Participation and Education X X X X X

1.5 FDOT Match for FHWA X X X X X X X X

1.6 FDOT Match for FTA X X X X X X X X

2.0

2.1 Highway, Traffic and Safety Data X X X X X

2.2 Transit Surveillance and Development X X X X X X X X

2.3 Trafficways Planning and Impact Studies X X X X X

3.0

3.1 Long Range Transportation Planning X X X X X X X X

3.2 Regional Transportation Planning X X X X X X X X

3.3 Livability Planning X X X X X X X

3.4 Transportation Improvement Program X X X X X X X X

3.5 Congestion Management Process Corridor Planning X X X X X X X

3.6 Freight and Goods/Intermodal Planning X X X X X X

3.7 Airport Planning X X X X X

3.8 Seaport Planning X X X X X

3.9  Mobility Options and Enhancements X X X X X X

PROGRAM AND PLAN DEVELOPMENT

Enhance the integration and connectivity of the transportation system across and between modes for people and 
Promote efficient system management and operation
Emphasize the preservation of the existing transportation system

ADMINISTRATION

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Support the economic vitality of the metropolitan area, especially enabling global competitiveness
Increase the safety of the transportation system for motorized and non-motorized users productivity, and efficiency
Increase the security of the transportation system for motorized and non-motorized users
Increase the accessibility and mobility options available to people and for freight
Protect and enhance the environment, promote energy conservation, improve quality of life, and Promote 
consistency between transportation improvements and state and local planned growth and economic development 
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Figure 2: Miami Urbanized Area/Transportation Management Area 
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II.   ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT 
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A.        Participants 
  
The BMPO is a metropolitan level policy board of local, elected officials, established under the federal requirements of 23 
USC 134 for the utili zation of fed eral t ransportation funds in the  urbanized a rea of B roward County.  Recognizing that 
Census 2 000 merged th e three  South east Fl orida counties into  one Urbanized Area, the  de signation of the BMP O 
continues under the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, and Efficient Transportation Equity Act – A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-
LU). The State recognizes the BMPO as  the forum fo r cooperative decision-making in area wide transportation planning 
and programming, and the current structure is consistent with SAFETEA-LU legislation.  
 
In March, 1999 the BMPO wa s forma lly reorganized to provi de updated rep resentation of all cities in Broward County 
through the Municipal District Plan. Updated organization approval for the BMPO by the Governo r was transmitted to the 
BMPO on November 2, 1998.  In acco rdance with State Stat utes, the BMPO incre ased its to tal membership to nineteen 
(19) voting members, with four (4 ) members apportioned to the County Commission, one of whom represents the South 
Florida Regional Transportation Authority (SFRTA).  Fourteen (14) voting members are apportioned to the cities according 
to municipal district maps.  The largest cities in each municipal district are the voting mem bers and the next largest cities 
are the designated alternates. Finally, the nineteenth BMPO voting member is a Broward County School Board member. 
The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) has one (1) non-voting member, the Secretary of FDOT District 4. 
 
On October 10, 2002, the BMPO approved a reapportionment plan by more than three-fourths of its membership.  During 
February 2003, the BMPO and the Bro ward County Board of County Commissioners adopted resolutions approving the 
BMPO reap portionment pl an. The plan  allocate s two voting members for th e “Ce ntral City” as esta blished be the US 
Census Bureau; allows all non-voting cities to become alternates such that, in order of population, any non-voting city may 
vote in place  of any abse nt voting city within the citi es’ district. If still more voting citie s are absent, any addition al non-
voting cities present, and in order of population, may vote in  place of absent voting members including the School Board, 
the County Commission, and the SFRTA. On April 10, 2003, the MPO passed a resolution requesting re-designation as a 
separate MPO based on the area s size and complexity with  concurrence among the applicable local governments. On 
November 12, 2003, the Governor agreed to the re-designation of the Broward MPO.  
 
The BMPO has a  b road-based Technical Coordinating Commi ttee (TCC) composed of planners, engineers, and other 
professionals, for the purpose of a dvising a nd p roviding te chnical experti se to  the BMPO decision-making p rocess fo r 
adopting an d maintainin g area wid e transportation plans, pol icies, and  programs.  T he membership of the BMPO’s 
Technical Coordinating Committee consists of staff m embers with expertise in matters related to tran sportation planning 
from Bro ward Co unty a gencies in cluding th e T ransportation Dep artment; Aviation Departm ent; Port Evergla des 
Department; Traffic Eng ineering Division; Highway Con struction and En gineering Division; Air Quality Division; 
Emergency Management Division; Plannin g and Redevelopment Divisio n; and the Na tural Re sources Plannin g and  
Management Division. Th e Broward County Planning Council may appoint o ne member and an alterna te.  The FDO T, 
District 4 Office may app oint three mem bers and ma y designate alternates for the members, the Florida  Department of 
Environmental Protection may appoint one member and an alternate, and the Seminole Tribe of Florida may appoint one 
member.  Also, the Sout h Flori da Regional Pla nning C ouncil (SFRPC) may  appoi nt one  non-votin g member an d an 
alternate. Ea ch voting me mber city and alternate city on the BMPO may appoint on e membe r.  Further, mu nicipal 
alternate membership on the TCC is predicated upon the same district concept as that of the BMPO.  
 
The BMPO also  has a Community Involvement Ro undtable (CIR) de signed to facilitate  a  broad  ra nge of citizen a nd 
business involvement in t he transportation planning process.  T he purpose of the CIR i s to seek citizen and community 
reaction to planning p roposals an d to provide com ment to t he Broward MP O with respect to the concerns of vari ous 
segments of the population regarding their transportation needs. The Community Involvement Ro undtable membership 
includes forty-four (44 ) voting memb ers: nineteen are indi vidual appointees of the regular members of t he BMPO an d 
twenty are appointed by service organizations and other groups authorized by the BMPO, and five are a ppointed by the 
CIR. The CIR plays a major role in implementing public involvement requirements of federal legislation. 
 
The B roward Co unty Coo rdinating Bo ard fo r T ransportation Disadvantaged Service s (BCCB)  i dentifies lo cal servi ce 
needs a nd p rovides info rmation, advi ce, an d dire ction to the Community Tran sportation Co ordinator (CT C) o n the  
coordination of services provided to the transportation disadvantaged in Broward County. “Transportation Disadvantaged” 
is defined as those p ersons who because of p hysical or me ntal disability, income status, or age are unable to tra nsport 
themselves or to purch ase transportation and a re dependent upon others to o btain access to health care, employme nt, 
education, shopping, social activities, or other life-sustaining activities, or children who are disabled or high-risk or at-risk, 
as defined in FS 411.202. The BCCB is recognized as an advisory body to the Florida Commission for the Transportation 
Disadvantaged (FCTD) in its service area and provides a Grievance Committee to hear and resolve grievances by users 
of transpo rtation disa dvantaged services.  Memb ers of the BCCB a re appointed b y the Metro politan Plan ning 
Organization as established by law and rule (Chapter 427 FS/41-2 FAC).  Two BCCB members serve as a member and 
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alternate respectively on the ADA Eligibility Appeals Board, established by the Transportation Department (formerly Office 
of Transportation, formerly Broward County Mass Transit Division). 
 
The BMPO participates with other MPOs in the statewide Metropolitan Planning Organization Advisory Council (MPOAC), 
established by State Statute to provide MPOs the opportunity to advise in statewide plans and policies affecting MPOs.  
Statewide co ordination greatly enhan ces commu nication amon g MPOs, provi ding a forum  for shari ng i deas and “b est 
practices”. 
 
In January 2006, Broward MPO, Palm Beach MPO,  and Miami-Dade MPO signed an agreement to create a separate 
administrative entity called the Southeast Florida Transportation Council (SEFTC). This entity serves as a regional forum 
for coordination a nd communication among th e tra nsportation agencies in  southea st Flo rida.  The  dut ies of SEFT C 
include the development of: 

 
 A Regional Long Range Transportation Plan; 
 A process for regional prioritization of projects; 
 A regional public involvement process; and 
 Performance measures to assess the effectiveness of regional coordination activities. 

 
In April 2007 the SEFTC formerly established the Regional Transportation Technical Advisory Committee (RTTAC).  The 
RTTAC was setup by the three MPOs staff and includes representatives from the SFPRC, SFRTA, local transit, airport, 
and seaport operators, to coordinate the development of regi onal goals and evaluation criteria in the p reparation of the 
2035 Regional Long Range Transportation Plan as p er the joint commitment of the three So utheast Florida MPOs.  Th e 
RTTAC serves advisory body to the SEFTC.   
 

 Broward MPO; 
 Miami-Dade MPO; 
 Palm Beach MPO; 
 FDOT District IV; 
 FDOT District VI; 
 South Florida Regional Transportation Authority; 
 Broward County Transportation Department (formally BCT); 
 Miami-Dad e Transit; 
 Palm Tran; 
 Miami-Dade Expressway Authority; 
 Treasure Coast Regional Planning Council; and the 
 South Florida Regional Planning Council. 

 
The MPO has the following Agreements in effect: 
  

(1) Interlocal Agreement for the Creation of Metropolitan Planning Organization: Execution dated July 1977 – March 
2000, 1 st a mendment - February 2 001; 2n d a mendment – De cember 2002; n ew I nterlocal Ag reement –  
November 2003; amendment to add City of West Park – June 2005.    
 

(2) A new Staff Services Agreement between the Broward MPO and Broward County is in negotiations and became 
effective in the first half of 2010. 

    
(2) Transportation Plannin g F unds Joi nt Particip ation Agreement (T P # 525-010 -02): Executi on date – F ebruary 

2007. 
  
(3) Intergovernmental Coo rdination and Revie w and Public Tra nsportation Coordination Joi nt Parti cipation 

Agreement (TP # 525-010-03): Execution date – November 20, 2007. 
  
(4) Public Transportation Joint Participation Agreement (TP # 725-030-06):  The MPO has a multi-year JPA executed 

in FY2004/2005 that is effective for five years.  
 
(5) Tri-county in terlocal a greement for the  cre ating th e Southea st Florida T ransportation Council (SEFTC) for 

Regional T ransportation P lanning and Coordination in South Florida– Janu ary 2006;  amendment – Sep tember 
2009. 
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Figure 3: Broward MPO Municipal Representation 
 
 

 
 
 

Voting Members Number 

Elected Officials 14 
County Commission 3 

Tri-Rail 1 
School Board of Broward County 1 

Total Voting Members 19 
 
 
 
 
 

 
District 

 
Municipal District Cities 

 
Representative(s) 

 
Alternate(s)  1 

(in order of population) 
 

 
Alternate(s)   2 

(in order of population) 

1 

Coral Springs 
Tamarac 
Margate 
North Lauderdale 
Parkland 

Coral Springs 
Tamarac 

Margate 
North Lauderdale 
Parkland 

1) Marg ate 
2) Co conut Creek 
3) North Lauderdale 
4) Halla ndale Beach 
5) Laud erdale Lakes 
6) Oakl and Park 
7) Coo per City 
8) Dani a Beach 
9) Parkl and 
10) West Park 
11) Wilton Manors 
12) Lighthouse Point 
13) Southwest Ranches 
14) Pembroke Park 
15) Lauderdale By the 

Sea 
16) Hillsboro Beach 
17) Sea Ranch Lakes 
18) Lazy Lakes 

2 

Pompano Beach 
Deerfield Beach 
Coconut Creek 
Lighthouse Point 
Lauderdale-By-The-Sea 
Hillsboro Beach 

Pompano Beach 
Deerfield Beach 
 

Coconut Creek 
Lighthouse Point 
Lauderdale-By-The-Sea 
Hillsboro Beach 

3 

Fort Lauderdale 
Lauderhill 
Plantation 
Sunrise 
Lauderdale Lakes 
Oakland Park 
Wilton Manors 
Sea Ranch Lakes 
Lazy Lakes 
 

Fort Lauderdale 
Lauderhill 
Plantation 
Sunrise 
 

Lauderdale Lakes 
Oakland Park 
Wilton Manors 
Sea Ranch Lakes 
Lazy Lake 

4 
Hollywood 
Hallandale Beach 
Dania Beach 

Hollywood 
 

Hallandale Beach 
Dania Beach 

5 

Davie 
Miramar 
Pembroke Pines 
Weston 
Cooper City 
West Park 
Southwest Ranches 
Pembroke Park 

Davie 
Miramar 
Pembroke Pines 
Weston 
 

Cooper City 
West Park 
Southwest Ranches 
Pembroke Park 
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B.        Operational Procedures and Bylaws  
 
Revised Rules of the BMPO were adopted on May 14, 2009 and contains procedures for the BMPO, the Technical Coordinating 
Committee (TCC), and the Community Involvement Ro undtable (CIR), including an enhanced public involveme nt process. They 
are kept on file and are readily available for review at the MPO office and on the BMPO website: www.Broward.org/mpo.  
On March 11,  2010, the Brow ard MPO t ook action to terminate th e ex isting 19 77 Staff Services Agreement w ith Bro ward 
County.  This action was taken to form a structurally and institutionally independent  Broward MPO w hich could better react t o 
legislative ch anges, grant opportunities and directives  from  federal (FHWA/FTA) and state (FDOT) governments and the 
Broward MPO.  To move forward on the action by the Broward MPO, an Interlocal Agreement for administrative services will be 
executed and  meeting and  office space  will be  secure d for the Bro ward M PO staff.  Task 1.1 , Administrati on and Planni ng 
Management reflects the previous major accomplishments, work products and ca pital/operating financial nee ds to staff an d 
operate a structurally and institutionally  independent MPO. Further, the salary estimate was modified to reflect this  
independence, along w ith incidental cos ts associated  w ith employ ee terminations; i.e. annual and sick cash outs, etc.  
Additionally, the new MPO organization would incur increased expenses than in  previous years. Administrative expenses were 
increased to reflect the addition of rental ex pense along w ith in itial equipment costs includi ng desks, chairs, phones, IT 
equipment, copier rental, etc. Submittal of details rel ating to  the e quipment items w ill be provided to ensure approval and 
compliance with allowable costs requirements. The MPO has also b udgeted for the payment of administrative  services to b e 
provided by the new host agency that will also advance funding to the MPO on a reimbursement basis.   
C.        BMPO Public Involvement Plan 
 
The BMPO adopted a new and comprehensive Public Involvement Plan (PIP) December 1, 2003.   Incorporating measurement 
tools for evalu ating the effe ctiveness of  the BMPO’s p ublic involvement techniques, the Plan pr escribes assertive outreach to 
the communities w ithin the County and Seminole Tribal Government. Using the PIP enables  the BMPO to determine t he 
success of their activities. The PIP undergoes minor modifications on an ongoing basis when needed; the next major update to 
the current PIP is currently underway.   
Copies are available in all local County libraries, the County Governmental Center and may be vie wed on the  BMPO website: 
www.broward.org/mpo.   
D.        Participants’ Roles in the Transportation Planning Process 
 
In addition to  tasks performed for the County, as st aff to the BMPO, tasks may be performed by those local planni ng, 
engineering, and operating agencies whose respons ibilities and  e xpertise enable them to c ontribute to the establishe d 
transportation planning pro cess.  The Br oward County UPWP id entifies several r elated planning activities of  agencies whose 
jurisdictions extend beyond Broward County.  These include the St ate of Florida, the South Florida  Regional Planning Council, 
the South Florida Regional Transportation Authority, and the neighboring counties of Miami-Dade and Palm Beach.  
The BMPO st aff functions as a consolid ated transportation planning  resource for the many transportation ope rating agencies 
and policy boards serving Broward County. Technical planning responsibilities include the following: 

 Management of a continuin g, cooperativ e, and comprehensive tran sportation pla nning proces s that results  in the  
development of plans and programs that are consistent with approved local government comprehensive plans within the 
urbanized area of the BMPO and that promote environmental streamlining. 

 Development of an annu ally updated  Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) for initiating feder ally-aided 
transportation facilities and improvements. The five-year TIP consists of improvements recommended from the BMPO’s 
adopted 2035 Long-Range Transportation Plan and is consistent with local government comprehensive plans. 

 Development of a comprehensive transportation plan that includes consideration of long-range goals and transportation  
systems management measures.  These include livability planning, congestion management planning; efficient and safe 
movement of  people, freight, and goo ds; alternativ e forms of tr ansportation including alt ernative fuel v ehicles; 
environmental streamlining;  and comprehensive public outreach a nd involveme nt with particular emphas is on  
addressing Title VI and Environmental Justice concerns. 

 Recommendations to FDOT  and local go vernmental entities regarding transportation plans, programs, and projects to  
optimize their compatibility with the short-range and long-range plans and programs of the BMPO. 

 Performance of other duties  delegated to i t by federal and state laws, rules, or regula tions.  Examples include planning 
and programming activities related to the  State’s Strategic Intermodal System and incorporation of the federal pl anning 
factors in SAFETEA-LU legislation, and m ore recently, programming of transportation projects to meet the requirement 
of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009. 

 An annual Un ified Planning  Work Program that descri bes the BMPO’s commitment to assist in improving t he w ay 
transportation systems are managed, th at identifies the BMPO’s p lanning budget, and the pl anning activiti es to be 
undertaken during the two program years, and coordination with related transportation activities. 

 Coordinated t ransportation planning activ ities across c ounty line. Th ese activities  include, but a re not limited  to, a 
Regional Long Range Tran sportation Plan; a regional prioritization of projects; a r egional public involvement process; 
and performance measures to assess the effectiveness of regional coordination activities.  
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DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS ENTERPRISE UTILIZATION 

It is the policy of the (insert name of hat disadvantaged businesses, as 
defined by 49 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 26, shall have an opportunity to 
participate in the performance of MPO contracts in a nondiscriminatory 
environment. The objectives of the vantaged Business Enterprise Program 
are to ensure non-discrimination in the award and administration of contracts, 
ensure firms fully meet eligibility standards, help remove barriers to participation, 
create a level playing field, assist in development of a firm so it can compete 
successfully outside of the program. provide flexibility, and ensure narrow 
tailoring of the program. 

The (insert name of MPO). and its consultants shall take all necessary and 
reasonable steps to ensure that disadvantaged businesses have an opportunity 
to compete for and perform the contract work of the (insert name of MPO) in a 
non-discriminatory environment. 

The (insert name of MPO) shall require its consultants to not discriminate on the 
basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age, handicap/disability, or income 
status in the award and performance of its contracts. This policy covers in part 
the applicable federal regulations and the applicable statutory references 
contained therein for the Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Program Plan, 
Chapters 337 and 339, Florida Statutes, and Rule Chapter 14-78, Florida 
Administrative Code. 

~J ~~MiJO ,~ "<BL-9 ~±>c..A:rnJc'R- (JjA l.e 3'lJo I Zo \ \ 
Chairperson Name of MPO J Date I 
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TITLE VII NONDISCRIMINATION POLICY STATEMENT 

The (Name of Recipient) assures the Florida Department of Transportation that no 
person shall on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age, disability, family or 
religious status, as provided by Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Civil Rights 
Restoration Act of 1987 and the Florida Civil Rights Act of 1992 be excluded from 
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination or 
retaliation under any program or activity. 

The (Name of Recipient) further agrees to the following responsibilities with respect to 
its programs and activities: 

1. Designate a Title VI Liaison that has a responsible position within the 
organization and access to the Recipient's Chief Executive Officer. 

2. Issue a policy statement signed by the Chief Executive Officer, which expresses 
its commitment to the nondiscrimination provisions of Title VI. The policy 
statement shall be circulated throughout the Recipient's organization and to the 
general public. Such information shall be published where appropriate in 
languages other than English. 

3. Insert the clauses of Appendix A of this agreement in every contract subject to 
the Acts and the Regulations 

4. Develop a complaint process and attempt to resolve complaints of discrimination 
against sub-reCipients. Complaints against the Recipient shall immediately be 
forwarded to the FOOT District Title VI Coordinator. 

5. Participate in training offered on Title VI and other nondiscrimination 
requirements. 

6. If reviewed by FOOT or USOOT, take affirmative action to correct any 
deficiencies found within a reasonable time period, not to exceed ninety (90) 
calendar days. 

7. Have a process to collect racial and ethnic data on persons impacted by your 
agency's programs. 

THIS ASSURANCE is given in consideration of and for the purpose of obtaining any 
and all federal funds, grants, loans, contracts, properties, discounts or other federal 
financial assistance under all programs and activities and is binding. The person 
whos . ore-ap ears below is authorized to sign this assurance on behalf of the 

i nt. 

, Chief Executive Officer 
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APPENDIX A 
 
 
During the performance o f this contract, the contra ctor, for itself, it s assignees a nd s uccessors in i nterest ( hereinafter 
referred to as the “Contractor”) agrees as follows: 
 
(1.) Compliance with Regulations: The Contractor shall comply wit h the Re gulations rel ative to nondiscrimination i n 

Federally-assisted p rograms of the U.S. Depa rtment of Tran sportation (hereinafter, “US DOT”) Title 49, Co de of 
Federal Regulations, Part 21, as they may be amended from time to time, (hereinafter referred to as the Regulations), 
which are herein incorporated by reference and made a part of this Agreement. 

 
(2.) Nondiscrimination: The Contractor, with regard to the work performed during the contract, shall not discriminate on 

the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age, di sability, religion or fa mily status i n the selection and retention of 
subcontractors, including procurements of materials and leases of equipment.  The Contractor shall n ot participate 
either directly or indi rectly in the discrimination prohibited by se ction 21.5 of  the Regulations, including employment 
practices when the contract covers a program set forth in Appendix B of the Regulations. 

 
(3.) Solicitations for Subcontractors, including Procurements of Materials and Equipment:  In all solicitations made 

by the Contractor, either by competitive bidding or negotiation for work to be performed under a subcontract, including 
procurements of mate rials or leases of equipment; each potential subcontractor o r supplier shall be  notified by th e 
Contractor of the Contractor’s obligations under this contract and the Regulations relative to nondiscrimination on the 
basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age, disability, religion or family status. 

 
(4.) Information and Reports:  The Contractor shall provide all informat ion and reports required by the Re gulations or 

directives i ssued p ursuant thereto, an d sh all pe rmit access to  its bo oks, records, a ccounts, other source s of 
information, and its facilities as may be determined by the Florida Department of Transportation, the Federal Highway 
Administration, Federal Transit Administration, Federal Aviation Administration, and/or the Federal Motor Carrier 
Safety Administration to be pertinent to ascertain compliance with such Regulations, orders and instructions.  Where 
any information required of a Contracto r is in the exclusive possession of another who fails or refuses to furnish this 
information the Contra ctor shall so cer tify to the Florida Department of Transportation, the Federal Highway 
Administration, Federal Transit Administration, Federal Aviation Administration, and/or the Federal Motor Carrier 
Safety Administration as appropriate, and shall set forth what efforts it has made to obtain the information. 

 
(5.) Sanctions for Noncompliance:  In  the event of the Co ntractor’s n oncompliance with the non discrimination 

provisions of this contract, the Florida Department of Transportation shall impose such contract sanctions as it or the 
Federal Highway Administration, Federal Transit Administration, Federal Aviation Administration, and/or the Federal 
Motor Carrier Safety Administration may determine to be appropriate, including, but not limited to: 

 
a. withholding of payments to the Contractor under the contract until the Contractor complies, and/or 
b. cancellation, termination or suspension of the contract, in whole or in part. 

 
(6.) Incorporation of Provisions:  The Contractor shall inclu de the  provi sions o f para graphs (1) th rough (6) i n eve ry 

subcontract, inclu ding p rocurements of materials an d leases  of equipm ent, u nless exem pt by the Reg ulations, or 
directives i ssued p ursuant thereto.  The Contra ctor sh all take such a ction with re spect to any su bcontract o r 
procurement as the Florida Department of Transportation, the Federal Highway Administration, Federal Transit 
Administration, Federal Aviation Administration, and/or the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration may direct as 
a mean s of enforcing such provisi ons inclu ding san ctions for no ncompliance. In the event a Contra ctor becom es 
involved in, or i s th reatened with, liti gation with a sub-co ntractor or suppl ier a s a result of such direction, th e 
Contractor may request the Florida Department of Transportation to enter into such litigation to protect the interests of 
the Florida Department of Transportation, and, in addition, the Contractor may request the United States to enter into  
such litigation to protect the interests of the United States. 
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III.   WORK PROGRAM TASKS 
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1.0 ADMINISTRATION 
 

This section describes task functions required to manage the transportation planning process on a continual basis 
including program administration, development, review, and reporting.  Specific tasks include: 

1.1 Administration and Planning Management 

1.2 Staff Support for the Transportation Disadvantaged Coordinating Board 

1.3 Transportation Disadvantaged Planning Options 

1.4 Public Participation and Education 

1.5 FDOT Match for FHWA 

1.6 FDOT Match for FTA 
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1.1 Administration and Planning Management 

Section: Administration UPWP Task No.: 1.1
Task: ADMINISTRATION AND PLANNING MANAGEMENT Final

May 13, 2010
Effective: July 1, 2010

BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA, MPO
UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM

PROGRAM PERIOD: July 1, 2010 - June 30, 2012

 
OBJECTIVES  
Accomplish the Metropolitan Planning Organization’s transportation planning vision through managing and admini stering 
its activities as identified in the UP WP. Maintain a nd update the UPWP; monitor, evaluate, and address  federal, state, 
and lo cal tra nsportation l egislation; monitor a nd i mplement go als, obje ctives, stand ards, and poli cies to guide t he 
development of transportation plans; ensure consistency in the transportation planning process and investigate potential 
financial re sources for t ransportation plannin g with empha sis on en suring that infra structure inv estments an d 
transportation services m eet a broad range of customer needs for the com munity and region.  Furthe r, manage, review 
and support the com pletion of all work prod ucts ide ntified in  the specific ta sks provide d in the UPWP.  Operate a s a  
structurally independent agency separate from Broward County government. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 Provide administrative services and management review of all activities and work products identified in the UPWP. 
 Manage the day-to-day activities of the new structurally independent MPO agency. 
 Maintain and amend (as necessary) the UPWP and incorporate all applicable federal and state rules and procedures. 

Submit draft document to all review agencies at the local, state, and federal levels. Incorporate agency comments and 
submit final document to FHWA and FTA for approval. 

 Ensure UPWP tasks and planning efforts are co mpleted with focus on fed eral transportation planning requirements, 
with emphasis on SAFETEA-LU and its reauthorization bill. 

 Coordinate BMPO functions with the Board Members,  SEFT C, TCC, CIR, BCCB, MPO staff, and other rel ated 
standing and special committee and board members 

 Maintain continued eligibility for federal  and state transpor tation aid thro ugh t he mainte nance of a cert ified urb an 
transportation planning process 

 Update the master organizational agreements and Joint Planning Agreements  
 Prepare & submit financial reports, billings, & progress reports of appropriate agencies, per existing agreements 
 Utilize FDOT’s DBE program in conjunction with consultant contracts 
 Participate in Annual Audit 
 Maintain the Broward MPO Continuity of Operations Plan (CO OP) that identif ies alternate l ocations, equipment, and 

resources n ecessary to e stablish, re establish, and /or maintain  staff planni ng functio ns durin g and  following a  
catastrophic event. 

 Prepare policy responses to new federal and state initiatives; brief board/committee members and staff of federal and 
state legislative delegations regarding  investments identified by the BMPO 

 Identify and support consistencies between BMPO priorities and state & federal policy objectives 
 Monitor federal and state legislation to identify bills that impact local transportation funding opportunities 
 Complete project status reports and other pertinent documents required by various agencies 
 Coordinate with Palm Beach an d Miam i-Dade MPO s, thr ough the South East  Florida T ransportation Coun cil  to 

develop con sistent langu age for re gional plan ning tasks and  produ cts in cluding RL RTP (Regi onal Long Ra nge 
Transportation Plan), RPIP (Regi onal Public Invo lvement Plan), Re gional Unfun ded Project Priori ty List and  
Performance Measures to evaluate progress 

 Monitor activities related to Title VI and DBE required documentation, coordinating with local agencies, as needed. 
 Identify regionally significant projects aimed at enhancing safety and security in the urbanized area, coordinating with 

various state, county, and local agencies to enhance countywide and regional preparedness. 
 Complete federal certification review. 
 
PREVIOUS MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
2008:    Participated in drafting the Legislative Policy Positions with the MPOAC 
2008: Performed re quired a ctivities cooperatively to ens ure co nsistency betwee n BMPO, SFRT A, FDOT an d the 

County Transportation planning processes 
2010:   Established new interlocal Agreement for administrative services 
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2010:     Cre ated new BMPO Policies/procedures handbook and new organizational structure related to new Interlocal 
Agreement 

2010: Adopted procurement procedures consistent with federal and state guidelines 
2010: Multi-Year UPWP draft and final document, including all necessary tables.   
 
WORK PRODUCTS 
 Ongoing:  General management of staff and all work products, as outlined in the UPWP. 
 Ongoing:  Monthly agenda packages and meetings for the BMPO, TCC, CIR and BCCB. 
 Ongoing: Quarterly progress reports, financial status reports, agreements, quarterly invoices, and th e annual single 

audit report. 
 Ongoing:  Comprehensive planning liaison by Director and other staff. 
 Ongoing:  Analyses of transportation bills and legislation, with special focus on SAFETEA-LU reauthorization. 
 Ongoing:  Analyses of potential funding sources for transportation related projects. 
 July 2010: Fully execute a lease agreement for new meeting and office space for the MPO. 
 July 2010: Staff the Broward MPO as a new independent agency and set up new offices. 
 Aug 2010: Terminate the existing 1977 Staff Services Agreement with Broward County. 
 Dec 2010:  Establish a “libra ry of se rvices” of con sultants to assi st in various plan ning studies as n eeded and  

identified in the UPWP. 
 Annual State Certification Review and Annual Audit  
 FY 2011 Federal Certification Review and process 
 FY 2012 UPWP Update 

 
Note:  Governing guid ance includes:  BMPO Staff Services Agreement, US DOT Chaps. 23 and 49, CFR Rul es, MPO 
Program Management Handbook, FS  427, SAFET EA-LU, Title  VI of Civil Rights A ct of 1964 (42  U.S.C. 35, Section 
12101), Older Americans Act, Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, etc. 
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FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION FY 10-11 FY 11-12 Primary Responsibility:
PL Staff 280,501$         226,679$         BMPO
PL Miscellaneous 630,000$         370,000$         
FTA Sec 5303 249,334$         201,493$         
FDOT Match 231,982$         156,787$         
Local 31,167$           25,187$           
Total 1,422,984$      980,145$         

Notes:
* Staff salaries include Executive Director, Deputy Director and administrative and budget support 
  staff which manage, review and facilitate the completion of all work products identified in the UPWP.
* Local cash for FTA is included in local funds

* PL Miscellaneous includes: FY 10-11 FY 11-12 
Rental and Insurance $235,000 $220,000 

Administrative Costs to Host Agency $75,000 $20,000 
Legal Services $100,000 $100,000 
Travel/Training $20,000 $20 ,000 

Equipment $200,000 $10 ,000 

*In FY09-10 the Broward MPO ended its staff services agreement with Broward County Government 
establishing its independence. As a result, additional expenditures will be incurred by the MPO not 
experienced in previous years. These include:
-Rental and Insurance - These costs relate to the new building lease and CAM (common area 
maintenance) costs including insurance, and moving expense (estimate).
-Administrative Costs - These costs represent administrative services to be provided to the MPO by a new 
host agency once a new interlocal agreement is reached (estimate).
-Equipment - These costs represent new equipment to be purchased as a result of the MPO becoming a 
stand alone agency. These costs include but are not limited to: office desk, chairs, phones, cabinets, 
plotters, copiers (rental), color laser printer (approved in 08-10 UPWP, not purchased during that period), 
recording equipment, server, etc. (estimate). 
-Details regarding the above expenditures will be provided to FDOT for final review and approval.  
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1.2 Staff Support for the Transportation Disadvantaged Coordinating Board 

Section: Administration UPWP Task No.: 1.2
Task: STAFF SUPPORT FOR THE TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED Final

COORDINATING BOARD

BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA, MPO
UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM

PROGRAM PERIOD: July 1, 2010 - June 30, 2012

May 13, 2010
Effective: July 1, 2010

 
 
OBJECTIVES 
Provide the Bro ward Cou nty Coord inating Board (BC CB) for the Transportation Disa dvantaged with contin uing a dministrative a nd 
planning support per Chapter 427.0157 F.S. and Rule 41-2. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 Coordinate with the Florid a Com mission for the T ransportation Disadvantaged (F CTD) an d the local Community 

Transportation Coordinator (CTC). 
 Develop documents and presentations as required by statute, the FCTD, or requested by the Coordinating Board and 

assist Broward County Transit in the CTC function. 
 Prepare the Transportation Disadvantaged element of the TIP. 
 Review and provide briefings on legislation related to the transportation disadvantaged. 
 Prepare evaluations and reports according to statutes, laws, guidelines and directives. 
 Facilitate an Annual TD Local Coordinating Board-sponsored public hearing. 
 
PREVIOUS MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
 2009:  Annual Budget Estimate; Actual Expenditure Report 
 2009:  Planning Grant Application and Progress Reports 
 2009:  Community Transportation Coordinator Evaluation 
 2009:  Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan 
 
WORK PRODUCT  
 Ongoing:  Administrative support to maintain required process and address emerging issues 
 Ongoing:  MPO agenda, back-up materials and correspondence 
 Ongoing:  Evaluation documents and reports 
 Ongoing:  BCCB meetings and agenda packages; BCCB subcommittee meetings and reports as required 
 Annual and Quarterly Reports to the Florida Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged (FCTD) 
 
 

FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION FY 10-11 FY 11-12 Primary Responsibility:
TD 52,895$           $           BMPO
Local -$                 -$                 
Total 52,895$           $           
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1.3 Transportation Disadvantaged Planning Options 

Section: Administration UPWP Task No.: 1.3
Task: TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED PLANNING OPTIONS Final

UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM
PROGRAM PERIOD: July 1, 2010 - June 30, 2012

May 13, 2010
Effective: July 1, 2010

BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA, MPO

 
OBJECTIVES 
Ensure compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements to make the public transit system 
accessible for people who are transportation disadvantaged, including individuals who are disabled, elderly, economically 
challenged, and other transportation disadvantaged groups.  Coordinate specialized and alternative transportation 
services provided and partner with health, human and social service agencies to expand options for the transportation 
disadvantaged. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 Ensure liaison and support for the B.C. Coordinating Board for Transportation Disadvantaged Services, Coordinating 

Council of Broward, and the Local Regional Workforce Development Board. 
 Chair/Member of SFRTA ADA Advisory Committee. 
 Ensure compliance with federal, state, & local rules and regulations related to “Welfare Transition” Program and the 

Work Incentive Act.  
 Coordinate with health and human service agencies and partnerships, which include WorkForce One and 

Coordinating Council of Broward/Quality of Life Committee, in developing joint projects and plans. 
 Evaluate innovative and nontraditional transportation services that can be considered in providing mobility 

alternatives. 
 Research grant opportunities and application efforts for expanded technology standards for transportation service 

delivery to the elderly and disabled. 
  
PREVIOUS MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
 2009:  Participated in FDOT grant application review panel for 5310 vehicles. 

2009:  Completed major and minor updates to the Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan (TDSP), as required by 
the Florida Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged (FCTD) and any applicable federal legislation. 

 2009:  Annual Community Transportation Coordinator Evaluation, as required by the FCTD 
 2009:  Participated in the Annual DisAbilities EXPO. 
 
WORK PRODUCTS 
 Ongoing:   Develop plans for transportation disadvantaged services throughout the county for the  elderly, disabled, 

and economically disadvantaged consistent with appropriate federal, state, and local rules and regulations, 
and the TDSP, as required by the FCTD. 

 Ongoing:   TD options with ADA and Regional Workforce Development Program requirements 
 Ongoing:   Administrative support to the Transportation Disadvantaged Coordinating Board 
 Ongoing:   Service benchmarks for transportation disadvantaged service provision 
 
 

FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION FY 10-11 FY 11-12 Primary Responsibility:
PL Staff 20,309$           18,512$           BMPO
FTA Sec 5303 18,052$           16,455$           
FDOT Match 6,736$             6,140$             Other Agencies:
Local 2,257$             2,057$             BCTD, FDOT
Total 47,353$           43,164$           
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1.4 Public Participation and Education 

Section: Administration UPWP Task No.: 1.4
Task: PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND EDUCATION Final

Effective: July 1, 2010
BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA, MPO

UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM
PROGRAM PERIOD: July 1, 2010 - June 30, 2012

May 13, 2010

 
OBJECTIVES  
Involve and educate the public about all aspects of transportation planning with focus on early and continuous gathering of information 
from the public in order to facilitate local and regional transportation decision-making including the Livable Communities studies.   
 
METHODOLOGY 
 Implement Broward MPO Public Involvement Plan (PIP) for all tasks and activities identified in the UPWP. 

 Create public and media awareness of the Broward MPO and the Miami urbanized area. 
 Hold public workshops and seminars to provide information and obtain input on transportation issues. 
 Create brochures, newsletters and maps to disseminate local and regional information. 
 Increase media relations and maintain positive and pro-active media presence. 
 Recruit new Community Involvement Roundtable (CIR) members to fill vacancies, with special attention to 

selecting members representative of Broward County’s diverse population. 
 Maintain and expand MPO website to disseminate information and collect feedback from the public. 
 Develop, distribute, collect and analyze survey material to evaluate effectiveness. 
 Formally evaluate effectiveness of PIP and update plan as warranted. 
 Provide regional public involvement opportunities in coordination with Miami-Dade & Palm Beach MPOs. 
 Conduct Broward MPO outreach program for school age children. 
 Co-sponsor a tri-county regional CIR/CAC meeting in order to gather public input for regional transportation 

planning efforts and products. 
 Conduct quarterly regional Public Involvement Management Team (PIMT) meetings, develop and implement 

Regional PIP, provide support for regional projects. 
 Develop tools to assess the impact of transportation projects on underserved neighborhoods. 
 Maintain universal database to include contact information culled from surveys and other material. 
 Ensure compliance with principles of Environmental Justice. 
 
PREVIOUS MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
2010:  Started work on Phase I of the Integrated Transportation Information System. 
2009:  Co-hosted regional Metropolitan Planning Organizations’ Citizens’ Advisory Committee Meeting. 
2009:  Held quarterly regional Public Information Management Team (PIMT) meetings. 
2009:  Held 8 Broward MPO outreach presentations for elementary school students and 10 community outreach events. 
2009:  Created Broward MPO transportation videos and added them to Broward MPO website for viewing public. 
2008:  Hosted SEFTC Regional Transit Funding Summit. 
2008:  Produced Southeast Florida Transportation Council-Regional Public Involvement Plan (RPIP). 
 
WORK PRODUCTS 
Dec 2010:  Publication and distribution of bicycle suitability maps for Broward County 
Annual: Consultant contract supporting continued community events and elementary school outreach. 
June 2011:Evaluation of public involvement effectiveness 
Ongoing: Live telecasts of Broward MPO meetings on local cable public access channels 
Ongoing: Monthly public workshops, seminars and community outreach events; public input surveys 
Ongoing:   Media kits and informational / educational videos, as required 
Ongoing:  Quarterly Newsletters and educational brochures for major Broward MPO publications 
Ongoing:  Website providing timely information to general public, updated as needed 
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FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION FY 10-11 FY 11-12 Primary Responsibility:
PL Staff 61,260$           52,892$           BMPO
Consultant Contracts 167,375$         105,500$         
FTA Sec 5303 111,839$         47,015$           Other Agencies:
FDOT Match 64,406$           40,811$           PBMPO, MDMPO
Local 13,980$           5,877$             
Total 418,861$         252,094$         

Notes:
* Consultant Contracts:

FY 10-11 FY 11-12 
Development of an Integrated 
Transportation Information System $61,875 
Public Involvement $75,500 $75,500 
Educational Support $30,000 $30,000  
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1.5 FDOT Match for FHWA 

Section: Administration UPWP Task No.: 1.5
Task: FDOT MATCH FOR FHWA Final

May 13, 2010
Effective: July 1, 2010

BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA, MPO
UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM

PROGRAM PERIOD: July 1, 2010 - June 30, 2012

 
OBJECTIVES  
Provision of a non-federal share match f or the F HWA PL f unded portion of the BMPO Unified Planning Work Program.  PL funds are 
soft matched b y FDOT allowing the De partment to use ce rtain toll revenue expenditures as a credit to ward the non -federal matching 
share of all programs authorized by Title 23 and SAFETEA-LU.  
 
METHODOLOGY 
 Specific tasks are to be defined in the Joint Participation Agreement 
 General involvement includes preparation for and attending BMPO, TCC, CIR and other meetings, review and 

comment on transportation planning and programming projects, participation in the TIP, UPWP, Long Range 
Transportation Plan, Congestion Management Planning, consultant contracts, etc. 

 
PREVIOUS MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
 Multi-year - Continuing support for the BMPO UPWP 
 
WORK PRODUCTS 
 FDOT administrative and technical participation in the BMPO Program 
  

FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION FY 10-11 FY 11-12 Primary Responsibility:
FDOT Match 486,731$         380,028$         FDOT
Total 486,731$         380,028$         

Notes:
* In-kind match for new allocations is at a rate of 18.07 percent
* This is the total amount of FDOT match for FHWA; however, each task funding allocation is distributed in 
the Financial Participation portion of each individual task as applicable
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1.6 FDOT Match for FTA  

Section: Administration UPWP Task No.: 1.6
Task: FDOT MATCH FOR FTA Final

May 13, 2010
Effective: July 1, 2010

BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA, MPO
UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM

PROGRAM PERIOD: July 1, 2010 - June 30, 2012

 
OBJECTIVES  
Provide for FDOT cash participation in the FTA Section 5303 - funded portion of the BMPO Unified Planning Work Program. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 Specific tasks are to be defined in Joint Participation Agreements 
 General involvement includes preparation for and attending BMPO, TCC, CIR and other meetings, review and 

comment on transportation planning and programming projects, participation in the TIP, UPWP, Long-Range 
Transportation Plan, Congestion Management Planning, Transit Development Plan, etc. 

 
PREVIOUS MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
 Ongoing:  Multi-Year support for the BMPO UPWP 
 
WORK PRODUCTS 
 Ongoing:  FDOT administrative and technical participation in the BMPO Program through a formal Joint Participation 

Agreement 
 
 

FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION FY 10-11 FY 11-12 Primary Responsibility:
FDOT Match 155,031$         98,396$           BMPO
Total 155,031$         98,396$           

Notes:
*FDOT Match for FTA is distributed among the tasks
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2.0 DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 
 

This section describes the work tasks needed to monitor area travel characteristics and factors affecting travel 
such as socioeconomic and land use data, transportation system data, and other concerns and issues. 

 

2.1 Highway, Traffic and Safety Data 

2.2 Transit Surveillance and Development 

2.3 Trafficways Planning and Impact Studies 
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2.1 Highway, Traffic and Safety Data 

Section: Data Collection and Analysis UPWP Task No.: 2.1
Task: HIGHWAY, TRAFFIC, AND SAFETY DATA Final

May 13, 2010
Effective: July 1, 2010

PROGRAM PERIOD: July 1, 2010 - June 30, 2012
UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM
BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA, MPO

 
OBJECTIVE 
Maintain an on-going surveillance and data collection program, including the use of Geographic Information System (GIS), 
to monitor current and historic operational characteristics of the transportation network. Accomplish a safer and secure 
transportation system through use of state/local partnership, in accordance with the SAFETEA-LU planning factors and 
Code of Federal Regulations.  
 
METHODOLOGY 
 Coordinate with FDOT, Broward County Traffic Engineering Division (BCTED) and local governments on traffic 

studies and field work to obtain traffic and highway data such as traffic count and intersection geometry. 
 Maintain and update the roadway functional classifications and jurisdictional assignments in cooperation with FDOT 

and FHWA 
 Process traffic count data with FDOT’s Survey Processing Software (SPS) and maintain the data in GIS. 
 Perform roadway level of service analyses using acceptable techniques, including the latest Highway Capacity 

Manual, FDOT Quality/Level of Service Handbook and the new Highway Safety Manual.  
 Maintain an inventory of centerline miles and lane miles for each roadway classification. 
 Obtain traffic crash data from FDOT, Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicle, Broward Sheriff’s Office, and 

local law enforcement agencies. Attend Highway Safety Manual training as available. 
 Identify locations with high numbers of traffic crashes for improvement. 
 Maintain all traffic and highway data, including traffic crash information, in a GIS environment. 
 Explore funding options to maintain traffic count data collection efforts in light of local funding shortfalls.  
 
PREVIOUS MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
 2010:  Completed the 2008/2030 Roadway Level of Service Analysis Report 
 2010:  Completed the 2009 Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) reports and maps. 
 2009:  Completed the 2008 Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) reports and maps 
 2008:  Completed GIS mapping of traffic crashes using 2005-2006 crash data  
 2008:  Completed update of the Priority Intersection ranking report 
 
WORK PRODUCTS 
 Ongoing:    List of high crash locations along County and City roads using 2007/2008/2009 traffic crash data 
 Ongoing:    Update Priority Intersection ranking report 
 May 2011:  Complete 2009/10 - 2035 Roadway Level of Service Analysis Report 
 May 2012:  Prepare 2010/2011 Annual Average Daily Traffic Count report and maps 
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FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION  FY 10-11 FY 11-12 Primary Responsibility:
PL Staff 52,015$           47,225$           BMPO
Consultant Contracts -$                 -$                 
FTA Sec 5303 74,928$           41,978$           Other Agencies:
FDOT Match 20,838$           15,663$           BCTED, FDOT
Local 9,366$             5,247$             
Total 157,147$         110,112$         

Notes:
* Local cash for FTA is included in local funds
* Consultant contract to conduct studies related to traffic and highway data collection, traffic crash analyses; rail road 
crossings, draw bridge safety, and auto occupancy rates.
* Local dollars are used to produce traffic count maps and reports to meet transportation community needs including 
county agencies.  
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2.2 Transit Surveillance and Development 

Section: Data Collection and Analysis UPWP Task No.: 2.2
Task: TRANSIT SURVEILLANCE AND DEVELOPMENT Final

BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA, MPO
UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM

PROGRAM PERIOD: July 1, 2010 - June 30, 2012

May 13, 2010
Effective: July 1, 2010

 
OBJECTIVES 
To support local and regional transit operators and other agencies finding ways to enhance service.  Assist in preparing 
updates to the region’s short range (10-year) Transit Development Plan and support Broward County transportation 
agencies in planning activities leading to enhancing transit service.  
 
METHODOLOGY 
 Provide consistency with the MPO’s Long Range Transportation Plan, the Transportation Element of the Broward 

County Comprehensive Plan, and other guiding rules, plans, procedures, etc., including the American with Disabilities 
Act and the SAFETEA-LU. 

 Monitor, prepare and update as necessary, performance measures and standards for transit usage, transit facilities, 
and passenger amenities. 

 Participation in long- and short-range land use and transportation/transit planning activities and projects. 
 Aid in the preparation of transit facility plans, transfer points layouts (transit hubs), multimodal facilities and 

development of transit levels of service for study areas. Perform technical analysis. 
 Assist preparing the Transit Development Plans (TDPs) produced by transit agencies in the region by the direction set 

forth in the MPO’s plans, goal, objectives and programs.  Incorporate both safety and security measures into public 
transit planning, in order to generally optimize passenger safety and specifically plan a transit system that is 
responsive following a natural or manmade disaster. 

 Analyze ridership data for localized areas, corridors, or sub-regions leading to the planning and execution of projects 
that increase transportation choices.   

 Include Transit Signal Priority (TSP) and Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS) activities as enhancement 
tools for transit service. 

 Collection, analysis, and integration of transit data through Livability Studies conducted under Task 3.3 will be made 
available to other agencies as required.  

 
PREVIOUS MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
 2009: Completed FY 2010 TDP’s Progress Report 
 2008  Completed FY 2009-2018 TDP Major Update and related public Involvement process in cooperation with BCT 
 
WORK PRODUCTS 
 Sept 2010: Review and evaluate adopted transit performance standards for applicability to new MPO programs 
 June 2011: Complete guidelines for transit and multimodal facilities and amenities. 
 2010/2012: Implement TPS in selected corridors countywide and ATMS transit components in central Broward. 
 Ongoing:  Integrate transit data into planning projects and share data with other agencies. Produce reports and maps 

using a computerized data system and GIS applications. 
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FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION FY 10-11 FY 11-12 Primary Responsibility:
PL Staff 24,705$           17,001$           BMPO
Consultant Contracts -$                 50,000$           
FTA Sec 5303 50,653$           15,112$           Other Agencies:
FDOT Match 11,780$           16,666$           BCTD
Local 6,332$             1,889$             
Total 93,470$           100,668$         

Notes:

FY 10-11 FY 11-12
Design Standards for Transit Hubs $                    -   $            50,000 

* Consultant contracts
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2.3 Trafficways Planning and Impact Studies 

Section: Data Collection and Analysis UPWP Task No.: 2.3
Task: TRAFFICWAYS PLANNING AND IMPACT STUDIES Final

Effective: July 1, 2010

UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM
PROGRAM PERIOD: July 1, 2010 - June 30, 2012

BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA, MPO

May 13, 2010

 
OBJECTIVES 
Ensure necessary rights-of-way (ROW) are maintained to meet future transportation infrastructure needs, including 
roadways, transit, bikeways, and sidewalks.  Ensure local traffic impact studies and transportation networks are consistent 
with the Long Range Transportation Plan and the Transportation Improvement Program.  
 
METHODOLOGY 
 Evaluate proposed amendments to the Broward County Trafficways Plan and Land Use Plan in support of the 

Broward County Planning Council (BCPC) using the travel forecast model.  
 Use traffic count data, roadway inventory, field data, the Highway Capacity Manual, Highway Safety Manual, FDOT 

Quality/Level-of-Service Handbook, ITE Trip Generation manual and related software to estimate levels-of-service 
and review traffic studies, Applications for Development Approval (ADAs) and Notices of Proposed Change (NOPC) 
for Development of Regional Impacts (DRIs). 

 Update background traffic data for use in the Traffic Review and Impact Planning System (TRIPS) Model to estimate 
developer/transit impact fees. 

 Coordinate with FDOT staff in developing guidelines for project evaluation and priority. 
 Support the consideration of Transportation System Management (TSM) to increase the transportation network 

capacity using low-cost capital investment. 
 Efforts directly related to MPO plans and programs will be funded with planning funds.  Cost recovery will be used for 

work with the BCPC, the TRIPS Model, the County Incentive Grant Program and the Broward County Capital 
Program.  

 
PREVIOUS MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
 2010:  Reviewed traffic studies for the Main Street at Coconut Creek DRI  
 2009:  Reviewed traffic study for the Lauderhill City Center DRI 
 2008:  Estimated 2030 traffic impacts and provided comments on mitigation measures for The Davie Area Wide DRI. 
 
WORK PRODUCTS 
 2011:  Prepare County Incentive Grant Program (CIGP) applications as need. 
 2011:  Provide input to the county capital programming process as needed. 
 Ongoing:  Prepare and review of traffic impact studies related to DRI, concurrency management, and other traffic 

impacts. 
 Ongoing:  Evaluate amendments to County Trafficways Plan and Land Use Plan that assure corridor protection and 

support the goals of the Broward MPO’s Long Range Transportation Plan  
 
 

FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION FY 10-11 FY 11-12 Primary Responsibility:
PL Staff 34,235$           32,113$           BMPO
Consultant Contracts -$                 -$                 
FTA Sec 5303 30,431$           28,545$           Other Agencies:
FDOT Match 11,355$           10,651$           BCPC, FDOT
Local 3,804$             3,568$             
Total 79,825$           74,876$           

Notes:
* Local cash for FTA is included in local funds
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3.0 PROGRAM AND PLAN DEVELOPMENT 
 

This section describes the transportation systems planning tasks related to transit, energy, transportation land use 
and long- and short- range transportation planning.  Specific tasks include: 

 

3.1 Long Range Transportation Planning 

3.2 Regional Transportation Planning 

3.3 Livability Planning 

3.4 Transportation Improvement Program 

3.5 Congestion Management Process and Corridor Planning 

3.6 Freight and Goods Management / Intermodal Planning 

3.7 Airport Planning 

3.8 Seapo rt Planning 

3.9 Mobility Options and Enhancements 
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3.1 Long Range Transportation Planning 

Section: Program and Plan Development UPWP Task No.: 3.1
Task: LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLANNING Final

BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA, MPO
UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM

PROGRAM PERIOD: July 1, 2010 - June 30, 2012

May 13, 2010
Effective: July 1, 2010

 
OBJECTIVES 
Maintain a long-range transportation plan that is technically sound, financially feasible and consistent with community 
values. Utilize the Southeast Regional Planning Model (SERPM), to process LRTP amendments.  Continue work with 
FDOT to support the Efficient Transportation Decision Making (ETDM) process. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 Coordinate LRTP with plans from other agencies including FDOT’s Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) Plan and BCT’s 

Transit Development Plan (TDP).  Update the 2035 LRTP to ensure compliance with the successor of SAFETEA-LU. 
 Coordinate with FDOT, BCT, SFRTA and other planning/implementing agencies to implement projects and policies 

identified in the 2035 LRTP. 
 Update socioeconomic data to accommodate land use changes and collect travel data required to improve the 

SERPM model especially in transit modeling. Incorporate Census 2010 and NHTS survey results. Conduct additional 
survey as needed. Develop techniques to conduct alternative land use modeling. 

 Update Vacant Land Inventory to insure accuracy of future socioeconomic data forecast. 
 Continue utilizing the ETDM process to create linkages between land use, transportation and environment to improve 

decisions and reduce time and costs of project development. 
 Maintain the 2035 LRTP planning screen and respond to ETAT inquiries. 
 Prepare the necessary GIS layers for the LRTP including community socio-culture affect. 
 Participate with FDOT staff in programming Strategic Highway Safety Program funds for off-state system projects, 

assisting in selection of viable projects submitted by local governments. 
 Participate in identifying safety and security needs along Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) facilities, connectors, and 

hubs. 
 For air quality monitoring, over the next year, a review and recommendation of a new rate to use for establishing 

whether or not an area’s air quality ozone rating is within attainment will be conducted by the USEPA.  Staff will 
monitor the activities of this review. By August 2011, designation of areas in attainment and non- attainment will go 
into effect. If Broward is no longer in attainment, the LRTP will be updated to include conformity measures.  If 
necessary Broward MPO consulting services will be utilized to bring Broward MPO into conformance and the LRTP 
will be updated every four years, instead of five.  

 
PREVIOUS MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
 2010:  Completed 2035 Cost Feasible Project GIS maps 
 2009:  Completed 2035 LRTP 
 2008:  Competed model validation for base year 2005 
 2008:  Competed procurement process and selected a consultant to update LRTP to horizon year 2035 
 
WORK PRODUCT 
 Ongoing:   Amend 2035 LRTP as needed 
 Dec 2010: Complete 2010 Vacant Land Inventory 
 Jun 2011:  Update TAZ boundaries for Census 2010 and update socio-economic data for 2010 model validation 
 Dec 2011: Complete Broward County’s component of ITIS 
 2012:         Begin 2010 model validation 
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FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION FY 10-11 FY 11-12 Primary Responsibility:
PL Staff 136,310$         120,896$         BMPO
Consultant Contracts 92,000$           92,000$           
FTA Sec 5303 135,511$         107,463$         Other Agencies:
FDOT Match 67,294$           60,388$           BCEPGMD, FDOT, MDMPO, PBMPO,
Local 16,939$           13,433$           SFRTA, SFRPC, TCRPC
Total 448,054$         394,179$         

Notes:

* Consultant Contracts: FY 10-11 FY 11-12
Model Validation & Related Activities $92,000 $92,000 

* Local cash for FTA is included in local funds
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3.2 Regional Transportation Planning 

Section: Program and Plan Development UPWP Task No.: 3.2
Task: REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLANNING Final

May 13, 2010
Effective: July 1, 2010

BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA, MPO
UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM

PROGRAM PERIOD: July 1, 2010 - June 30, 2012

 
OBJECTIVES 
Support a re gional tra nsportation pl anning p rocess, enhan ce the integratio n b etween local  and re gional transportatio n 
planning, ensure multi-jurisdictional coordination of transportation plans and programs for the urbanized area of Southeast 
Florida and f orm closer coalition among the Palm Beach, Broward, and Miami-Dade MPOs under the  auspices of the 
Southeast Florida Transportation Council (SEFTC).  Wo rk cooperatively with t he South Florida Regional Transportation 
Authority (SFRTA) in the coordi nation, plan development, and programming of transportation projects as stipulated in the 
SFRTA Strategic  Regional Trans it Plan and its  5-Year Tr ansit Development Program. Coordinate land us e and urban 
design facto rs to integrate  transportation improvements into the fabri c of the comm unity. Work with lo cal and regional 
partners to conduct and promote regional public involvement effort. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 Develop and update regional plans and programs through working with Miami-Dade and Palm Beach MPOs, regional 

planning councils (SFRPC and TCRPC), the SFRTA and FDOT staffs.  
 Participate in the activities of the SEFTC and Regional Transportation Technical Advisory Committee (RTTAC).  Both 

committees have a region al public in put component.  Further facilitate regional public involv ement as n oted in Task 
1.4, Public Participation and Education. 

 Maintain a regional transportation network; develop performance measures for regional project priorities. 
 Provide input to the Transportation Regional Incentive Program (TRIP). 
 Continue working on regio nal proje cts such a s hig h cap acity tra nsit initiatives along the S R 7/US 1 corridors, the  

Central Broward East/West Transit Analysis, and the FEC Transit Corridor study.  
 Participate in implementing Regional Consumer Information Network and Regional Transit Smartcard Program. 
 Work with local/regional planning councils to coordinate efforts in developing 2060 Visioning Plan. 
 Coordination with SFRTA, transit ag encies, the Florida Department of Transportation, the tri-County MPOs and lo cal 

traffic ope rations/engineering divisio ns to develop  proj ect lev el planni ng studies, e.g. , Alternative Analysis,  
Environmental Assessments, Preliminary Engineering, Livability Studies, et c. as appropriate for each county. Studies 
will assi st in delineatin g high pe rformance tran sit corr idors for sho rt, medium, and lon g-range impl ementation.  
Develop a regional Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) for the tri-county area. 

 
PREVIOUS MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
 2010: Completed the 2035 Regional Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) 
 2009: SFRTA secured dedicated funding to continue 50 weekday-train operation 
 2009:    Updated the SERPM model to support the local and regional LRTP development efforts 
 2009:   Updated the regional transportation network 
 2009:  Updated regional transportation projects priority list for TRIP funding 
 2008: SFRTA completed the 2008-2012 Transit Development Plan 
 
WORK PRODUCTS  
 Ongoing:  Continue participation in the RTA Technical Advisory Committees and perform associated tasks. 
 Ongoing:  Monitor and assist in the implementation of the consumer information network and the Smartcard. 
 Ongoing:  Development of inter-county network criteria.  
 Ongoing:  Continue development of transit corridors initiatives. 
 Ongoing:  Actively participate and provide administrative support to the SEFTC and its technical committee 
 2011:       Regional Transportation Improvement Program. 
 2010:       SFRTA to initiate negotiations to coordinate livability study development with the Broward MPO. 
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FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION  FY 10-11 FY 11-12 Primary Responsibility:
PL Staff 59,168$            45,336$           BMPO, PBMPO, MDMPO
Consultant Contracts 50,000$            50,000$           Other Agencies:
FTA Sec 5303 95,634$            40,299$           FDOT, SFRPC, TCRPC, SEFTC,
TOther Federal 5307 90,000$            90,000$            Local Transit Operators, Broward County Public Work
FDOT Match 36,032$            26,064$           FTA Sec. 5307 :
Local 11,954$            5,037$             Primary Responsibility: SFRTA
Total 342,789$          256,736$         Other Agencies: BCMPO, MDMPO, PBMPO, FDOT

Notes:

* Consultant Contracts:
FY 10-11 FY 11-12

Regional LRTP Support  $            50,000 $            50,000 

* Local cash for FTA is included in local funds
T SFRTA is a regional agency, which serves Palm Beach, Broward, and Miami Dade Counties. End products and funding
represents $90,000 of work to be accomplished within this total service area. Note: For information purposes only. Funding 
is not allocated, provided, or administered through the Broward MPO.
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3.3 Livability Planning 

Section: Program and Plan Development UPWP Task No.: 3.3
Task: LIVABILITY PLANNING Final

BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA, MPO
UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM

PROGRAM PERIOD: July 1, 2010 - June 30, 2012

May 13, 2010
Effective: July 1, 2010

 
OBJECTIVES 
Conduct Area Studies consistent with the 2035 LRTP to create plans for Livable Communities in coordination with Mobility 
Hubs and transit investments throughout the Metropolitan Planning Area. Increase transit ridership and multi-modal 
transportation options. Direct growth towards transit corridors to protect existing neighborhoods. Leverage the public 
investment in transit by encouraging redevelopment and private investment in transit-supportive locations. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 Determine the Study Area boundaries for five (5) Livability Area Studies, one study within each of the five MPO 

districts based upon the Cost Feasible Transit Plan of the 2035 LRTP. 
 Develop and implement a comprehensive public involvement plan for each study including community visioning, 

workshops, public meetings, and print and media communications.  
 Coordinate with the local governments within each of the Study Areas to determine the Scope of Services, level of 

municipal participation, community outreach objectives, local goals and priorities.    
 Conduct data gathering tasks, including review of existing local plans, mapping, and creation of new data sets and 

maps as needed.   
 Analyze the technical data and community input to determine Project Issues, formulate Alternatives, and create a 

Project Framework. Utilize 3-D visualization software to conduct site analysis, develop design scenarios, assess the 
impacts of changes to land development regulations, and illustrate the “before and after” impacts of proposed 
implementation tasks.  

 Develop lists of Implementation tasks and projects to achieve the Community Vision for each of the Study Areas. 
 Work with FDOT and Broward County Transportation Department to implement plan recommendations. 
 Develop Livability Planning strategies to incorporate corridor planning, economic development, transit, housing, urban 

design and funding together to create vibrant, livable transit corridors throughout Broward County. 
 Consultant contracts will use Title VI Discrimination Complaint Procedure and DBE procedures developed by FDOT 

District 4.  
 
PREVIOUS MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

 
 2010: Develop Scope of Services  in collaboration with FDOT, FAU, and municipalities for the Plantation Mid-

Town/SW Sunrise Livability Study  
 2010:  Countywide priority criteria and rank mobility hubs and proposal for future area livability study (RFP) 
 2010:  Northern Broward County Transit-Supportive and Land Use Study 
 2009:  Completed Phase 1; Planning Analysis of the Northern Broward County Transit-Supportive and Land Use 

Study.  
 2009: Coordinated with Florida Atlantic University and FDOT to complete Oakland Park Boulevard Corridor Study – 

Phase II 
 2009: Develop Scope of Services  for Community Involvement Process for the Northern Broward County Transit-

Supportive and Land Use Study 
 
WORK PRODUCT 
 Aug 2010:   Start work on Phase 2: Community Visioning and Design – Plantation Mid-Town/SW Sunrise Livability 

Study 
 Dec 2010:   Start Phase I of Southern Broward Livability Study 
 Apr  2011:   Planning Report of the Plantation Mid-Town/Sunrise Sawgrass Mills area Livability Study 
 Aug 2010: Develop Scope of Services in collaboration with FDOT, FAU, and municipalities for the Hallandale and 

Hollywood Livability Study. 
 Aug 2011: Develop Scope of Services in collaboration with municipalities and agencies for the Cypress Creek 

Livability Study. 
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 Aug 2011:   Develop Scope of Services in collaboration with FDOT, FAU, and municipalities for the Fort Lauderdale 
Livability Study. 

 June 2012:  Develop Scope of Services in collaboration with municipalities and agencies for the Deerfield Beach 
Livability Study. 

 

: 

FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION FY 10-11 FY 11-12 Primary Responsibility:
PL Staff 87,265$           75,560$           BMPO
Consultant Contracts 170,000$         155,000$         
FTA Sec 5303 120,609$         67,164$           Other Agencies:
FDOT Match 71,817$           59,246$           FDOT, Broward County, 
Local 15,076$           8,396$             SFRTA, Municipalities, FAU
Total 464,768$         365,366$         

Notes:
* Consultant Contracts:

FY 10-11 FY 11-12
Livability Studies $          170,000 $          155,000 
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3.4 Transportation Improvement Program 

Section: Program and Plan Development UPWP Task No.: 3.4
Task: TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM Final

BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA, MPO
UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM

PROGRAM PERIOD: July 1, 2010 - June 30, 2012

May 13, 2010
Effective: July 1, 2010

 
 
OBJECTIVES  
 
Develop and annually update the Five-Year Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) in cluding the annual element for 
all modes of transportation and transportation project priority listings utilizing the Transportation Economic and Land Use 
System (TELUS) 
 
METHODOLOGY  
 Draft the Annual Fiscal Year TIPs including the programming of unfunded priorities for incorporation into the TIP. 
 Review and endorse FDOT’s draft Tentative Work Program. 
 Request inpu t to the TIP annually fro m munici palities, re sponsible implem enting agen cies, and intere sted group s, 

ensuring that all projects are consistent with adopted plans. 
 Ensure the TIP is consistent with the adopted Long Range Transportation Plan. 
 Utilize TELUS for the Web internet-enabled application for the Broward MPO. TELUS is the most comprehensive and 

cost feasible application for our u se at this time. Con tinue to work with FDOT i n exploring a common TIP tool that 
could be a regional effort. 

 Educate the public an d in corporate the ir inp ut into t he TIP utilizi ng TEL US with sp ecial fo cus o n tho se wh o a re 
traditionally under-represented and underserved, in accordance with federal standards.  

 Maintain and further develop a data management system that enhances the urban transportation planning process by 
creating and maintaining shape files for the GIS component of TELUS. 

 Create GIS data and maps that support the TIP, Enhancement Program and Unfunded Transportation Priorities. 
 Complete amendments to the TIP, as needed. 
 Publish the Annual Obligations Listing in local newspapers, on the internet, and in the TIP. 
 Coordinate with partne r agencies to p romote safe a nd livable com munities through such ste ps as noise abatement 

measures, climate control, and alternative transportation modes. 
 In coordination with FDOT and local governments, pri oritize and p rogram eli gible t ransportation projects related  to  

federal economic stimulus funding in order to create jobs expeditiously and strengthen the local economy. 
 Document transportation improvement projects funded under Title 23 USC and the Federal Transit Act. 
 Identify projects that qualify as facilities or connectors on the Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) for state and federal 

funds. 
 Review Broward County Comprehensive Plan to ascertain appropriate TIP project inclusion. 
 
PREVIOUS MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
 2010:  Produced the FY 2010/11 – 2014/15 TIP 
 2009:  Prioritized and programmed projects for American Rehabilitation and Recovery Act (ARRA) funding 
 2009:  Produced the FY 2009/10 – 2013/14 TIP 
 2010:  Implemented TELUS 

 
WORK PRODUCTS 
 Sept 2010 a nd Sept 201 1: Unfund ed Transportation Prioriti es Li stings, Proje ct prio ritization for two En hancement 

Cycles and FY 2010/11 – 2014/15 TIP and FY 2011/12 – 2015/16 TIPs. 
 July 2010 and July 2011: FY 2010/11 – FY 2014/15 TIP and FY 2011/12 – FY 2015/16 TIP 
 Amendments to the TIP, as needed. 
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FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION FY 10-11 FY 11-12 Primary Responsibility:
PL Staff 109,351$         96,339$           BMPO
Consultant Contracts 15,000$           15,000$           
FTA Sec 5303 125,894$         85,634$           
FDOT Match 43,163$           35,260$           
Local 15,737$           10,704$           
Total 309,146$         242,938$         

Notes:

* Consultant contract
FY 10-11 FY 11-12

Web-based Telus  $            15,000  $            15,000 

* Broward MPO staff will participate on the Broward County Climate Change Task Force and assist in
completing related assignments, as requested by Broward County
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3.5 Congestion Management Process and Corridor Planning 

Section: Program and Plan Development UPWP Task No.: 3.5
Task: CONGESTION MANAGEMENT PROCESS AND CORRIDOR Final

PLANNING

BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA, MPO
UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM

PROGRAM PERIOD: July 1, 2010 - June 30, 2012

May 13, 2010
Effective: July 1, 2010

 
 
OBJECTIVES  
Maintain an d update a Conge stion M anagement Process (CM P) that funct ions a s an i ntegral p art of the overal l 
metropolitan transportation planning process and focuses planning efforts on identified corridors.  Coordinate ITS Project 
Planning an d Develo pment with the CMP and  inte grate it within the area’s overall  tran sportation planning p rocess, 
developing a nd maintai ning a regional ITS archite cture, i n a ccordance with  the State ITS Archite cture a nd th e ITS 
National Architecture and Standards.  

 
METHODOLOGY 
 Identify Transportation Demand Management (TDM) options for the CMP and provide technical support to TMAs 
 Participate in  Statewide a nd Bro ward Cou nty task forces to furt her coo rdinate the application of tran sportation 

strategies a nd p rojects wi thin cong ested corrido rs. Actively parti cipate a s a partner i n th e Bro ward Transportatio n 
System Management and Operations (TSM&O), including the new county signal system upgrade.  

 Continue pla nning a nd d evelopment of fixed guide way and intermodal project s incl uding a high capacity tran sit 
service along the US441/SR7 corridor, a Central Broward East West transit study, a Downtown Transit Circulator and 
the FEC corridor Alternatives Analysis 

 Annually up date the CMP  documentati on, identify highly congested tran sportation co rridors and p repare a list of  
candidate study areas for MPO consideration 

 Participate in Major Capital Investments projects and area and sub area mobility studies related to congested 
corridors 

 Monitor the effectiveness and identify innovative options to make the CMP more effective and meet requirements. 
 Coordinate ITS projects with FDOT, South Florida Regional Transportation Authority, Broward County Traffic 

Engineering Division, Broward County Transportation Department (formerly Broward County Mass Transit Division), 
Broward County Emergency Management Division, Airport and Seaport, Regional Commuter Service agencies, and 
the area’s TMAs 

 Provide support for ITS, including support from private sector and educational and research organizations. 
 
PREVIOUS MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
2009:  Advanced SR 7 prototype BRT station Preliminary Engineering (PE) and executed Design/Build contract   
2009:  Completed analysis of the county’s transportation network including freight and goods movement  
2008:  Advanced the Downtown Transit Circulator project within FTA’s New Starts program 
2008:  Provided technical assistance for the planning of signal priority systems along transit corridors 
2008:  Promoted ITS applications for the Freight and Goods Movement program 
  
WORK PRODUCTS 
 Ongoing:  Init iate actions to advance projects which will be carried out, in part, under the Livability Planning Task 3.3 

to add ress congestions i ssues ide ntified in the CMP, includi ng co st an alysis strategies for project 
selection. 

 2010/11:  Planning and development of BRT demonstration projects for Broward and Oakland Park Boulevards. 
Include operational improvements using ATMS and integrating TSP treatments for selected corridors.  

 2010/13:  Downtown Transit Circulator (DTC) project development Sept. 2010; procurement/construction Nov.2012; 
implementation Dec. 2013.  

 2010/11:  Central Broward East-West EIS Development; AA technical review and Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement (DEIS). 

 2010/14:  FEC final conceptual AA/ESR Sept 2010; Alternatives Analysis Phase 2 Oct. 2011; Preliminary Engineering 
Dec. 2014.    

 Ongoing:  Implementation of regional vanpool services for Broward County employees.  
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 Ongoing:  Active participation in Statewide and Broward County’s congestion mitigation task forces. 
 Ongoing:  Implementation of Transportation Demand Management (TDM) options and support of TMAs, TMIs and 

commuter service agencies and programs. 
 Ongoing:  Promotion of ITS projects including transit applications of signal priority and real time information for 

premium transit service in congested corridors.  
 

FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION FY 10-11 FY 11-12 Primary Responsibility:
PL Staff 65,845$           43,447$           BMPO
Consultant Contracts 10,000$           -$                 
FTA Sec 5303 101,569$         38,619$           Other Agencies:
FDOT Match 29,424$           14,410$           BCTD, BCTED, FDOT, Municipalities
Local 12,696$           4,827$             
Total 219,535$         101,303$         

Notes:

FY 10-11 FY 11-12
Alternative fuel Vehicles (AFL) 

projects  $            10,000  $                    -   

* Consultant Contracts:
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3.6 Freight and Goods Management / Intermodal Planning 

Section: Program and Plan Development UPWP Task No.: 3.6
Task: FREIGHT AND GOODS MANAGEMENT / INTERMODAL DRAFT

PLANNING

BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA, MPO
UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM

PROGRAM PERIOD: July 1, 2010 - June 30, 2012

March 11, 2010
Effective: July 1, 2010

 
 
OBJECTIVES  
Improve the efficiency of intermodal transportation and intermodal capital investments and enhance inter-jurisdictional 
coordination and cooperation. Continue coordination with the Airport and Seaport on freight and passenger/airport/seaport 
movements. Continue the implementation of the area wide Freight and Goods Movement studies. Continue coordination 
with FDOT in the identification and prioritization of corridors, connectors and hubs components of the State Intermodal 
System (SIS), leading to incorporation into the MPO’s planning process and the programming of funds. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 Continue contacts with members of the freight and goods movement industry, neighboring MPOs, FDOT Districts 4 & 

6 and as appropriate in coordination with the Southeast Florida Transportation Council (SEFTC). 
 Through the study design for the Br oward County F reight and Goods Movement Plan cont inue studying advanced 

technology, freight trip distribution, modeling and economic feasibility. 
 Support the “follow-up” activities of the airport/seaport connector study including the preservation and development of 

intermodal passenger facilities. The MPO follow up a ctivities consist of emphasizing the intermodal natu re and need 
to continue coordination with other m odal agencies and within the MPO’s need plan, the cost feasible plan, and th e 
work program. The follow up acti vities will also include coordination with the FEC project’s station location efforts and 
maintaining the CIR, TCC and MPO members apprised of any new developments.  

 Promote the inclusion of virtual freight  network con cepts in co rridor st udies s uch a s FD OT’s I -95 T ransportation 
Alternatives Study.  

 
PREVIOUS MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
2010:  Completed Regional Freight Plan in cooperation with FDOT, Palm Beach and Miami-Dade MPOs 
2009:  Conducted Regional Intermodal Network Update (Regional Freight Plan) 
2008:  Completed Freight/Intermodal (O/D) Study 
 
WORK PRODUCTS 
 2010-12: Initiate action s to adva nce proje cts ide ntified in  the  freight pl ans in cluding cost an alysis strategies for 

project selection. 
 Sept 2010:Complete review of I-95 Transportation Alternative Study; Nov 2010 complete assessment of exiting 

Broward’s freight plan for possible update in lieu of identified needs. 
 2010: In cooperation with FDOT and neighboring MPOs, participate in the development of the recommended 2nd 

phase of the US-27 Rail Corridor Study.  
 2010/11: Participate in the completion and dissemination of information of the first two year update of Port 

Everglades Master Vision Plan, the 20 year component. July/Aug - Existing conditions and new estimated 
needs; Nov/Dec – Capital needs, determine consistency with MPOs Regional and local LRTP; Feb/Mar 
with emphasis on land access facilities determine funding with SIS moneys and when applicable and 
possible funding with Transportation Regional Incentive Program (TRIP). 

 2011/12: Support the efforts of Port Everglades in developing and obtaining alternative funding for project included in 
the MPO’s LRTP including: The Automated People Mover and Intermodal Center “SunPort”, Bypass Road, 
Intermodal Container Transfer Facility (ICTF), Eller drive Overpass/ICTF, McIntosh roadway improvements 
and realignment. 

 Ongoing:  Industry contact and Inter-jurisdictional coordination. 
 Ongoing:  Continue participation with FDOT, SFRTA, airport and seaport in the development of a series of reports 

outlining freight issues germane to Broward County and Southeast Florida, and as appropriate outline 
future approach for consideration into the MPO planning process.   
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FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION  FY 10-11 FY 11-12 Primary Responsibility:
PL Staff 20,521$           13,223$           BMPO
Consultant Contracts -$                 -$                 
FTA Sec 5303 18,241$           11,754$           Other Agencies:
FDOT Match 6,806$             4,386$             FDOT, SFRTA, BCPE, BCAD, MDMPO
Local 2,280$             1,469$             PBMPO
Total 47,848$           30,831$           
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3.7 Airport Planning 

Section: Program and Plan Development UPWP Task No.: 3.7
Task: AIRPORT PLANNING Final

BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA, MPO
UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM

PROGRAM PERIOD: July 1, 2010 - June 30, 2012

May 13, 2010
Effective: July 1, 2010

 
 
OBJECTIVES  
Participate in the maintenance and implementation of the Florida Aviation System Plan 2004. Complete the Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) for th e p roposed south runway. Continue to address mutual intermodal opportunities with Port 
Everglades. Update and maintain the Airport Master Plans and the Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part 150. Continue 
coordination in the identification a nd p rioritizing of airport co nnectors an d hu b com ponents of the State’s Strategi c 
Intermodal System (SIS) into the MPO planning process and funds programming. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 Prepare and complete an EIS for the modified runway expansion to obtain a Record of Decision (ROD) issued by FAA 
 Review and/or prepare airspace check list for on airport projects and coordinate with the FAA 
 Implement recommendations of the Strategic Facilities Plan, including landside connections to Port Everglades 
 Comply with FAA Advisory Circulars 
 
PREVIOUS MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
 2010: Initiated FLL Airport Master Plan (minor update) 
 2009: Completed FLL Master Plan phase III 
 2009: Completed with Port Everglades and FDOT the Draft Environmental Assessment for the SunPort project. 
 2009 Completed FLL Master Plan Phase II 
 
WORK PRODUCTS 
 Ongoing:  Continue EIS for the selected runway extension at FLL-Draft 2008/ROD Summer 2009 
 Ongoing:  North Perry Airport Master Plan Update-Fall 2008 
 Ongoing:  People Mover Phase II, Engineering Study in cooperation with Port Everglades 
 Ongoing:  Clean Air Partnership, Community Outreach Efforts 
 
 
FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION FY 10-11 FY 11-12 Primary Responsibility:
FAA -$                 -$                 BCAD
Local (Aviation) B.C. 500,000$         500,000$         Other Agencies:
Total 500,000$         500,000$         BMPO, FDOT, FAA, BCPE
Notes:

For information purposes only. Funding outlined in this task is not allocated, provided, or administered through the
Broward MPO. Funding reflected in this task represents two Broward County fiscal years (2011 and 2012) which runs 
from October 1 to September 30.
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3.8 Seapo rt Planning 

Section: Program and Plan Development UPWP Task No.: 3.8
Task: SEAPORT PLANNING Final

BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA, MPO
UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM

PROGRAM PERIOD: July 1, 2010 - June 30, 2012

May 13, 2010
Effective: July 1, 2010

 
 
OBJECTIVES  
Plan an d im plement i ndividual components of th e Port Eve rglades Ma ster/Vision Pla n including pro jects for crui se 
passenger, b ulk (liquid/dry) and cargo fa cilities. Continue to  e valuate the effectiveness and efficiency of the Po rt’s 
transportation syste m a nd the m aintenance of i nterrelated inte rmodal systems and arte rial connections to the  F ort 
Lauderdale/Hollywood International Airport. Evaluate overall e conomic impact the Facility ha s on the local, regio nal and 
state economy. Coordinate grant applications and identify funding sources for implementation of strategic priorities based 
on the Capital Improvement Program (CIP). 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 Participate in BMPO Long Range Plan Updates and freight and goods movement studies from a seaport perspective 
 Participate in the Regional Long Range Transportation Plan development updates 
 Coordinate with FDOT on the development of the State’s 5-Year Work Program  
 Evaluate right-of-way requirements of future transportation plans of the Port Jurisdictional Area  
 Conduct feasibility studies on Port roads to ensure accessibility for waterborne-related businesses  
 Assess the impact of all proposed future development, especially DRIs on Port roads using the Port’s traffic database 

that includes freight data  
 Coordinate transportation planning projects with the BMPO through active participation on the TCC   
 Coordinate with agencies and municipalities on new and ongoing studies affecting the Port’s Jurisdiction. 
 Participate in the implementation of the FDOT Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) 
 Participate through the LRTP in t he planning an d programming of the Intermodal  Container Transfer Facility (ICTF) 

and its complementary project, the Eller Drive Overpass that will facilitate the east-west movement of container cargo 
by enabling at grade rail under it.  

 
PREVIOUS MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
 2010:  Completed Freight Regional Plan in coordination with FDOT and MPOs  
 2009: Completed the A nnual Sea port Mission Pla n Up date fo r the Flo rida S eaport Tran sportation an d Econ omic 

Development (FSTED) Program for 2009-10. 
 2009:  Completed Expansion of Cruise Terminal 18 to homeport the largest cruise ship. 
 2009:  Completed Automated People Mover Environmental Assessment Study 
 2009:  Completed Port Everglades Economic Impact Report for FY 2008  
 2008:  Completed Urban Freight Intermodal Mobility Study in coordination with Broward  MPO 
 
WORK PRODUCTS 
 2010-12:   Complete the Port Everglades Master/Vision Plan Update 
 2010-11:   Implement Traffic Count Program on Port Everglades roadways. 
 2010-11:  Incorporate Update Port Everglades Master/Vision Plan into Broward County Comprehensive Plan  
 Ongoing:  North port, mid port, south port facility improvements and Port security 
 Ongoing:  Continued coordination with FDOT on the Eller Drive project’s funding and implementation. 
 Ongoing:  Port transportation planning database, project outlines, studies, annual reports 
 Ongoing: Transportation improvements programmed in the Annual Capital Improvements Program and the Five-Year 

Capital Improvements Program of the Port Master/Vision Plan. 
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FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION FY 10-11 FY 11-12 Primary Responsibility:
Local 285,000$         285,000$         BCPE
Total 285,000$         285,000$         Other Agencies:

BMPO, FDOT, BCAD
Notes:

* Note:  For information purposes only. Funding outlines in this task is not allocated, provided, or administered 
thru the Broward Metropolitan Planning Organization.  



Section: Program and Plan Development UPWP Task No.: 3.9
Task: MOBILITY OPTIONS AND ENHANCEMENTS Final

BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA, MPO
UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM

PROGRAM PERIOD: July 1, 2010 - June 30, 2012

May 13, 2010
Effective: July 1, 2010

 
OBJECTIVES 
Coordinate county, regional, and state mobility options and enhancements including pedestrian, bicycle, 
greenway, safe routes to school, multipurpose pathways, the Transportation Enhancement Program, and the A1A 
Scenic Highway Program.  Develop a complete streets policy and design guidelines to be adopted by local 
governments and implementing agencies that place an emphasis on equal treatment of all travel modes.  Develop 
methodologies to collect and analyze bicycle trip data.  
 
METHODOLOGY  
 Work with local bicycle advocacy groups and other governmental agencies to develop bicycle awareness. 
 Assist in the procurement of revenues for the construction of bikeway, sidewalk and multipurpose pathway 

projects. 
 Promote traffic safety education programs in the Broward County Public School system. 
 Increase citizen participation regarding bicycle, pedestrian, multipurpose pathway, recreation, and tourist 

planning and design at the county, state, and municipal levels. 
 Assist FDOT in prioritizing sidewalk gaps and support the ongoing development of bicycle and pedestrian 

projects.   
 Implement Bike Parking Program to distribute bicycle parking facilities. 
 Update GIS bicycle and pedestrian facilities inventory and suitability map using professionally accepted BLOS 

methodology.  Analyze bicycle and pedestrian crashes countywide. 
 Coordinate with Traffic Engineering and the School Board Safety Department in the Safe Routes to School 

Program. 
 Coordinate with the Broward County Health Department to promote active transportation. 
 Manage the Transportation Enhancement Program, coordinating with FDOT and local municipalities. 
 Notify municipalities and agencies each year at the beginning of the Transportation Enhancement Cycle, 

provide technical assistance as applications are completed for submittal to the MPO office, and convene an 
Enhancement workshop annually to provide details of federal, state, and Broward MPO guidelines. 

 Annually convene the TCC Subcommittees to review and update the project prioritization methodology, as 
needed and to review and pre-rank applications.  

 Submit Enhancement applications to FDOT for field review and eligibility determinations, coordinating with 
FDOT and local agencies as applications are reviewed and processed to prepare for MPO action on 
unfunded Enhancement priorities. 

 Develop policies and design guidelines that encourage going beyond minimum design standards for bicycle 
and pedestrian facilities. 

 Develop and promote designs for on road bicycle facilities that encourage use by improving Bicycle Level of 
Service and the bicyclists comfort level.  

 Utilize the Bike Broward Route Planner and website analytics to analyze user trip information. 
 
PREVIOUS MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
 2009 completed the design of the Cypress Creek, New River, Flamingo Rd and Hiatus Greenways:  2008:  

Assisted the School Board in obtaining $1.2  million in Federal Safe Routes to School funding infrastructure 
projects for the fiscal years 2010/11 and 2011/2012   

 2009: A1A Greenway Traffic Study   
 2010: Internet Mapping System Based Bicycle Routing system  
 2008 and 2009: Completed Transportation Enhancement Cycle application reviews and pre-eligibility rankings 
 2009:  Achie ved designation of State Roa d A1A a s a Flo rida Scenic Highway and ho sted a ribb on-cutting 

celebration 
 2008: Completed the State Road A1A Scenic Highway Corridor Management Plan (CMP) and established the 

A1A Scenic Highway Corridor Management Entity 
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WORK PRODUCTS  
 Ongoing:   Bicycle/Pedestrian education program in the Broward County Public Schools, Bicycle Suitability 
            Map and Bicycle Facilities Network Inventory 
 Mar 2011:  Interactive Bicycle/Pedestrian web page 
 June 2012:Marketing campaign to reduce bicyclist and motorist hostilities and to promote the Bike Broward  

interactive route planner 
 Jun 2012:  Complete Streets policy and guidelines 
 Nov 2010: Transportation Enhancement Cycle of annual project priorities 
 March 2013: Phase II improvements to the MPO’s interactive bike route planner. Funding: FY 11/12 $40,000, 

              FY12/13 $35,900. 
 
 
Task 3.9 FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION  FY 10-11  FY 11-12  Primary Responsibility: 

PL Staff  $          120,992   $           56,339  BMPO, FDOT 
Consultant Contracts  $                  -     $           40,000  
FTA Sec 5303  $          107,548   $           85,634  Other Agencies: 
FDOT Match  $           40,129   $           31,952  BCTD, BPAC 
Local  $           13,444   $           10,704  
Total  $          282,113   $          224,629  

Notes: 
Consultant Contracts: 

  FY 10-11 FY 11-12 
Bike Route Planner, Phase II  $                  -   $           40,000  
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FY 10-11 FY 11-12 FY 12-13 FY 13-14 FY 14-15
FHWA Funds Allocated $1,630,646 $1,676,699 $1,727,000 $1,778,810 $1,832,174 
Reserves/Carry Over from Prev Yr $1,431,042 $584,271 $458,633 $364,997 $181,661 
Sub-Total: $3,061,688 $2,260,970 $2,185,633 $2,143,807 $2,013,835 

FTA Funds Allocated $795,598 $795,598 $819,466 $844,050 $869,372 
TD (Transportation Disadvantaged) $52,895 $52,998 $52,998 $52,998 $52,998 
FTA Match 10% (Soft) $88,400 $88,400 $91,052 $93,783 $96,597 
Sub-Total: $848,493 $848,596 $872,464 $897,048 $922,370 
Total Grant Funds Available $3,910,181 $3,109,566 $3,058,097 $3,040,855 $2,936,205 

1.1 Administrative (Misc.) $630,000 $370,000 $346,600 $353,398 $360,400 
1.4 Public Participation & Education $167,375 $105,500 $108,665 $111,925 $115,283 
2.1 Highway & Traffic Data $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
2.2 Transit Surveillance & Development $0 $50,000 $0 $0 $0 
2.3 Trafficways Planning and Impact Studies $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
3.1 Long Range Transportation Planning $92,000 $92,000 $200,000 $300,000 $200,000 
3.2 Regional Transportation Planning $50,000 $50,000 $0 $0 $0 
3.3 Livability Planning $170,000 $155,000 $155,000 $155,000 $155,000 
3.4 Transportation Improvement Program $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 
3.5 Congestion Mgmt Process & Corr Plan $10,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 
3.6 Freight and Goods $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
3.9 Mobility Options & Enhancements $0 $40,000 $0 $0 $0 
Total Contracts $1,134,375 $877,500 $825,265 $935,323 $845,683 
Total Salaries + Benefits*       2,191,536         1,773,433 $1,867,836 $1,923,871 $1,981,587 
Total Funds Spent 
(Contracts/Salaries/Benefits): $3,325,911 $2,650,933 $2,693,101 $2,859,194 $2,827,270 

Reserves/Carry Over to Next Yr $584,271 $458,633 $364,997 $181,661 $108,935

Broward MPO Business Plan

Grant Fund Forecast
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5.0 Florida Department of Transportation District 4 Planning Activities 
 
Air Quality Planning and Climate Change 
All parts of Southeast Florida have been designated as air quality attainment areas since 2005. The US Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) on January 6, 2010 proposed to strengthen the national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) 
for ground-level ozone designed to protect public health, to a level within the range of 0.060-0.070 parts per million 
(ppm).  EPA will issue its final standards by August 31, 2010. FDOT will continue to monitor the regions attainment status 
and work with the Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) and other entities on the development and implementation 
of Congestion Management Processes (CMPs), Climate change initiatives focusing on reductions in VMT aimed at 
reducing air pollutant emissions and greenhouse gas emissions.   

 
Bicycle and Pedestrian Activities 
FDOT maintains and implements a bicycle and pedestrian decision support system, including a bicycle/pedestrian 
coordinator. The coordinator has primary responsibility for advocating urban design that optimizes bicycling and walking, 
conducting design reviews of FDOT projects, and working with MPOs and local governments to allocate and program 
funds for projects supportive of bicycle and/or pedestrian modes. Special emphasis is being placed on integrating and 
sharing bicycle and sidewalk geographic information system (GIS) data between FDOT and county jurisdictions. 
 
Context Sensitive Solutions (CSS) 
District Four has a CSS Team composed of representatives from its Modal Development, Traffic Operations, Planning 
and Environmental Management, Design and Program Management offices. The primary purpose of the team is to 
encourage more livable communities/context sensitive applications in FDOT projects. District Four also participates in the 
Central Office CSS Team. 
 
Corridor Planning Studies 
Studies are conducted to identify and evaluate issues on major transportation corridors and the effectiveness and impacts 
of proposed alternatives for addressing them. The results may range from recommended improvements that address 
specific problems to a comprehensive action plan for improving a corridor. Multi-Modal Planning and Conceptual 
Engineering (PACE) studies also are conducted. One example is the PACE study in the Treasure Coast region exploring 
the feasibility of establishing a new continuous north-south regional corridor traversing Martin, St. Lucie and Indian River 
counties. 
 
Demand Forecast Model Development, Calibration, and Validation 
Demand forecast model structures are conceptualized and models are constructed, calibrated and validated 
usingdemographic and land use data, travel characteristic patterns, traffic counts, and transit service and ridership data 
collected from various sources. Future projections from models are formulated as the basis for assessing future 
transportation demands and new facility and service needs.   
 
Developments of Regional Impact (DRIs) 
FDOT participates in DRI pre-application and methodology meetings preceding submission of DRI applications and the 
application review process to ensure that significant and/or adverse impacts to regional roadways are identified and 
mitigated and multi-modal considerations are addressed. Also, FDOT evaluates proposed changes to approved DRIs to 
identify any impacts and whether additional mitigation is required. Coordination with the Department of Community Affairs 
(DCA), the applicable regional planning council (RPC), affected local governments and developers is a routine part of 
these efforts. 
 
Efficient Transportation Decision Making (ETDM) Process  
The ETDM process was developed in Florida to accomplish the streamlining objectives identified in Section 1309 of the 
Transportation Efficiency Act for the 21st Century. It is designed to provide resource agencies and the public early access 
to transportation project plans and information about potential project effects on state resources. Resource agencies 
interact with project planners using the Environmental Screening Tool during the development of MPO Long Range 
Transportation Plans (LRTPs) and Transportation Improvement Programs (TIPs). Their early involvement helps identify 
project changes that avoid or minimize adverse effects on resources and communities. The District ETDM coordinator 
coordinates training and provides guidance to the MPOs and District staff on implementation of the ETDM process. The 
District community liaison coordinator coordinates training and provides guidance to MPO staff on socio-cultural effects 
evaluations.  
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Florida Strategic Highway Safety Plan (FSHSP) 
The Florida Road Safety Partnership, composed of various transportation and safety agencies led by FDOT, developed 
the FSHSP in 2006. The plan contains strategies for reducing crashes and measuring and monitoring progress consistent 
with its main goal of improving safety on Florida's roadways. Implementation efforts of the FDOT Safety Office are 
focused on three areas: intersection crashes, vulnerable road users (pedestrians, bicyclists, motorcyclists), and lane 
departure crashes. 
 

Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) Planning 
FDOT coordinates with the MPOs to incorporate ITS into their plans and programs and to structure ITS into their 
respective organizations. These ITS planning activities include developing an ITS Management Plan and an ITS Program 
Plan for each county, developing MPO capability to manage the Regional ITS Architecture, and developing ITS programs 
and projects for MPO LRTPs and TIPs. This support also includes integrating intra-regional ITS deployment and 
operations as well as assuring that intra-regional and inter-regional operations are coordinated.  

 
Interchange Proposal Review and Coordination 
Identify and review the need for new interchanges or modifications to existing interchanges, following criteria set forth by 
the Federal Highway Administration and FDOT’s interchange review process.  
 
Joint Participation and Local Agency Program Agreements 
Develop, coordinate, update and review Joint Participation Agreements and Local Agency Program agreements with 
MPOs, local governments and other entities. 
 
Level of Service (LOS) 
FDOT identifies state highways that have a deficient LOS for existing and future conditions and participates in efforts to 
address the level of need and timing of improvements. It also reviews and participates in the development of corridor or 
area studies and mitigation/mobility and other plans to address LOS issues. LOS responsibilities include conducting traffic 
engineering analyses pertaining to Quality LOS to provide decision makers with information regarding the effects of 
proposed policies/decisions on the State Highway System. FDOT also provides oversight on LOS issues involving the 
Strategic Intermodal System (SIS)/Florida Intrastate Highway System (FIHS). SIS roadways, with minimum statewide 
LOS standards identified in rule, require protection to ensure mobility for people and goods. 
 
In addition, FDOT assists local governments with LOS data, analysis, issues and training; implementation of concurrency 
management or exception tools that address multi-modal mobility; use of proportionate fair share mitigation and other 
funding mechanisms; and coordination of concurrency management systems and local capital improvement 
elements/programs. 
 
Local Government Comprehensive Plans 
Evaluate proposed local government comprehensive plans, plan amendments, and evaluation and appraisal reports 
addressing the effectiveness of comprehensive plans in order to determine consistency with Florida growth management 
laws and rules related to multi-modal transportation, with an emphasis on protecting the SIS/FIHS and roadway facilities 
with improvements funded under the Transportation Regional Incentive Program (TRIP). Provide technical assistance and 
coordinate with DCA, RPCs, MPOs, local governments and other agencies or groups on comprehensive planning issues 
and opportunities, including in anticipation of comprehensive plan amendments.  
   
Long Range Transportation Plans 
Provide technical assistance and policy direction to the MPOs in developing and implementing their LRTPs and in 
meeting commitments relating to regional LRTPs. Also, provide state and federal revenue forecasts and guidance on 
transportation costs. 
 
Conduct corridor studies, sub-area studies and special transportation studies to support the ongoing maintenance, 
updating and implementation of adopted LRTPs. This includes modeling support and other technical assistance, as 
needed, for Project Development and Environment (PD&E) and other studies. 
 
Develop, validate and maintain a set of systems planning models, land use allocation models, and other analytical tools 
needed by FDOT and the MPOs to maintain LRTPs and conduct other planning studies and analyses. 
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Mapping/Database Development  
Create maps using a geographic information system, FDOT’s Roadway Characteristics Inventory (RCI) database and the 
South Florida Rail Corridor (SFRC) database to support District activities. Update and maintain the GIS database. Support 
data collection and analysis efforts for the District. Create maps of the District’s multi-modal facilities and rail corridors 
using GIS. The District GIS Master Plan includes action items to formalize data exchange among FDOT, MPOs and local 
governments.  
 
The District is updating the track charts for the SFRC in Palm Beach, Broward and Miami-Dade counties.  The update will 
identify the double track geometry, location, turnouts, crossovers, signals and other infrastructure/corridor attributes as 
well as drainage/undergrade structures, highway grade crossings, overhead structures, major utilities and passenger 
stations/platforms.  
 
MPO/Community/Government Liaison 
Provide policy direction, technical assistance and administrative support to MPO boards and advisory committees, local 
governments, and communities. Assist MPOs in conducting metropolitan transportation planning programs that meet state 
and federal requirements and are coordinated with the statewide transportation planning program. Primary MPO products 
and processes include Unified Planning Work Programs, LRTPs, Transportation Project Priority Lists, TIPs, CMPs, and 
Public Involvement/ Participation Plans. Conduct annual certification reviews of the MPOs. Coordinate and ensure 
implementation of the Transportation Enhancement program. 
 
Multi-Modal Systems 
Provide policy guidance, technical assistance and research to various entities regarding the administration of state and 
federal grants that support economic development by providing multi-modal transportation opportunities. Monitor and 
provide input regarding state and federal legislative activity related to transportation. Review and analyze the availability of 
innovative financing methods and techniques.  
 
Multi-Modal Transportation Studies  
The District is preparing the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Central Broward East-West Transit project.  
The Locally Preferred Alternative was approved by the Broward MPO in 2005 and amended in 2006. The study will locate 
stations, define station area development plans, specify the location of the guideway in each segment of the preferred 
general alignment, produce a Draft Environmental Impact Statement, and prepare both a request to enter Preliminary 
Engineering and a New Starts application to the Federal Transit Administration (FTA).  
 
The District is conducting the South Florida East Coast Corridor Transit Analysis. This is an Early Scoping/ETDM 
Alternatives Analysis project for a potential fixed-guideway transit system utilizing the Federal East Coast Railway 
corridor. Phase 2 is currently underway and consists of an alternatives analysis of technologies, station locations, 
guideway design types, maintenance facility locations and grade crossing treatments that will lead to approval of a Locally 
Preferred Alternative for each of the three segments. Phase 2 will produce an Alternatives Analysis Report for the 
corridor. The extensive public involvement being undertaken includes public workshops, municipal meetings, 
presentations to MPOs, meetings with stakeholder communities and organizations, and public hearings.  
 
Start up state funding for the Treasure Coast Connector fixed route transit service in Martin and St. Lucie counties and 
other transit services in St. Lucie County is being phased out, making local funding solutions necessary if the services are 
to continue. The District, in coordination with local stakeholders, conducted a Martin-St. Lucie Transit Funding and 
Management Solutions Study to facilitate development of a five-year transit funding plan for consideration by the MPOs 
and the county commissions. Potential transit management and operational options were identified for purposes of 
supporting discussion and reaching consensus on short and mid-term operational structures.  
 
The District is conducting the South Florida East Coast Corridor Transit Analysis. This is an Early Scoping/ETDM 
Alternatives Analysis study for a potential fixed-guideway transit system between downtown Miami and Jupiter utilizing the 
Federal East Coast Railway corridor. Phase 1 found that the FEC Railway corridor best met the purpose and need for the 
project, created an initial set of station locations, and screened technologies.  Phase 2 is under way and will define a 
locally preferred alternative including mode, station locations, guideway design type, maintenance facility locations, and 
grade crossing treatments. The extensive public involvement being undertaken in Phase 2 includes public workshops, 
municipal meetings, presentations to MPOs, meetings with stakeholder communities and organizations, and a public 
hearing in multiple venues. 
  
The District is conducting an operations study evaluating proposed park and ride lots to support regional express bus 
service along the I-95 corridor in northern Palm Beach County and Martin County. High occupancy vehicle lanes on I-95 
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in northern Palm Beach County, to be completed in 2112, would be utilized for the service. An Express Bus Committee, 
with representatives from Palm Tran, the Martin and ridership for the proposed Tri-Rail extension to Jupiter and to test the 
market in Martin County. FDOT Urban Capital, Service Development and Transit Corridor Grants and the TRIP are 
potential sources for start up funds.  
 
The District is updating the South Florida Rail Corridor Master Plan, which identifies the build out to four mainline tracks 
within the corridor right of way. The updated plan will show the as-built configuration of the double track project, location of 
the fixed bridge over New River, the MetroRail connection at the Miami Intermodal Center, and other corridor attributes 
that have changed since the previous master plan. The master plan is intended to determine and protect the right of way 
needs for the rail corridor and to protect track clearances from obstructions or permitted structures for the four track build 
out.  
 
Regional Transportation Planning and Coordination 
Engage various partners (e.g., MPOs, RPCs, South Florida Regional Transportation Authority) and other FDOT Districts 
on regional planning and implementation challenges, and opportunities relating to provision of an interconnected, multi-
modal and multi-level transportation system. Guide and support enhanced regional planning and coordination efforts of 
MPOs and annually assess progress made through these efforts. Participate in activities of the Southeast Florida 
Transportation Council (SEFTC) and the Treasure Coast Transportation Council (TCTC) and in regional initiatives and 
forums as a policy and technical resource.   
 
FDOT and the three South Florida MPOs are performing a planning analysis of the regional freight and goods system and 
developing a regional freight plan for use by the MPOs and SEFTC in developing their regional LRTP. The effort is being 
managed by District Four and involves a three-county Technical Steering Committee including representatives from the 
MPOs and other entities.   
 
Strategic Intermodal System/ Florida Intrastate Highway System 
The Florida Legislature established the SIS in 2003 to enhance Florida's economic prosperity and competitiveness. The 
SIS is comprised of corridors, connectors and hubs throughout the state which provide a seamless, multi-modal 
transportation network to promote the efficient movement of people and goods. The SIS highway component primarily 
consists of the FIHS, which is referenced with the SIS because of its continued existence in legislation. Identification and 
prioritization of needs on the SIS are accomplished through a number of planning documents including the Unfunded 
Needs Plan, the Cost Feasible Plan and the Work Program. FDOT coordinates these needs with local governments and 
MPOs to ensure that they are consistent with LRTPs and other planning documents.   
 
Based on identified SIS needs, FDOT undertakes multi-modal and multi-faceted planning and PD&E studies. These 
studies also are coordinated with local governments and MPOs. Approval of these studies allows for the scheduling and 
funding of subsequent design, right of way, and construction phases. In addition, FDOT coordinates and participates in 
the implementation of other aspects of the SIS/FIHS with regard to LOS, eligibility criteria, data collection, facility 
designation and annual system updating. 
 
Trafficway Plans 
Assist local governments in preservation of right of way consistent with dedication requirements identified in trafficway or 
thoroughfare plans and FDOT typical section requirements for state facilities. 
Review requests for waivers to right of way preservation plans and provide comments to local governments and others 
regarding such requests. 
 
Transit/Land Use 
Continue to coordinate with local governments to educate, implement and promote acceptance of major transit 
investments including light rail and bus rapid transit. Build consensus with local governments, elected officials, 
neighborhood homeowner associations, business groups, RPCs and other stakeholders to locate stations and encourage 
transit oriented development on major investment corridors. Related efforts are identified under the Local Government 
Comprehensive Plans and Multi-Modal Transportation Studies sections above. 
 
Transportation Data and Roadway Jurisdiction 
Traffic projections for state highway corridors and supporting regional roadways are developed and updated. They are 
needed to support road design for capacity and operational improvements and pavement design for resurfacing. Traffic 
count data are collected in support of the FDOT Traffic Characteristics Inventory (TCI) databases, as well as project-
specific traffic counts to support PD&E and design phases. Highway data are collected for both on-system and off-system 
roads to support decision making, federally mandated reports, and Central Office reporting requirements and information 
needs, and is also used by the Districts to produce reports, maps, SLDs, and other documents. A database of existing 
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socioeconomic and travel characteristics is maintained for MPOs, including information on population, dwelling units, 
hotel/motel units, employment, current land uses, traffic counts, transit usage, special generators activity, and other 
variables essential for model validation and operation purposes to support regional planning.  Roadway jurisdictional 
transfers are monitored and conducted by mutual agreement with the affected governmental entity and approved by the 
Department Secretary. 
 
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) 
The District has expanded the scope of its Commuter Assistance Program (South Florida Commuter Services) to include 
planning services that support creation and implementation of a regional TDM program. This program promotes access 
and mobility across the region, sound land use decision-making, livable communities and economic development.  
 
Travel Characteristics 
Prepare and conduct surveys and analyses to maintain a current set of travel characteristics for the District Four area 
needed to validate planning models and provide data for plan updates, corridor and sub-area studies, and special 
transportation studies.     
 
 
PD&E and Other Studies 
This section provides a listing of PD&E and other major study activities that will be initiated or ongoing during FY 2010/11 
and FY 2011/12.   
 

 Central Broward East-West Transit Analysis – Broward County 
 Broward Boulevard Transit Improvement Analysis  
 Oakland Park Boulevard Small Starts Project 
 SR-93/I-75 at Pembroke Road Interchange – Broward County 
 SR-93/I-75 from north of Miami-Dade/Broward County Line to I-595 – Broward County 
 SR-9/I-95 from Oakland Park Boulevard to Broward/Palm Beach County Line to Glades Road  
 – Broward and Palm Beach counties 
 South Florida Rail Corridor/South Fork of New River Bascule Bridge – Broward County 
 SR-9/I-95 from Glades Road to Linton Boulevard  – Palm Beach County 
 South Florida East Coast Corridor Transit Analysis (SFECCTA) – Covers 85-mile stretch in  
 Miami-Dade, Broward and Palm Beach counties 
 SR-710 (Port of Palm Beach) Connection to US-1 – Palm Beach County 
 SR-7/ US-441 Corridor Extension (from SR-704/Okeechobee Road to North Lake Boulevard) –  
 Palm Beach County 
 SR-710 from Allapattah Road to SR-76 – Martin County 
 SR-710 from I-95 to SR-76 – Palm Beach and Martin counties 
 SR-9/I-95 from south of SR-70/Virginia Avenue to south of Indrio Road – St. Lucie County 
 SR-9/I-95 from south of Indrio Road to north of CR-512 – This includes the IJR for I-95 at Oslo Road – St. Lucie 

and Indian River counties 
 SR-713 from SR-70 north to SR 5/US-1 – St. Lucie County 
 Fiesta Way, Isle of Venice, Nurmi Drive, Royal Palm Drive and Sunrise Key Boulevard Bridges – Broward 

County 
 
Planning Work Program  
Major funding areas are as follows: 
 

 Model Development and Support 
 Traffic Data Collection 
 Statistics and Roadway Data Collection Analysis 
 Project Traffic/Corridor Analysis 
 Corridor/Subarea Planning Studies 
 Level of Service Technical Support and Data Collection 
 District-wide Special Projects 
 Strategic Intermodal System Program Support 
 Transportation Statistics Geographic Information Systems Support 
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IV.   FINANCIAL TABLES 
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Table I A Fiscal Year 2010-2011 Agency Participation 
 

TABLE I A
FY 2010-2011

AGENCY PARTICIPATION
BROWARD METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION

TASK
NUMBER DESCRIPTION STATE 1 LOCAL 2 FEDERAL 3 TOTAL

 
ADMINISTRATION    

1.1 ADMINISTRATION AND PLANNING MANAGEMENT 231,982 31,167 1,159,835 1,422,984
1.2 STAFF SUPPORT TD COORDINATING BOARD 0 52,895 52,895
1.3 TD PLANNING OPTIONS 6,736 2,257 38,361 47,353
1.4 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND EDUCATION 64,406 13,980 340,475 418,861

SURVEILLANCE
2.1 HIGHWAY, TRAFFIC AND SAFETY DATA 20,838 9,366 126,943 157,147
2.2 TRANSIT SURVEILLANCE AND DEVELOPMENT 11,780 6,332 75,358 93,470
2.3 TRAFFICWAYS PLANNING AND IMPACT STUDIES 11,355 3,804 64,666 79,825

SYSTEMS PLANNING
3.1 LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLANNING 67,294 16,939 363,821 448,054
3.2 REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLANNING 36,032 11,954 294,803 342,789
3.3 LIVABILITY PLANNING 71,817 15,076 377,874 464,768
3.4 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 43,163 15,737 250,246 309,146
3.5 CONGESTIONS MGMT PROCESS / CORRIDOR PLAN 29,424 12,696 177,414 219,535
3.6 FREIGHT AND GOOD MGMT / INTERMODAL PLAN 6,806 2,280 38,762 47,848
3.7 AIRPORT PLANNING 0 500,000 0 500,000
3.8 SEAPORT PLANNING 0 285,000 0 285,000
3.9 MOBILITY OPTIONS AND ENHANCEMENTS 40,129 13,444 228,540 282,113

TOTALS $641,761 $940,031 $3,589,994 $5,171,786

1   Includes FDOT cash and in-kind match for federal grants to the MPO, and Transportation Disadvantaged Trust Fund.
2   Includes local funds for MPO, and ports planning.
3   Includes grants from the Federal Highway Administration, Federal Transit Administration, and Federal Aviation 
Administration. 
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Table I B Fiscal Year 2011-2012 Agency Participation 
 

TABLE I B
FY 2011-2012

AGENCY PARTICIPATION
BROWARD METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION

TASK
NUMBER DESCRIPTION STATE 1 LOCAL 2 FEDERAL 3 TOTAL

 
ADMINISTRATION    

1.1 ADMINISTRATION AND PLANNING MANAGEMENT 156,787 25,187 798,172 980,145
1.2 STAFF SUPPORT TD COORDINATING BOARD 0 52,998 52,998
1.3 TD PLANNING OPTIONS 6,140 2,057 34,967 43,164
1.4 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND EDUCATION 40,811 5,877 205,407 252,094

SURVEILLANCE
2.1 HIGHWAY, TRAFFIC AND SAFETY DATA 15,663 5,247 89,202 110,112
2.2 TRANSIT SURVEILLANCE AND DEVELOPMENT 16,666 1,889 82,113 100,668
2.3 TRAFFICWAYS PLANNING AND IMPACT STUDIES 10,651 3,568 60,658 74,876

SYSTEMS PLANNING
3.1 LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLANNING 60,388 13,433 320,358 394,179
3.2 REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLANNING 26,064 5,037 225,634 256,736
3.3 LIVABILITY PLANNING 59,246 8,396 297,724 365,366
3.4 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 35,260 10,704 196,973 242,938
3.5 CONGESTIONS MGMT PROCESS / CORRIDOR PLAN 14,410 4,827 82,066 101,303
3.6 FREIGHT AND GOOD MGMT / INTERMODAL PLAN 4,386 1,469 24,977 30,831
3.7 AIRPORT PLANNING 0 500,000 0 500,000
3.8 SEAPORT PLANNING 0 285,000 0 285,000
3.9 MOBILITY OPTIONS AND ENHANCEMENTS 31,952 10,704 181,973 224,629

MOBILITY OPTIONS AND ENHANCEMENTS
TOTALS $478,423 $883,396 $2,653,222 $4,015,041

1   Includes FDOT cash and in-kind match for federal grants to the MPO, and Transportation Disadvantaged Trust Fund.
2   Includes local funds for MPO, and ports planning.
3   Includes grants from the Federal Highway Administration, Federal Transit Administration, and Federal Aviation 
Administration. 
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Table II A Fiscal Year 2010-2011 Funding Source 
TABLE II A

FY 2010 - 2011
FUNDING SOURCE SHEET

BROWARD METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
A1 A2 A3 B D G Sum of

A FHWA FHWA FHWA FDOT Total Allocation E F OTHER H K A+D+G B+E+H F+I+J+K A thru J
TASK FHWA PL PL PL MATCH F TA (5) FDOT BCMPO FEDERAL OTHER OTHER TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL GRAND
No. DESCRIPTION PL (1) MPO STAFF Contracts (2) Miscellaneous (3) (4) Sec. 5303 MATCH (6) MATCH 5307 & FAA STATE (7) B.C./LOC(9) FEDERAL STATE LOCAL TOTAL
1.1 ADMINISTRATION AND PLANNING MANAGEMENT 910,501 280,501 630,000 200,815 249,334 31,167 31,167 1,159,835 231,982 31,167 $1,422,984
1.2 STAFF SUPPORT TD COORDINATING BOARD 52,895 0 52,895 0 $52,895
1.3 TD PLANNING OPTIONS 20,309 20,309 4,479 18,052 2,257 2,257 38,361 6,736 2,257 $47,353
1.4 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND EDUCATION 228,635 61,260 167,375 50,426 111,839 13,980 13,980 340,475 64,406 13,980 $418,861

2.1 HIGHWAY, TRAFFIC AND SAFETY DATA 52,015 52,015 0 11,472 74,928 9,366 9,366 126,943 20,838 9,366 $157,147
2.2 TRANSIT SURVEILLANCE AND DEVELOPMENT 24,705 24,705 0 5,449 50,653 6,332 6,332 75,358 11,780 6,332 $93,470
2.3 TRAFFICWAYS PLANNING AND IMPACT STUDIES 34,235 34,235 0 7,551 30,431 3,804 3,804 64,666 11,355 3,804 $79,825

3.1 LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLANNING 228,310 136,310 92,000 50,355 135,511 16,939 16,939 363,821 67,294 16,939 $448,054
3.2 REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLANNING 109,168 59,168 50,000 24,078 95,634 11,954 11,954 90,000 294,803 36,032 11,954 $342,789
3.3 LIVABILITY PLANNING 257,265 87,265 170,000 56,741 120,609 15,076 15,076 377,874 71,817 15,076 $464,768
3.4 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 124,351 109,351 15,000 27,426 125,894 15,737 15,737 250,246 43,163 15,737 $309,146
3.5 CONGESTIONS MGMT PROCESS / CORRIDOR PLAN 75,845 65,845 10,000 16,728 101,569 12,696 12,696 177,414 29,424 12,696 $219,535
3.6 FREIGHT AND GOOD MGMT / INTERMODAL PLAN 20,521 20,521 0 4,526 18,241 2,280 2,280 38,762 6,806 2,280 $47,848
3.7 AIRPORT PLANNING 500,000 0 0 500,000 $500,000
3.8 SEAPORT PLANNING 285,000 0 0 285,000 $285,000
3.9 MOBILITY OPTIONS AND ENHANCEMENTS 120,992 120,992 0 26,685 107,548 13,444 13,444 228,540 40,129 13,444 $282,113

TOTALS $2,206,853 $1,072,478 $504,375 $630,000 486,731 $1,240,246 $155,031 $155,031 $90,000 $52,895 $785,000 $3,537,099 $694,656 $940,031 $5,171,786

Footnotes:  
1 PL Authorization $2,206,853; includes FY09/10 allocation - $1,630,646; and $576,207 from the reserves

$2,206,853: Column A1 reflects $1,072,478 in salaries, Column A2 reflects a total of $504,375 in consultant contracts, Column A3 reflects $630,000 in miscellaneous costs
2 Task 1.4 shows a total of $167,375 in contracts, however, only $137,375 is actual contracts and $30,000 is for televising the MPO and the Public Involvement Outreach Program
3 Includes $235,000 Rental & Moving Expense, $200,000 Equipment Expenses, $100,000 Legal Expenses, $75,000 Administrative Services Fee $20,000 Travel/Training Expenses
4 Total FDOT Match is distributed among various tasks as per FHWA's request. Total 2010-2011 FDOT matc 486,731$ 
5 FTA (Sect 5303) funding mark of $1,240,244
6 FTA (Sect 5303) cash match of $155,031 and the local match of $155,031

The FDOT match for FTA is distributed among the tasks
7 "Other State" includes:  Trust Funds for the Transportation Disadvantaged Planning and Administration
8 Reflects proposed Broward County General Fund allocation and in-kind services distributed by task. For accounting and match purposes only.
9 Reflects proposed Broward County fund allocation for other BC agencies distributed by task.

FHWA PL funds are 81.93 percent federal and 18.07 percent local (FDOT)
FTA Sect 5303 funds are 80 percent federal, 10 percent state, and 10 percent local (SFRTA)

NOTE:

 



TABLE II B
FY 2011 - 2012

FUNDING SOURCE SHEET
BROWARD METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION

A1 A2 A3 B D G Sum of
A FHWA FHWA FHWA FDOT Total Allocation E F OTHER H K A+D+G B+E+H F+I+J+K A thru J

TASK FHWA PL PL PL MATCH FTA (5) FDOT BCMPO FEDERAL OTHER OTHER TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL GRAND
No. DESCRIPTION PL (1) MPO STAFF Contracts (2) Miscellaneous (3) (4) Sec. 5303 MATCH (6) MATCH 5307 & FAA STATE (7) B.C./LOC (9) FEDERAL STATE LOCAL TOTAL
1.1 ADMINISTRATION AND PLANNING MANAGEMENT 596,679 226,679 370,000 131,600 201,493 25,187 25,187 798,172 156,787 25,187 $980,145
1.2 STAFF SUPPORT TD COORDINATING BOARD 52,442 0 52,442 0 $52,442
1.3 TD PLANNING OPTIONS 18,512 18,512 0 4,083 16,455 2,057 2,057 34,967 6,140 2,057 $43,164
1.4 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND EDUCATION 158,392 52,892 105,500 34,934 47,015 5,877 5,877 205,407 40,811 5,877 $252,094

2.1 HIGHWAY, TRAFFIC AND SAFETY DATA 47,225 47,225 0 10,416 41,978 5,247 5,247 89,202 15,663 5,247 $110,112
2.2 TRANSIT SURVEILLANCE AND DEVELOPMENT 67,001 17,001 50,000 14,777 15,112 1,889 1,889 82,113 16,666 1,889 $100,668
2.3 TRAFFICWAYS PLANNING AND IMPACT STUDIES 32,113 32,113 0 7,083 28,545 3,568 3,568 60,658 10,651 3,568 $74,876

3.1 LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLANNING 212,896 120,896 92,000 46,955 107,463 13,433 13,433 320,358 60,388 13,433 $394,179
3.2 REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLANNING 95,336 45,336 50,000 21,027 40,299 5,037 5,037 90,000 225,634 26,064 5,037 $256,736
3.3 LIVABILITY PLANNING 230,560 75,560 155,000 50,851 67,164 8,396 8,396 297,724 59,246 8,396 $365,366
3.4 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 111,339 96,339 15,000 24,556 85,634 10,704 10,704 196,973 35,260 10,704 $242,938
3.5 CONGESTIONS MGMT PROCESS / CORRIDOR PLAN 43,447 43,447 0 9,582 38,619 4,827 4,827 82,066 14,410 4,827 $101,303
3.6 FREIGHT AND GOOD MGMT / INTERMODAL PLAN 13,223 13,223 0 2,916 11,754 1,469 1,469 24,977 4,386 1,469 $30,831
3.7 AIRPORT PLANNING 500,000 0 0 500,000 $500,000
3.8 SEAPORT PLANNING 285,000 0 0 285,000 $285,000
3.9 MOBILITY OPTIONS AND ENHANCEMENTS 96,339 56,339 40,000 21,248 85,634 10,704 10,704 181,973 31,952 10,704 $224,629

TOTALS $1,723,060 $845,560 $507,500 $370,000 380,028 $787,164 $98,396 $98,396 $90,000 $52,442 $785,000 $2,600,224 $530,865 $883,396 $4,014,485

Footnotes:  
1 PL Authorization $1,723,060; includes FY09/10 allocation - $1,676,699; and $46,361 from the reserves

$1,723,060: Column A1 reflects $845,560 in salaries, Column A2 reflects a total of $507,500 in consultant contracts, Column A3 reflects $370,000 in miscellaneous costs
2 Task 1.4 shows a total of $105,500 in contracts, however, only $75,500 is actual contracts and $30,000 is for televising the MPO and the Public Involvement Outreach Program
3 Includes $220,000 Rental, $100,000 Legal Expenses, $20,000 Administrative Services Fee $20,000 Travel/Training Expenses, $10,000 Equipment
4 Total FDOT Match is distributed among various tasks as per FHWA's request. Total 2011-2012 FDOT matc 380,028$ 
5 FTA (Sec. 5303) funding mark of $787,164
6 FTA (Sect 5303) cash match of $98,396, and the local match of $98,396

The FDOT match for FTA is distributed among the tasks
7 "Other State" includes:  Trust Funds for the Transportation Disadvantaged Planning and Administration
8 Reflects proposed Broward County General Fund allocation and in-kind services distributed by task. For accounting and match purposes only.
9 Reflects proposed Broward County fund allocation for other BC agencies distributed by task.

FHWA PL funds are 81.93 percent federal and 18.07 percent local (FDOT); FTA Sec. 5303 funds are matched with state funds and local funds in a 80%/10%/10% split. 
FTA Sect 5303 funds are 80 percent federal, 10 percent state, and 10 percent local (SFRTA)

NOTE:
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Table III Milestones and Target Dates 

UPWP TASK DESCRIPTIONS ITEM FREQUENCY/MONTH

MPO/TCC/CIR Agendas Monthly
Contract One time contract/June
Audit Annually/December
Title VI Document Tri-Annually
DBE Document Annually/May
UPWP Annually/May
Implement ETDM Ongoing
COOP Annually/June

1.2 Transportation Disadvantaged Planning TDSP Annually/December

Agenda Packages Monthly

Progress Reports Quarterly
CTC evaluation Annually/December

1.4 Public Involvement and Education Public Involvement Monthly

Traffic Count Maps Annually/March
Information Maps Annually/April
Traffic Count Book Annually/April
Contract Annually/June
GIS Data Book Annually/June
TQSE Annually/May
GIS Map Book Annually/June
Contract Annually/June

2.3 Trafficways Planning and Impact Studies Analysis of Program Changes Ongoing/As required

Update LRTP Five-year cycle
Contract Five-year cycle
Living the LRTP On going
Model validation Five-year cycle
Data development On going
Regional Planning Ongoing
SFRPC Contract Annually/June
TRIP projects Annually/May

3.3 Livability Planning Livability Planning Studies Annually/June
TIP Draft/Final Annually/March/July
TRIP Priority Update Annually/July
TIP Amendments Ongoing
Contract Annually/July
Annual Obligations Report Annually/January
Unfunded Priority Listing Annually/September
Reports Quarterly
CMP Study Update Annually/January
Contract Annually/June

3.6 Freight and Goods Management / Intermodal Planning Reports as required by 
Contract Ongoing

Sidewalk Inventory Annually/June
Bicycle Plan Update Annually/September
Contract Annually/June
A1A Scenic Highway Report Annually/October
Enhancement Applications Annually/April
Enhancement Priorities Annually/September

2.0  DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Highway, Traffic and Safety Data2.1

Long Range Transportation Planning3.1

Regional Transportation Planning3.2

TABLE III
MILESTONES AND TARGET DATES

1.0  ADMINISTRATION

1.3 Staff Support for the Transportation Disadvantaged 
Coordinating Board

Administration and Planning Management1.1

3.4

Congestion Management Process and Corridor Planning

2.2 Transit Surveillance and Development

Transportation Improvement Program

Mobility Options and Enhancements3.9

3.0 PROGRAM AND PLAN DEVELOPMENT

3.5
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Table IV Acronyms 

TABLE IV 
 ACRONYMS 

 
 

AADT Annual Average Daily Traffic   
ADA Americans with Disabilities Act   
AMPO  Association of Metropolitan Planning 

Organization   
APTS  Advanced Public Transportation Systems   
ATIS  Advanced Traveler Information Systems   
BCAD Broward County Aviation Department 
BCCB  Broward County Coordinating Board for 

Transportation Disadvantaged   
BCEPGMD Broward County Environmental Protection 

and Growth Management Department 
BCEMD Broward County Emergency Management 

Division 
BCPC Broward County Planning Council   
BCPE Broward County Port Everglades 
BCPRD Broward County Planning and 

Redevelopment Division 
BCTD Broward County Transportation Department 
BCTED  Broward County Traffic Engineering Division   
BMPO   Broward Metropolitan Planning Organization 
BPAC  Bicycle Pedestrian Advisory Committee   
BRT Bus Rapid Transit   
CAAA Clean Air Act Amendments   
CIA Community Impact Assessment   
CIP Capital Improvement Program   
CIR   Community Involvement Roundtable   
CMAQ   Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality   
CMP Con gestion Management Process   
COOP Continuity of Operations Plan   
CTC  Community Transportation Coordinator   
CTST Community Traffic Safety Program   
DBE Disadvantaged Business Enterprise   
DCA Department of community Affairs   
DEP  Department of Environmental Protection   
DRI Developments of Regional Impact   
DUPR  Department of Urban Planning and 

Redevelopment   
EAR Evaluation and Appraisal Report   
EIS Environmental Impact Statement   
EOC Emergency Operation Center   
EPA Environmental Protection Agency   
  
ETAT  Environmental Technical Advisory Team   
ETDM  Efficient Transportation Decision-Making   
FAR Federal Aviation Regulation   
FCTD  Florida Commission for the Transportation 

Disadvantaged   
FDEP  Florida Department of Environmental 

Protection   
FDOT  Florida Department of Transportation   
FHWA Federal Highway Administration   
FIHS Florida Intrastate Highway System   
FSTED  Florida Seaport Transportation and 

Economic Development   

FSUTMS  Florida Standard Urban Transportation Model 
Structure 

FTA Federal Transit Administration 
GIS Geographic Information System 
HPMS  Highway Performance Monitoring System 
ITS Intelligent Transportation System 
LAP Local Agency Program 
LEP Limited English Proficiency 
LRTP Long Range Transportation Plan 
LOS Level of Service 
MCI Major Capital Investment 
MDMPO Miami-Dad e Metropolitan Planning 

Organization 
MOU Memorandum of Understanding 
MPO Metrop olitan Planning Organization 
MPOAC   Metropolitan Planning Organization Advisory 

Council 
MPOD  Metropolitan Planning Organization Division
NEPA National Environmental Policy Act 
NOPC Notices of Proposed Change 
PACE  Planning and Conceptual Engineering 
PBMPO Palm Beach Metropolitan Planning 

Organization 
PD&E  Project Development & Environmental 
PE Prelimina ry Engineering 
PEA Planning Emphasis Area 
PIMT  Public Involvement Management Team 
PL Planning  
QAPE  Quality Assurance and Program Evaluation
RAC Regional Activity Center 
RCI Roadway Characteristics Inventory 
PIP Public Involvement Plan 
RLRTP   Regional Long Range Transportation Plan 
ROD Record of Decision 
ROW Right of Way 
RPC Regi onal Planning Council 
RPIP Regional Public Involvement Plan 
RTA Regional Transportation Authority 
RTO   Regional Transportation Organization 
RTTAC  Regional Transportation Technical Advisory 

Committee 
SAFETEA Safe, Accountable, Flexible, 
-LU Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy 

for Users 
SEFTC   Southeast Florida Transportation Council 
SFRPC   South Florida Regional Planning Council 
SFRTA   South Florida Regional Transportation 

Authority 
SIP State Implementation Plan 
SIS Strategic Intermodal System 
SPS Survey Processing Software 
STIP  State Transportation Improvement Program
TAZ Traffic Analysis Zone 
TCC  Transportation Coordinating Committee 
TCI Traffic  Characteristics Inventory 
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TCQSM   Transportation Capacity and Quality of 
Service Manual   

TCRPC  Treasure Coast Regional Planning Council   
TCSP  Transportation Community System 

Preservation   
TCM Transportation Control Measure   
TD Tran sportation Disadvantaged   
TDM  Transportation Demand Management   
TDP  Transit Development Plan   
TDSP  Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan   
TELUS   Transportation Economic & Land Use 

System   
THOR  Transit Housing Oriented Redevelopment   
TIM Traffic Incident Management   
TIP  Transportation Improvement Program   
TMA   Transportation Management Association   
TMC Traffic Management Center   
TOC  Transit Oriented Concurrency   
TRIP  Transportation Regional Incentive Programs   
TRIPS  Traffic Review and Impact Planning System   
TSM   Transportation Systems Management   
UPWP  Unified Planning Work Program   
USC United States Code   
USDOT   United States Department of Transportation   
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A. Resolution 
Appendix A 

RESOLUTION NO.   2010-01    
 

A RESOLUTION OF TH E BROWARD METROP OLITAN PLA NNING O RGANIZATION (MPO) 
AUTHORIZING SUBMISSION O F T HE FY 2010 -2011 – FY 2011-2012 UNIFIED PLANNING  
WORK PRO GRAM (UPWP) F OR FEDERAL, STATE AND I NTERGOVERNMENTAL REVIEW,  
AND FILING AN APPLICATION WITH THE FLORIDA DEPA RTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
(FDOT) FOR AUTHORIZI NG THE MPO STAFF DIRECTOR TO EXECUTE T HE GRANT AND A 
JOINT PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT WITH FDOT TO MATCH THE GRANT. 

 

WHEREAS, this Body is the designated Metropolitan Planning Organization for urban Transportation planning for 
Broward County, Florida;  

WHEREAS, USDOT Joint Planning Regulations and State statutes require the annual preparation of a Unified 
Planning Work Program (UPWP) for urban transportation planning as a prerequisite for certification of the transportation 
planning process and as a condition of Federal Financial Assistance; and 
 WHEREAS, this  MPO has prepared the proposed UPWP for FY 2010-12 and desires to s ubmit the same to 
FDOT as a basis for planning assistance grants; and 
 WHEREAS, the Florida Secretary of Transportation is authorized to make grants for mass transportation planning 
projects; and 
 WHEREAS, the contract for financial assistance will impos e certain obligations upon the applicant, inc luding the 
provision of the local share of project costs; and 
 WHEREAS, it is required by the U.S. Department of Transportation in accord with the provisions of the Title VI o f 
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, that in connection with the filing of an application for assistance under the Federal Transit Act, 
the applicant give an assurance that it will comply with Title VI of the Civil Rig hts Act of 1964 and the U.S. Department of 
Transportation requirements there under; and 
 WHEREAS, it is the goal, of the Applicant that minority business enterpri se (disadvantaged business enterprise 
and wome n busi ness ent erprises) be utilized to the fullest ext ent possibl e i n co nnection with thi s project, an d th at 
definitive pro cedures shall be e stablished an d ad ministered to ensure th at minority bu siness shall have  the maxim um 
feasible op portunity to compete fo r contracts and  purchase order s when p rocuring con struction con tracts, supplies, 
equipment contracts, or consultant and other services; and 
 WHEREAS, the Florida Department of Transportation has been requested to provide financ ial participation in the 
match of this FTA grant in the amount of one-half the total match; and  
 WHEREAS, the Department has indicated its willingness to provide this amount of match subject to the execution 
of the necessary Joint Participation Agreement. 
 
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVE D BY THE BROWARD METROPOL ITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION (MPO), IN 
AND FOR THE CENSUS 2000 URBANIZED AREA: 
 
Section 1: That this MPO approves the proposed FY 2010-2011 – FY 2011-2012 Unified Planning Work Program. 
Section 2: That this MPO directs its staff submit the same to the Florida Department of Transportation for review and 

approval. 
Section 3: That followi ng satisfa ction of any com ments re sulting from F DOT review, th is MP O di rects it s st aff t o 

submit the UPWP to the Board of County Commissioners. 
Section 4: That the Broward MPO Executive Director is authorized to execute and file an application on behalf of the 

Broward MPO with the Florida Department of Transportation to aid in the financi ng of a tech nical study 
grant to im plement specific items of the FY 2010-2011 – FY 2011-2012 Broward County MPO Unified 
Planning Work Program. 

Section 5: That the MPO Executive Director is authorized to execute and file with such application an assurance or 
any other document required by the Florida Department of Transportation effectuating the purpose of Title 
VI for the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 

Section 6: That the MPO Executive Di rector is a uthorized to set forth an executed minority busi ness e nterprise 
(disadvantaged enterprise business and women enterprise) policies and procedure in connection with the 
project’s procurement needs. 

Section 7: That the MP O Executive  Dire ctor is authorized to  furnish such additio nal i nformation a s the Flo rida 
Department of Transportation may require in connection with the grant application. 

Section 8: That the MPO Executive Di rector is au thorized to e xecute a g rant agreement on behalf of  the Browa rd  
MPO with the Florid a Department of Tran sportation in  aid in the financi ng of a technical study gra nt to 
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APPLICATION FOR OMB Approved No. 3076-0006 Version 7103 

FEDERAL ASSISTANCE 2. DATE SUBMITTED Applicant Identifier 
June 10, 2011 FY 11-12 

1. TYPE OF SUBMISSION: 3. DATE RECEIVED BY STATE State Application Identifier 
Application Pre-application 

I.] Construction IJ Construction 
4. DATE RECEIVED BY FEDERAL AGENCY Federal Identifier 

flI Non-Construction o Non-Construction 
5. APPLICANT INFORMATION 
Le{lal Name: Organizational Unit: 

Broward Metropolitan Planning Organization 
Department: 
Broward Metropolitan Planning Organization 

Organiz.ational DUNS: Division: 
10-4324525 NIA 
Address: Name and telephone number of person to be contacted on matters 
Street: Involving this application (give area code) 
100 W Cypress Creek Rd #850 Prefix; First Name: 

Mr. Gregory 
City: Middle Name 
Fort Lauderdale 
County: Last Name 
Broward Stuart 

State: ZiJ:1 Code Suffix: 
FL 33309 
Country: Email: 
USA stuartg@browardmpo.org 
6. EMPLOYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (EIN) : Phone Number (give area code) I Fax Number (give area code) 

~m-~~[][]@]~@] 954-876-0033 954-876-0062 

8. TYPE OF APPLICATION: 7. TYPE OF APPLICANT: (See back of form for Application Types) 

V New In Continuation II Revision B 
f Revision, enter appropriate letter(s) in box(es) 

Other (specify) See back of form for description of letters.) 
0 0 USDOT FTA 

Other (specify) 9. NAME OF FEDERAL AGENCY: 
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service 

10. CATALOG OF FEDERAL DOMESTIC ASSISTANCE NUMBER: 11. DESCRIPTIVE TITLE OF APPLICANT'S PROJECT: 

[]@]-[]@]@] 
TITLE ~ame of pro~am): 
Labor anagement ooperation Program 
12. AREAS AFFECTED BY PROJECT (Cities. Counties, States, etc.) : 

13. PROPOSED PROJECT 14. CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS OF: 
Start Date: I Ending Date: a. Applicant ~b . Project 
7/1/11 6/30/12 19,20,22,23 9,20,21,22,23 

15. ESTIMATED FUNDING: 16. IS APPLICATION SUBJECT TO REVIEW BY STATE EXECUTIVE 
bRDER 12372 PROCESS? 

a. Federal ~ . uu 

a. Yes. I\Zl THIS PREAPPLICATION/APPLICATION WAS MADE 
735,636 AVAILABLE TO THE STATE EXECUTIVE ORDER 12372 

b. Applicant ~ 
, uu PROCESS FOR REVIEW ON 

c. State ~ 
. uu DATE: 

91,955 
d. Local ~ 91,955 . b. No. rfl PROGRAM IS NOT COVERED BY E. O. 12372 

e. Other ~ 
. uu 

0 OR PROGRAM HAS NOT BEEN SELECTED BY STATE 
FOR REVIEW 

f. Program Income ~ 
. uu 17. IS THE APPLICANT DELINQUENT ON ANY FEDERAL DEBT? 

g. TOTAL ~ 
. uu o Yes If "Yes" attach an explanation. I[j No 919,546 

18. TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF, ALL DATA IN THIS APPLlCATION/PREAPPLICATION ARE TRUE AND CORRECT. THE 
DOCUMENT HAS BEEN DULY AUTHORIZED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE APPLICANT AND THE APPLICANT WILL COMPLY WITH THE 
ATTACHED ASSURANCES IF THE ASSISTANCE IS AWARDED. 
a. Authorized Reoresentallve 
~efix ;; First Name ~iddle Name 

r. /"'0 h Gregory 

Lf~am If V ____ 
~ 

lSuffix 
St rt 

r~:lIe ~ ec~ r;tlictor "\ . Telephone Number (give area code) 
954-876-0033 

~~ ~ L9'f\,\uthorlzed Representative j ~. Date Si~ned 
~ '\. June 10, 011 

Prel1lous Ealtibn lmIOIe Standard Form 424 (Rev.9-2003) 
Authorized for Local Reoroduction Prescribed bv OMB Circular A-102
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Section 5303
FY 2010-2011

Approved Project Budget
(total dollars)

Technical Classifications:

44.21.00 Program Support and Administration 311,668
44.22.00 General Development and Comprehensive Planning
44.23.01 Long Range Transportation Planning: System Level 169,389
44.23.02 Long Range Transportation Planning: Project Level 180,383
44.24.00 Short Range Transportation Planning 134,436
44.25.00 Transportation Improvement Program 157,368
44.26.00 Planning Emphasis Areas 156,977
44.26.12 Coordination of Non-Emergency Human Service Transportation 22,565
44.26.13 Participation of Transit Operators in Metropolitan Planning
44.26.14 Planning for Transit Systems Management/Operations to

Increase Ridership
44.26.08 Support Transit Capital Investment Decisions through Effective

Systems Planning 126,961
44.26.10 Incorporating Safety & Security in Transportation Planning
44.27.00 Other Activities 290,561

Total Net Project Cost $1,550,308

Accounting Classifications

44.30.01 Personnel 1,119,275
44.30.02 Fringe 333,656
44.30.03 Travel
44.30.04 Equipment
44.30.05 Supplies
44.30.06 Contractual
44.30.07 Other
44.30.08 Indirect Charges 97,377

Total Net Project Cost $1,550,308

Fund Allocations

44.40.01 MPO Activities 1,550,308
44.40.02 Transit Operator Activities
44.40.03 State and/or Local Agency Activities

Total Net Project Cost $1,550,308

Federal Share (80%) 1,240,246
Local Share (20%) 310,062

Accounting
Classification FPC Description Amount
91.37.08.8P-2 02 Technical Studies - Planning $1,550,308
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Section 5303
FY 2010-2011

GMIS Planning Line Item Codes
 (FTA Funds Only)

Technical Classifications:

44.21.00 Program Support and Administration 249,334
44.22.00 General Development and Comprehensive Planning
44.23.01 Long Range Transportation Planning: System Level 135,511
44.23.02 Long Range Transportation Planning: Project Level 144,306
44.24.00 Short Range Transportation Planning 107,548
44.25.00 Transportation Improvement Program 125,894
44.26.00 Planning Emphasis Areas 125,582
44.26.12 Coordination of Non-Emergency Human Service Transportation 18,052
44.26.13 Participation of Transit Operators in Metropolitan Planning
44.26.14 Planning for Transit Systems Management/Operations to

Increase Ridership
44.26.08 Support Transit Capital Investment Decisions through Effective

Systems Planning 101,569
44.26.10 Incorporating Safety & Security in Transportation Planning
44.27.00 Other Activities 232,449

Total FTA Funds $1,240,246

Accounting Classifications

44.30.01 Personnel 895,420
44.30.02 Fringe Benefits 266,925
44.30.03 Travel
44.30.04 Equipment
44.30.05 Supplies
44.30.06 Contractual
44.30.07 Other
44.30.08 Indirect Charges 77,902

Total FTA Funds $1,240,246

Fund Allocations

44.40.01 MPO Activities 1,240,246
44.40.02 Transit Operator Activities
44.40.03 State and/or Local Agency Activities

Total FTA Funds $1,240,246
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Section 5303
FY 2011-2012

Approved Project Budget
(total dollars)

Technical Classifications:

44.21.00 Program Support and Administration 251,866
44.22.00 General Development and Comprehensive Planning
44.23.01 Long Range Transportation Planning: System Level 134,328
44.23.02 Long Range Transportation Planning: Project Level 100,746
44.24.00 Short Range Transportation Planning 107,043
44.25.00 Transportation Improvement Program 107,043
44.26.00 Planning Emphasis Areas 71,362
44.26.12 Coordination of Non-Emergency Human Service Transportation 20,569
44.26.13 Participation of Transit Operators in Metropolitan Planning
44.26.14 Planning for Transit Systems Management/Operations to

Increase Ridership
44.26.08 Support Transit Capital Investment Decisions through Effective

Systems Planning 48,274
44.26.10 Incorporating Safety & Security in Transportation Planning
44.27.00 Other Activities 142,724

Total Net Project Cost $983,955

Accounting Classifications

44.30.01 Personnel 710,386
44.30.02 Fringe Benefits 211,766
44.30.03 Travel
44.30.04 Equipment
44.30.05 Supplies
44.30.06 Contractual
44.30.07 Other
44.30.08 Indirect Charges 61,804

Total Net Project Cost $983,955

Fund Allocations

44.40.01 MPO Activities 983,955
44.40.02 Transit Operator Activities
44.40.03 State and/or Local Agency Activities

Total Net Project Cost $983,955

Federal Share (80%) 787,164
Local Share (20%) 196,791

Accounting
Classification FPC Description Amount
91.37.08.8P-2 02 Technical Studies - Planning $983,955
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Section 5303
FY 2011-2012

GMIS Planning Line Item Codes
 (FTA Funds Only)

Technical Classifications:

44.21.00 Program Support and Administration 201,493
44.22.00 General Development and Comprehensive Planning
44.23.01 Long Range Transportation Planning: System Level 107,463
44.23.02 Long Range Transportation Planning: Project Level 80,597
44.24.00 Short Range Transportation Planning 85,634
44.25.00 Transportation Improvement Program 85,634
44.26.00 Planning Emphasis Areas 57,090
44.26.12 Coordination of Non-Emergency Human Service Transportation 16,455
44.26.13 Participation of Transit Operators in Metropolitan Planning
44.26.14 Planning for Transit Systems Management/Operations to

Increase Ridership
44.26.08 Support Transit Capital Investment Decisions through Effective

Systems Planning 38,619
44.26.10 Incorporating Safety & Security in Transportation Planning
44.27.00 Other Activities 114,179

Total FTA Funds $787,164

Accounting Classifications

44.30.01 Personnel 568,309
44.30.02 Fringe Benefits 169,413
44.30.03 Travel
44.30.04 Equipment
44.30.05 Supplies
44.30.06 Contractual
44.30.07 Other
44.30.08 Indirect Charges 49,443

Total FTA Funds $787,164

Fund Allocations

44.40.01 MPO Activities 787,164
44.40.02 Transit Operator Activities
44.40.03 State and/or Local Agency Activities

Total FTA Funds $787,164
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C. Indirect Cost Allocation Plan for Sec 5303 Funds 

Federal
Share

Total
Grant Salary Fringe Indirect

Verified
Total

1.1 ADMINISTRATION AND PLANNING MANAGEMENT 249,334      80% 311,668    225,015    67,077   19,576 31 1,668    
1.2 STAFF SUPPORT TD COORDINATING BOARD -                  80% -                -                -             -           -                
1.3 TD PLANNING OPTIONS 18,052        80% 22,565      16,291      4,856     1,417   22,565      
1.4 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND EDUCATION 111,839      80% 139,799    100,931    30,087   8,781   139,799    

-                
2.1 HIGHWAY, TRAFFIC AND SAFETY DATA 74,928        80% 93,661      67,620      20,158   5,883   93,661      
2.2 TRANSIT SURVEILLANCE AND DEVELOPMENT 50,653        80% 63,316      45,713      13,627   3,977   63,316      
2.3 TRAFFICWAYS PLANNING AND IMPACT STUDIES 30,431        80% 38,039      27,463      8,187     2,389   38,039      

3.1 LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLANNING 135,511      80% 169,389    122,294    36,456   10,640 16 9,389    
3.2 REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLANNING 95,634        80% 119,543    86,306      25,728   7,509   119,543    
3.3 LIVABILITY PLANNING 120,609      80% 150,761    108,845    32,447   9,470   150,761    
3.4 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 125,894      80% 157,368    113,615    33,869   9,885   157,368    
3.5 CONGESTIONS MGMT PROCESS / CORRIDOR PLAN 101,569      80% 126,961    91,662      27,325   7,975   126,961    
3.6 FREIGHT AND GOOD MGMT / INTERMODAL PLAN 18,241        80% 22,801      16,462      4,907     1,432   22,801      
3.7 AIRPORT PLANNING -                  80% -                -                -             -           -                
3.8 SEAPORT PLANNING -                  80% -                -                -             -           -                
3.9 MOBILITY OPTIONS AND ENHANCEMENTS 107,548      80% 134,436    97,058      28,933   8,444   134,436    

1,240,246 1,550,308 1,119,275 333,656 97,377 1,550,308

Broward Metropolitan Planning Organization
FY2010/2011

Indirect Cost Allocation Plan
Section 5303 Funds
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Federal
Share

Total
Grant Salary Fringe Indirect

Verified
Total

1.1 ADMINISTRATION AND PLANNING MANAGEMENT 201,493      80% 251,866    181,839    54,206   15,820 2 51,866    
1.2 STAFF SUPPORT TD COORDINATING BOARD -                  80% -                -                -             -           -                
1.3 TD PLANNING OPTIONS 16,455        80% 20,569      14,850      4,427     1,292   20,569      
1.4 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND EDUCATION 47,015        80% 58,769      42,429      12,648   3,691   58,769      

-                
2.1 HIGHWAY, TRAFFIC AND SAFETY DATA 41,978        80% 52,472      37,883      11,293   3,296   52,472      
2.2 TRANSIT SURVEILLANCE AND DEVELOPMENT 15,112        80% 18,890      13,638      4,065     1,187   18,890      
2.3 TRAFFICWAYS PLANNING AND IMPACT STUDIES 28,545        80% 35,681      25,761      7,679     2,241   35,681      

3.1 LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLANNING 107,463      80% 134,328    96,981      28,910   8,437   134,328    
3.2 REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLANNING 40,299        80% 50,373      36,368      10,841   3,164   50,373      
3.3 LIVABILITY PLANNING 67,164        80% 83,955      60,613      18,069   5,273   83,955      
3.4 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 85,634        80% 107,043    77,282      23,038   6,724   107,043    
3.5 CONGESTIONS MGMT PROCESS / CORRIDOR PLAN 38,619        80% 48,274      34,853      10,390   3,032   48,274      
3.6 FREIGHT AND GOOD MGMT / INTERMODAL PLAN 11,754        80% 14,692      10,607      3,162     923      14,692      
3.7 AIRPORT PLANNING -                  80% -                -                -             -           -                
3.8 SEAPORT PLANNING -                  80% -                -                -             -           -                
3.9 MOBILITY OPTIONS AND ENHANCEMENTS 85,634        80% 107,043    77,282      23,038   6,724   107,043    

787,164    983,955  710,386  211,766 61,804 983,955  

Broward Metropolitan Planning Organization
FY2011/2012

Indirect Cost Allocation Plan
Section 5303 Funds
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Category Description

01. Assurances Required For Each Applicant. ________

02. Lobbying. ________

03. Procurement Compliance. ________

04. Protections for Private Providers of Public Transportation. ________

05. Public Hearing. ________

06. Acquisition of Rolling Stock for Use in Revenue Service. ________

07. Acquisition of Capital Assets by Lease. ________

08. Bus Testing. ________

09. Charter Service Agreement. ________

10. School Transportation Agreement. ________

11. Demand Responsive Service. ________

12. Alcohol Misuse and Prohibited Drug Use. ________

13. Interest and Other Financing Costs. ________

14. Intelligent Transportation Systems. ________

15. Urbanized Area Formula Program. ________

16. Clean Fuels Grant Program. ________

17. Elderly Individuals and Individuals with Disabilities Formula Program and Pilot Program. ________

18. Nonurbanized Area Formula Program for States. ________

19. Job Access and Reverse Commute Program. ________

20. New Freedom Program. ________

21. Paul S. Sarbanes Transit in Parks Program. ________

22. Tribal Transit Program. ________

23. TIFIA Projects ________

24. Deposits of Federal Financial Assistance to a State Infrastructure Banks. ________

The Applicant agrees to comply with applicable provisions of the Categories it has selected:

OR

FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR 2010 CERTIFICATIONS AND ASSURANCES FOR
FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

(Signature page alternative to providing Certifications and Assurances in TEAM-Web)

Name of Applicant:  Broward Metropolitan Planning Organization

The Applicant agrees to comply with applicable provisions of Categories 01 – 24.    X   
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D. South Florida Regional Transportation Authority (SFRTA) Short and Long Range Transportation System 
Planning and Land Use Development 

Appendix D 
SOUTH FLORIDA REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY’S (SFRTA) SHORT AND LONG RANGE 

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PLANNING AND LAND USE DEVELOPMENT 
(Prepared by the SFRTA for the UPWP FY 2010-12 Task-Update for 3 MPOs) 

 
OBJECTIVES: 
 
The goal of the SFRTA is to coordinate, develop and implement, in cooperation with all appropriate levels of government, 
private ente rprise and citizens at-la rge in the community, a via ble regional t ransportation system in South Flori da that 
endeavors to meet the desires and needs for the movement of people, goods and services. 
 
The SFRTA strives to meet this goal by meeting the following objectives each fiscal year: 
 

1. Provide effici ent and economical con nections to all transportation mo des a nd corrido rs a nd id entify region al 
transportation corridors for development of service expansion and improvement; 

2. Upgrade tran sportation i nfrastructure to  provide g reater convenience a nd im prove travel time and  im plement 
system improvements that provide positive impacts to accessibility and safety; 

3. Advocate and secure  ne cessary a nd app ropriate funding  lev els a nd pursue ne w fin ancial opportunities in  
conjunction with public, private and civic parties;  

4. Maintain a  sound fin ancial plan th at assesses th e im plications of cu rrent and p roposed poli cies o n future 
operations a nd develo p revenue an d expenditu re repo rting t o en sure av ailable resources a re allocated 
responsibly; and 

5. Collaborate with g overnment a gencies to  d evelop la nd-use poli cies consistent with an  efficie nt re gional 
transportation system. 

 
SFRTA serves the Palm B each, Broward and Miami-Dade Counties.  In  adherence to relevant FTA Circulars, SFRTA’s 
planning projects include the following: 
  

 General Development and Comprehensive Planning; 
 Program Support and Administration; 
 Long Range Transportation Planning-Project Level Planning; 
 Transportation Improvement Program; and 
 Short Range Transportation Planning. 

 
PREVIOUS WORK: 
 

 SFRTA Strategic Regional Transit Plan 
 SFRTA Transit Development Plan Major Update 2009-2018 
 SFRTA Transit Development Plan FY 2010-2019 Annual Update 
 SFRTA On Board Survey 
 Worked with regional planning organizations in order to amend DRI’s to accommodate transit-appropriate land 

use development; 
 Submitted Annual National Transit Database Reports; 
 Submitted Grant Financial Status and Milestone Progress Quarterly Reports; 
 Adhered to requirements to be eligible for Federal Transit Administration (FTA) funds, including developing a 

Long Range Plan; 
 SFRTA’s Program of Projects element in the 5-year Transportation Improvement Program (TIP);  

 
METHODOLOGY: 
 
South Florida Regional Transportation Authority’s (SFRTA) mission is to provide greater mobility in South Florida, thus 
improving the economic viability and the quality of the community, region and state.  SFRTA will continue to advance 
various transit projects in the region (Palm Beach, Broward and Miami-Dade Counties); such as; updates to the SFRTA 
2011-2020 Transit Development Plan (TDP) and the SFRTA Strategic Regional Transit Plan (SRTP).  In addition, SFRTA 
is providing technical assistance with the development of a number of transportation projects in the region by sitting on the 
technical review committees of the following projects: South Florida East Coast Corridor (FEC) Transit Analysis Study; 
Central Broward County East-West Transit Analysis Study; and other relevant transit capital projects in the region.   
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SFRTA will provide all three (3) Metropolitan Planning Organization’s (MPO) with capital project priority lists on an annual 
basis and will continue to work with the three MPOs to develop the Regional Long Range Transportation Plan (RLRTP).  
SFRTA will also be working with the Treasure Coast Regional Planning Council (TCRPC) and the South Florida Regional 
Planning Council (SFRPC) to enhance the region’s strategic planning policy as it relates to transportation and land use 
regulations and processes, while facilitating collaboration on transit supportive land uses and corridors throughout the 
region.  SFRTA will attend MPO technical advisory committees and MPO meetings in Miami-Dade, Broward and Palm 
Beach Counties.  It is SFRTA’s objective to prepare all of the required, on-going planning documents, such as National 
Transit Database Reports and Grants Quarterly Reports in order to receive federal, state and local funding.   
 
END PRODUCTS: 
 
 National Transit Database Reports (October 2010); 
 Grants Financial Status and Milestone Progress Reports (Quarterly); 
 Joint Development at selected SFRTA station sites (On-going); 
 Development of Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Standards to be implemented along the Regional 

Transportation Corridors; 
 Northern Layover/Maintenance Facility Location Study; 
 Site Location Alternative Analysis for Three New Tri-Rail Stations 
 Transit Development Plan Update FY 2011-2020;  
 Pompano Beach Tri-Rail Station Improvements NEPA Documentation 
 Broward Boulevard Transit Master Plan;  
 Due Diligence for Potential Palm Beach Gardens Parking Facility 
 SFRTA’s Program of Projects components in the Miami-Dade, Broward and Palm Beach MPO TIP’s (March 2010); 
 SFRTA Parking Management Study (On-going)  
 SFRTA Shuttle Bus Study (Ongoing); 
 Southern Double Track PD&E Study  
 
 
PROJECT MANAGERS: Bill Cross, SFRTA 
    Oscar Camejo, Miami-Dade MPO 
    Mario Aispuro, Broward County MPO 
    Ran dy Whitfield, Palm Beach MPO 
 
PARTICIPATING AGENCIES: South Florida Regional Transportation Authority, Miami-Dade County Metropolitan 
Planning Organization, Broward County Metropolitan Planning Organization, Palm Beach County Metropolitan Planning 
Organization, Florida Department of Transportation – District’s IV and VI Offices, Palm Tran, Broward County Transit, 
Miami-Dade Transit, South Florida Regional Planning Council, Treasure Coast Regional Planning Council, Federal Transit 
Administration and the Federal Highway Administration. 
 
WORK SCHEDULE: There is no specific deadline for this task.  This work item is a program of continuing planning 

activities. 
  
 Start Date: July 2010 
 End Date: June 2012 
 
FUNDING: $900,000 Section 5307 FY 2011 (Funding for program management only) 

($900,000 Federal plus 20% FDOT Soft Match)* 
  

* South Florid a Regio nal Transportation Authority (SFR TA) is a  region al ag ency, whi ch serves Palm  Beach, 
Broward and Miami-Dade Counties.   
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E. Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and Federal Transportation Administration (FTA) Comments 
 

Appendix E 
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Comments 

 

General Comments 

 The MPO is commended for its regional coordination efforts; these efforts include relationships with the Miami-Dade 
and Palm Beach MPOs, regional councils, The Southeast Florida Regional Transportation Authority (SFRTA) and 
FOOTs are displayed through the adopted Joint Regional Networks and Joint Regional TRIP Priority Lists. 

Broward MPO is committed to continue these efforts to insure that plans and programs are fully coordinated across 
county line 

 
 For the Final UPWP, the MPO should consult the latest funding tables from the Florida Department of Transportation 

(FDOT) to verify the total PL fund projection is equal or less than the estimated available funding for the subject MPO 
area. 

Funding amounts were verified utilizing the latest tables from FDOT. 
 
 All Agreements or Certifications including Debarment and Suspension, Contracts, Grants, and Cooperative 

Agreements, Title VI agreements and DBE statements should be signed and dated, and included in the document. 

All necessary signatures will be obtained for the final document. 
 
 The MPO is commended for its efforts in Livability. In lieu of the pressing issues surrounding air quality and climate 

change, the FHWA appreciates the MPO's efforts to include a task for Air Quality Monitoring and Climate Change.  

Under the Methodology section of Task 3.1, Long Range Transportation Plan, language has been added to address 
air quality monitoring/status and follow-up activities is needed. 

Task Specific Comments 
 
 Participant Roles in Transportation Planning -excellent! 
 
 Public Involvement and Transportation Surveillance and Development sections tasks need better schedules for 

deliverables/completion dates (month/yr). 

Schedules for deliverables/completion dates for Task 1.4: Public Participation and Education and Task 2.2: Transit 
Surveillance and Development were adjusted to reflect the anticipated year and month of completion.    

 
 Congestion Management Process and Corridor Planning discreet studies merit both explanation of any previous year 

federal funding and better schedules for deliverables (month/yr) 

Both Methodology and Work Products have been adjusted to address previous accomplishments and future projects’ 
delivery schedules. The discreet planning studies referenced are for major capital investment projects and therefore 
result in multi-year or carry-over from previous years. 

 
 As currently written, it appears that many of the activities in the Work Product section do not provide for or carry 

through to a result in the End Product section of some of the task activities in document. We request the MPO define 
milestones and/or anticipated completion dates for these activities (i.e., 3.0, etc.). 

Activities in the Work Product section were reviewed and adjustments made as appropriate. 
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F. Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) Comments 
 

Appendix F 
Florida Department of Transportation; District IV Comments: 

 

General Comments 
 
 It is well understood that the MPO dynamics have changed dramatically since the Interlocal Agreement with Broward 

County will be ending soon.  Adjust the plan accordingly. 

Adjustments have been made to anticipate funding and task related changes in light of the new ILA.  Specifically, 
Task 1.1 has been updated to reflect the new dynamics and additional language has been added to Section II: 
Organization and Management, Subsection B: Operational Procedures and Bylaws.  The UPWP will be amended as 
needed to reflect future changes as it relates to an approve ILA. 

 
 The schedules for work product completion should be more clearly stated.  Schedules indicating month or quarter of a 

fiscal or calendar year is more appropriate and provides an improved timetable for programming work and resources. 

Work product schedules were updated. 
 
 The relationship between the Methodology and End Product sections for each task is not clear and explicit.  The 

UPWP is used to track progress on deliverables and for invoicing.  Please review and revise in this context.   

Revisions were made to the Methodology and End Product sections.  
 
 The administrative task is identified with a disproportionate share of funding.  Per our conversations please provide 

additional information in the methodology section to identify management efforts or reallocate the funds to other tasks. 

The Administrative Task for FY 2011-2012 includes additional funding associated with the move from county housing 
to independence of the MPO.  Such items as legal, self-insurance are included in addition to other associated 
expenses such as lease of MPO office space.  

 
 The MPO should ensure all participating agencies are represented under the respective tasks (e.g. SFRTA, South 

Florida Commuter Services and Broward County). Ensure that work products are clearly tied to methodology 
descriptions and to the corresponding funds to be used for those activities.  

All Tasks were revisited and participating agencies acknowledged where appropriate. 
 
 The District has been coordinating with the MPO on a number of new initiatives including a proposed program 

of livability studies to further vet and execute the long range plan.  These efforts should be more clearly defined in a 
UPWP task [most likely the Livability Task].   

Ongoing collaborative efforts between the Broward MPO and FDOT to further vet and execute the Living LRTP 
component of the Year 2035 LRTP has been document in Task 3.3. 

 
 The UPWP should reference the most recent State Certification and the upcoming Federal Certification Review. 

The UPWP was updated to reflect the most recent State Certification and upcoming Federal Certification Review. 
 
 Ensure all funds budget for specific tasks will be spent on said tasks and can be justified. If budget is ambiguously 

stated, consider revising. 

 Reviewed all tasks of the UPWP to determine funding justification and revised budget and/or tasks accordingly. 
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Detailed Comments 

Ensure all funds budget for specific tasks will be spent on said tasks and can be justified.  If budget is 
ambiguously stated, consider revising. 
 
Table of Contents 

 Tasks 1.4, 1.5, and 1.6 need to be reordered to match the Table the Contents. 

Tasks were revisited and appropriate adjustments made.  Tasks 1.4, 1.5, and 1.6 were reordered to match the 
Table of Contents. 

I. Introduction 

C. Justification for Level of Planning Effort Designated in UPWP 

 Remove reference to the state Transit Quality of Service Planning Emphasis Area as it is no longer required. 

The Transit Quality of Service reference was removed. 

III. Work Program Tasks 

Task 1.1 Administration and Planning Management 
 Specify in the Methodology and End Product Sections that the next UPWP update is due in Spring 2012 and the 

upcoming 2011 federal certification review. 

References to the upcoming 2011 Federal Certification Review and preparation of the FY 2012-2014 UPWP 
Update was added to Task 1.1. 

 
 The budget indicates $10,000 to be spent on equipment.  Please be reminded that FHWA will need to approve 

any equipment costs that exceed $5,000. 

For FY 08-10 UPWP, FHWA approved the purchase of a color laser printer. This equipment has yet to be 
purchased. We anticipate purchase in FY 10-11.  

Task 2.1 Highway, Traffic and Safety Data 

 Consider incorporating efforts and tasks for collection and analysis of bicycle and pedestrian data and transit 
data.  New Complete Streets federal policies may provide guidelines on how to accomplish this. 

Transit data is covered under Task 2.2 “Transit Surveillance and Development”.  Pedestrian and bicycle data is 
covered under Task 3.9 “Mobility Options and Enhancements”. We will insure that these tasks include the 
requested data as applicable. 

 
 Clarify how FTA Section 5303 funding will be used for collection and analysis of highway data. 

Task 2.1 “Highway, Traffic and Safety Data” includes traffic count information, capacity analysis and mitigation 
measures to correct capacity deficiency if any. Often the mitigation measures include transit treatments in support 
of the LRTP vision and mission statement. However, we will adjust FTA share in this task to match the exact work 
performed. 

 
 It is understood that Broward County may not be providing support for traffic count data.  Please address how 

federal reporting requirements will be met.   

Broward MPO staff remains committed to compile and provide highway surveillance data including traffic count 
information. The traffic count information are collected mainly by two agencies, FDOT for the State Highway 
System and Broward County Traffic Engineering (BCTE) for non State Highway System. However, we were 
informed by BCTE that, due to a budget shortfall, they selected to terminate the count program. There are a 
number of options available: reduce the frequency of data collection to biannual instead of annual, increase 
FDOT’s traffic count program budget to cover non State Highway System, and to assist BCTE in finding funds to 
reduce the budget shortfall. 
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 The notes indicate consultant contracts to conduct related traffic studies will be completed by June 30, 2010.  
That reference should be removed unless staff effort related to completion of these projects will carry over into the 
program period starting July 1, 2010 and would then require restating of the completion date. 

The note related to completion date was removed from the task. 

 
 Explore the use of the Highway Safety Manual including related trainings.  An additional methodology description 

can be added. 

The Highway Safety Manual is now included in Task 2.1 “Highway, Traffic and Safety Data” as one of the 
technical manuals used for data analysis and mitigation measures. Staff training on the new manual was also 
added to the task methodology. 

 
 Continue to explore and integrate new technologies for data collection including the identification of agencies with 

whom to coordinate.  In addition, it may be necessary for the MPO to begin planning for and considering other 
funding sources for meeting data collection requirements. 

New technologies for data collection will be investigated in coordination with FDOT and BCTE.  The MPO is 
eagerly pursuing other funding sources to compliment our data gathering efforts. 

Task 2.2 Transit Surveillance and Development 

 Transit signal priority and ATMS activities should be mentioned in this task.  TSP is planned to be expanded 
throughout the county over the next two years.  Additionally, ATMS activities in Central Broward will be providing 
various transit elements and components. 

TSP and ATMS have been included as part of the methodology for enhancement of transit services along 
previously identified corridors and pilot projects in the Central Broward area. 

 
 Considering adding an activity indicating the collection, analysis, and integration of transit data into planning and 

projects.  In addition, add language regarding the sharing of data with other agencies. 

Language was added to Task 2.2 and 3.9 regarding collection, analysis, and integration of transit data. 

 
 Clarify project name under consultant contracts.  Also indicate the funding source to be utilized to fund this effort 

(i.e., PL, FTA 5303, etc.).  If PL funds are to be used for this project, ensure the eligibility of PL funds for this 
activity. 

Project name has been clarified and PL dollars will utilized for these planning acitivies. 

Task 2.3 Trafficways Planning and Impact Studies 

 Under methodology, clarify which manual will be used accomplish work in this task. 

The task methodology now includes reference to the Highway Capacity Manual, Highway Safety Manual, FDOT’s 
Quality/Level-of-Service Handbook, ITE Trip Generation manual and related software to accomplish work needed. 

 
 Distinguish efforts to be completed using MPO funds.  The MPO will need to be reimbursed for completion of any 

related county tasks. 

Effort related to the Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) and Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) will 
be completed using MPO funds all others will be done on a cost recovery bases. 

 
Task 3.1 Long Range Transportation Planning 

 Remove the reference to a Transit Quality of Service PEA under methodology. 

Reference to Transit Quality of Service PEA was removed. 

 
 Include a description of the Vacant Land Inventory work under methodology. 
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A brief description was added. 

 
 Palm Beach and Miami-Dade are using ITIS to complete their socioeconomic data update.  FDOT highly 

recommends Broward use the ITIS to ensure consistency in data.  

The ITIS is programmed in the FY 2008 – FY 2010 UPWP.  Completion of the Broward component is expected in 
December 2011. 

Task 3.2 Regional Transportation Planning 

 The regional planning councils operating in the District, the South Florida Regional Planning Council and the 
Treasure Coast Regional Planning Council, should be included as regional partners under the methodology 
description. 

The SFRPC, TCRPC were added as regional partners. 
 

 In addition to the transit agencies mentioned, Traffic Operations and Traffic engineering agencies which 
coordinate with the MPO should be included as regional partners.  Data sharing procedures between the 
agencies should be expanded or developed. 

FDOT and Broward County Public Works were added as regional partners. 

 
 Include a brief description of regional public involvement efforts. 

Regional public meetings were conducted in conjunction with public workshops for the Year 2035 LRTP.  Further 
public input on the regional LRTP takes as part of regularly scheduled quarterly SEFTC meetings. 

Task 3.3 Livability Planning 

 The local contribution appears to be low in comparison to the total task budget.  Indicate/clarify the level of local 
support for the land use and transportation studies to be completed as part of this task. 

The local contribution for Task 3.3 is primarily in-kind local support provided by the municipalities involved in the 
studies and is appropriate for this task. 

Task 3.4 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) 

 There is a concern about the use of TELUS and whether or not it is ready to be used as described in this task.  
Confirm the functionality of the TELUS software and revise the methodology descriptions as necessary.  Please, 
note, the Department encourages the use of a common TIP tool throughout the region and will be facilitating a 
regional effort.  We look forward to your participation and consideration. 

We are very pleased to have completed a purchase order and signed contract between the New Jersey Institute 
of Technology (NJIT) and the Broward MPO. At this time, NJIT is customizing TELUS for the Web internet-
enabled application for the Broward MPO. Our staff has worked with NJIT for over a decade and finds that TELUS 
is the most comprehensive and cost feasible application for our use at this time. We look forward to participating 
with the Department in exploring a common TIP tool that could be a regional effort, and it is our hope that TELUS 
will be seriously considered. 

 
 Add the completion of TIP amendments to the methodology descriptions and work products. 

Comment addressed. Please see document. 

 
 FDOT commends Broward MPO staff for including an activity to ensure consistency with the Broward County 

Comprehensive Plan. 
 
Task 3.5 Congestion Management Process and Corridor Planning 

 This task should include a reference to the TSM&O program.  This task needs to reference the new county signal 
system upgrade (including the communication systems and ITS devices). 
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The TSM&O program has been included as part of the methodology where the Broward MPO actively 
participates. 

 
 This task needs to reference the new county signal system upgrade (including the communication systems and 

ITS devices). 

Reference is made to the signal system upgrades as part of the ongoing efforts to mitigate congestion in most 
traveled corridors.  These efforts include traffic and transit operational improvements through ITS applications 
such as Transit Signal Priority (TSP) and real time information for premium service. It also includes ATMS 
activities in central Broward and TSM&O pilot projects. 

 
 Include a description of the Central Broward ATMS project and also reference projects in the county integrating 

TSP. 

The ongoing Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS) project to date, includes the installation of over 50 
miles of conduit and 200 miles of fiber optic cable. Concurrent with this effort, 250 traffic controller boxes at 
signalized intersections will get all necessary hardware and software to connect into the new fiber optic 
communication network and allow the system’s new applications to be operated from the Traffic Management 
Center (TMC).  

 
 Work products should reflect completion, implementation, and/or progress on prioritized CMS projects.  In 

addition, descriptions should be provided on how those prioritized projects are being integrated into the TIP. 

Work products have been revised to reflect priorities and implementation timelines and schedules. 

Task 3.6 Freight and Goods Movement/Intermodal Planning 

 Rewrite task objective to emphasize the MPOs coordination role in regard to the SIS. 

The objective has been revised to include the State’s Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) coordination. 
 

 Freight issues reports are noted as a work product.  Indicate the number of freight issues reports to be prepared 
and a schedule for their submittal. 

Work product indicates the MPO participation in all of the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) freight 
efforts including local and regional.  

 
 Similar language as used in bullet one under work products should be used to describe the implementation and/or 

progress on prioritized CMS projects in Task 3.5. 

New bullets have been added to describe projects timelines and implementation schedules. 

 
 Reference virtual freight network concepts currently in place or that are being developed, if any. 

Reference is made to the potential application of this concept on FDOT’s I-95 Transportation Alternatives study, 
and the inclusion of virtual freight in the TSM&O pilot projects.    

 
 There is a methodology description for support of “follow-up” activities for the airport/seaport connector study.  

Clarify what type of activities will be conducted as part of that support. 

Interagency coordination activities including the South Florida East Coast Corridor Transit Analysis (SFECCTA) 
station location efforts.  

 
 There appears to be a disproportionate share of FTA Section 5303 funding for this task.  Overall, funding levels 

for the task seem low for what should be considered a significant work task. 

Most work products are related to the advancement of other local agencies’ efforts in cooperation with the MPO 
staff.  Funding levels are appropriate for these types of efforts. 
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Task 3.7 Airport Planning 

 Rewrite task objective to emphasize the MPOs coordination role in regard to the SIS. 

This objective has been revised to emphasize the State’s Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) coordination. 

Task 3.8 Seaport Planning 

 Remove or revise bullet four under work products. 

This bullet has been removed. 

 
 Remove or revise work products indicating 2009-2010 completion dates. 

Completion dates for work products have been adjusted according to revised projects schedules. 

 
 Port Everglades is currently constructing a new Intermodal Container Transfer Facility.  Under methodology, 

include a description regarding LRTP consideration of possible east/west delays associated with the ICTF 
construction. 

Under methodology a description has been added to include the LRTP planning and programming of the 
Intermodal Container Transfer Facility (ICTF) and its complementary project, the Eller Drive Overpass that will 
facilitate the east-west movement of container cargo by enabling at grade rail under it.  

 
Task 3.9 Mobility Options and Enhancements 

 Remove or revise the last bullet in the methodology descriptions. 

The last bullet in the methodology description was removed. 

 
 Please review USDOT Secretary Ray LaHood’s new bicycle and pedestrian policy statement and consider 

integrating recommended actions in that statement.  For example, integrating pedestrian and bicycle facilities into 
transportation systems, collecting data on walking and biking trips, and setting mode share targets for walking and 
bicycling and tracking them over time. 

Language reflecting Secretary Lahood’s bicycle and pedestrian policy statement has been added to Task 3.9 
Mobility Options and Enhancements. 

 
 FDOT commends Broward MPO staff for their efforts to coordinate their work with Traffic Engineering 

Departments and also the Health Department. 
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Miami Urbanized Area (UZA)/Transportation Management Area (TMA) 
2010 State Certification Review 

 
Broward Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) 

Findings and Recommendations Report 
 
 
Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) District Four has conducted a modified annual State Certification Review of 
the Broward MPO. The MPO answered questions covering the  recommendations from its 2007 Federal Certification 
Review, implementation of the recommendations from its 2009 modified state certification review as well as additional 
areas deemed necessary by the Department to assist the MPO prepare for the 2011 Federal Certification Review.  
 
This report assesses the written and verbal answers to the questions presented to the MPO staff.  When necessary, 
FDOT staff requested follow-up information and/or through independent actions, verified the information provided or 
source of said information.  FDOT staff determined the specific areas for which certain questions were asked based on 
observation of the MPO’s operation and interaction with staff and Board members throughout FY2008/2009 and 
FY2009/2010.  Areas that are not commented on in this report are considered satisfactory by the Department. 
 
 

Findings 
 
This section reviews MPO Products/Activities and recommendations from the most recent Federal and State Certification 
Reviews and provides the District’s comments on the areas identified. 
 
MPO Products/Activities:  Broward MPO has successfully completed the annual coordination and reporting efforts on 
schedule as follows: 
 

 Adopted 09/10 TIP 
 Held informal unfunded priorities meeting with FDOT and stakeholders 
 Transmitted official unfunded priorities 
 Adopted FDOT Tentative Work Program 
 Adopted 2035 Long Range Transportation Plan 
 Held Modified Certification Review meeting with FDOT 
 Responded to Certification Review Questions/Issues  
 Transmitted Draft FY 2011 and 2012 Unified Planning Work Program 

  
MPO Funds Management: The MPO provides accurate and timely progress reports and invoices. The MPO also has 
been effective in managing their funds in a period where reductions in State funds, phased Federal authorizations, and 
Stimulus funding has required significant administrative activity in keeping the TIP and STIP accurate.   
 
2007 Federal Certification Review 
 
The Community Involvement Roundtable (CIR) has been expanding its membership to more accurately reflect Broward 
County’s make-up.  The CIR’s role in the planning process has also become more significant and presence more 
meaningful. 
 
The District looks forward to Broward MPO’s participation in an effort this year to hold a public involvement best practices 
workshop with District 4 MPOs.  
 

 
2009 State Certification Review 
 
The MPO has satisfied the 4 recommendations included in the 2009 State Certification Review. 
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Noteworthy Practices 

 

One purpose of MPO certification reviews is to promote improvements in the metropolitan transportation planning process 
through recognition and sharing of noteworthy practices. Broward MPO and FDOT have identified the following as being 
noteworthy: 
 

 Broward MPO Community Outreach Program 
 Broward MPO Elementary School Outreach Program 
 Broward, Miami-Dade and Palm Beach Metropolitan Planning Organizations’ Annual Citizens’ Advisory 

Committee Meeting 
 Creation of Broward, Miami-Dade and Palm Beach Regional Public Involvement Plan (PIP) 
 Beginning phase of translating Broward MPO website to Spanish and Creole 
 Beginning phase of converting website to meet ADA compliance 
 Collaboration with the Miami-Dade MPO and the Palm Beach MPO to establish the SEFTC and associated 

Regional Transportation Technical Advisory Committee to coordinated and develop regional transportation plans 
and programs 

 A project priority ranking process that integrates different modes and provides a seamless method to foster the 
implementation of non-traditional transportation improvements 

 Designation of SR A1A Scenic Highway. 
 2035 Transformation in which Livability Planning Initiatives, like Mobility Hubs, have begun, and 
 Coordination and collaboration with FDOT District 4 and local government agencies in order to program federal 

economic stimulus projects efficiently and effectively. 
 

Recommendations 

 

This section provides recommendations based on the answers to the questions posed to the MPO by the Department as 
a part of the 2010 State Certification Review. 
 
Organization/Structure: Consistent with the recent adoption of the Transform 2035 Long Range Transportation Plan 
(LRTP) and the new independent status of the MPO, the Department would like to be provided a description and chart of 
the new organizational structure that will be implemented.  
 

Air Quality: Task 3.1 of the FY10-FY12 UPWP does not specifically mention air quality.  If the new air quality standards do 
not require amending the UPWP, the MPO should still be cognoscente of air quality throughout the planning process.  

 

Long-Range Transportation Plan: The MPO should make additional attempts to have the Indian tribes actively participate 
in the TCC. 

 

Public Involvement: The District looks forward to Broward MPO’s participation in an effort this year to hold a public 
involvement best practices workshop with District 4 MPOs.  
 
Title VI Related Requirements: The MPO must describe the standards it will now employ to be Title VI compliant as an 
entity independent of Broward County. 
 

Safety Consideration in Planning Process: The MPO should identify how safety is measured/quantified on a project-by-
project basis when safety is a factor in prioritizing projects.   

 

In addition to the areas of consideration and the listing of partners, the MPO should describe, in more detail, the process 
by which the partners collaborate to develop goals, objectives, measure and strategies. 
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Miami Urbanized Area/Transportation Management Area 

 
2010 State Certification Review - Checklist 

Broward Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) 
 

Please update progress made in addressing the recommendations for the Broward MPO in the 2007 Federal Certification 
Report for the Miami Urbanized Area (August 2007).  Below find responses from the 2009 Certification Review.  Provide 
any additional pertinent information or data.   
 

 Federal Recommendations 
 

Progress 

Community Involvement Roundtable: The MPO is 
encouraged to continue working 
to get and maintain a representative composition of 
Broward County residents on the CIR. The MPO 
should continue to work toward obtaining greater 
involvement of all populations within the MPO 
boundary, and ensure their adequate 
representation on the various MPO policy and 
technical committees. 

08-09 

The Broward MPO (BMPO) Community 
Involvement Roundtable (CIR) consists, by Rules 
of the MPO, of 44 voting members.  Currently 19 
members are directly appointed by the BMPO 
Regular Members, 5 members appointed at large, 
18 members representing civic/service 
organizations, 2 vacant civic/service slots. An 
annual membership review is conducted.  Member 
organizations with vacant positions are contacted in 
an effort to fill vacant positions. 
 
09-10 
 
In 2009 the CIR expanded representation on the 
CIR to include the Smart Growth Partnership 
Participation at the CIR by its members have 
increased significantly.  The CIR has held single 
subject meetings on transit.  Transportation 
agencies are now attending and participating in the 
CIR.  The CIR has also been active in the 
development of the 2035 long range transportation 
plan.  This includes attending and participating in 
public workshops and direct input to the MPO 
Board.  The CIR has also increased 
communications with the MPO by attending and 
participating in regular MPO meetings. 
     

SAFETEA-LU: The MPO should continue to review 
all of its planning processes and plans as they are 
updated to consider and include the provisions of 
SAFETEA-LU. The MPO should also work with and 
coordinate activities with Broward County Transit, 
as well as other local Human Service 
Transportation providers, to ensure full compliance 
with the SAFETEA-LU requirement for Coordinated 
Planning amongst 
Human Service Transportation providers. 

08-09 

The Urban Transit planning process and the 
Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan 
continue to be developed, updated and carried out 
through coordination and cooperation between the 
BMPO and the Broward County Transportation 
Department (Broward County Transit or BCT). To 
ensure full compliance of SAFETEA-LU 
requirements both agencies participate in the 
SAFETEA-LU prescribed public involvement 
process with local residents, business and elected 
officials and in the production of long range plans, 
e.g., 2035 LRTP and short range plans, e.g., 
Transit Development Plan. In addition, the BMPO 
staffs and facilitates the Broward County 
Coordinating Board for Transportation 
Disadvantaged Services, whose members 
represent federal, state and local agencies, as well 
as citizen’s advocates and users of the paratransit 
system. The BCCB acts as an advisory body, 
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providing input to the BCT, reviewing and 
approving the Transportation Disadvantaged 
Service Plan (TDSP), evaluating the Community 
Transportation Coordinator (CTC) annually, and 
providing an opportunity for public involvement at 
every meeting. 

09-10 

The adopted 2035 LRTP was developed in 
accordance with SAFETEA-LU Planning Factors 
and in cooperation with the Broward Transit 
agency.        

Transit: Agreements should be updated and/or 
initiated between Broward County Transit, and the 
South Florida Regional Transportation Authority. 
Regulatory References: 23 CFR 450.310 (b) and 
23 CFR 450.318 (a). 

08-09 

In November 2007, the BMPO approved the 
Metropolitan Planning and Regional 
Intergovernmental Coordination and Review and 
Public Transportation Coordination Joint 
Participation Agreement. This JPA was made 
between the Florida Department of Transportation; 
the Broward Metropolitan Planning Organization; 
Broward County, through its Board of County 
Commissioners; the South Florida Regional 
Planning Council (SFRPC); and the South Florida 
Regional Transportation Authority (SFRTA). The 
JPA was reviewed and processed by Port 
Everglades, the Airport and Broward County 
Transit, as agencies of Broward County; and by the 
SFRTA and the SFRPC.  The JPA is effective for 
five years (November 2012) and subject to periodic 
review and updating as needed. 
 

Transit: FTA encourages the use of New 
Starts/Small Starts guidance materials to help 
ensure cost estimates, and operation/ maintenance 
figures reflect actual year-of expenditure amounts. 
Regulatory References: 23 CFR 450.316 (a) (12).  

08-09 

As contained in 23 CFR 450. 216(l), 
450.322(f)(10(iv), and 450.324(h), revenue and 
cost estimates for the LRTP will include inflation 
rates to reflect “year of expenditure (YOE) dollars,” 
based on reasonable financial principles and 
information, developed cooperatively by the BMPO, 
FDOT, and the transportation operating agencies.” 
A number of major capital investment projects are 
being considered under New Starts/Small Starts, 
among them, the South Florida East Coast Corridor 
Transit Analysis (SFECCTA), Central Broward East 
West Transit, Transit Bridge and Downtown Transit 
Circulator (DTC). 
 
09-10 
 
All project costs in the adopted 2035 LRTP are in 
the year of expenditure. 
 

Public Involvement: Continue to review, evaluate 
and improve the public involvement process 
through the assessment and evaluation of current 
techniques and activities. Use the results of the 
surveys, public comments from meetings and 
school activities to enhance the current process. 
Consider integrating Broward into the Community 
Characteristics Inventory process begun by Miami-

08-09 
 
The BMPO continues to gauge public opinion 
through surveys collected at outreach events and 
through the Community Involvement Roundtable 
meetings and public hearings.  The information is 
processed and provides feedback into the various 
tasks and development of documents such as the 
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Dade MPO to help identify and reach the various 
populations that comprise the area. 

LRTP, TIP, and TDP in coordination with the BCT. 
The Community Characteristics Inventory process 
will be started this fiscal year; competition is 
expected by end of FY 10-11. 
  
09-10 
 
Work has begun on the Integrated Transportation 
Information System (IT IS) with Phase I to be 
completed by December 2010.   Phase I will 
include data completion for sixteen municipal level 
Community Background Reports (CBRs) and 
seven neighborhood level CBRs.  Phase II to be 
completed by December 2011.  Phase II will 
include a web based interactive Planning Analysis 
and Reporting Tool. 
   

Title VI / DBE: The MPO has recently adopted the 
FDOT DBE procedures and should continue to 
work with FDOT and FHWA on addressing Title VI 
and DBE requirements for the MPO processes as 
they are determined, and take advantage of 
training offered by FDOT and FHWA, when 
available. 

08-09 

The Broward MPO continues to process contracts 
through the Broward County procurement process 
while adhering to the FDOT Title VI/DBE 
procedures adopted by the Broward MPO on April 
2007.  BMPO staff attended the Title VI/DBE Video 
Conference held in December 2009 hosted by the 
FDOT. 
 
09-10 
 
The new 2035 LRTP followed FDOT Title VI/DBE 
procedures 
 

Security: The MPO should continue their efforts to 
emphasize security and work to incorporate 
security measures and the consideration of security 
issues in the planning process. 

08-09 

A Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP) for the 
BMPO was developed.  A table-top drill in 
coordination with county and municipal agencies to 
test this plan was held in June 2009. 

 09-10 

The Broward MPO COOP will be revised after a 
new Staff Services Agreement is implemented in 
April 2010. 
 

Safety: The MPO is encouraged to continue efforts 
to strengthen the relationship between safety and 
the planning process through work with the 
Community Traffic Safety Teams (CTSTs), 
Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) coalition, 
Safe Routes to School, and other entities with 
safety responsibilities. The 2035 LRTP should be 
consistent with and promote the implementation of 
the Strategic Highway Safety Plan per SAFETEA-
LU. 

08-09 

Participated at the CTST meetings and discussed 
topics on Ghost Out Program, Safe Kids Walk this 
Way Program, White Light Program, and Safe 
Routes to School Program. 
 
The 2035 LRTP supports the Strategic Highway 
Safety Plan through Goal # 3 ‘Increase the safety 
of the transportation system for all of its users’. 
Four objectives and eight measures of effectives 
were identified to support goal #3. The objectives 
and measures of effectiveness are used to 
prioritize transportation projects for implementation 
based on available financial resources. 
 
The BMPO continues its membership in the 
Regional ITS Coalition and continues to meet Rule 
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940 requirements regarding the State and Regional 
ITS Architecture. This provides the regional 
framework for institutional agreements and 
technical integration in the implementation of ITS 
projects. Through, this coordination with FDOT 
regional transportation safety and security needs 
on the transportation system are being addressed. 
 
09-10 
 
Safety is a key evaluation criteria used in project 
prioritization for the Unfunded Multimodal Surface 
Transportation Priorities, the Transportation 
Enhancement prioritization process, and the 
ranking of federal economic stimulus projects. A 
focal point in the mission statement of the Broward 
2035 LRTP is safety. 

MPO Products: In an effort to continually improve 
the quality of the plans and programs developed by 
the MPO, the comments provided by FHWA and 
FTA to last year’s TIP and the 2030 LRTP should 
be considered during the development of the next 
TIP and 2035 LRTP. 

08-09 

Although there were no comments from FHWA or 
FTA regarding the prior TIP, the FY2009/10 – 
FY2013/14 TIP was developed to provide the 
customary careful attention to detail in each 
section. For example, this year the Executive 
Summary will incorporate changes in direction that 
the MPO is undertaking, new programs, and so 
forth. Regionalism will be highlighted in this 
Summary, as will the impact of the federal 
economic stimulus package on projects to be 
implemented in Broward County.  
 
Comments provided by FHWA and FTA will be 
considered in the FY 2010/11 – FY 2014/15 TIP 
which include but are not limited to the following: 
 A crosswalk between projects located in the 

LRTP and TIP should be included to help 
determine consistency between the 
documents quickly and easily. 

 The ARRA acronym should be listed in the 
fund codes section. 

 Summary tables should show federal funds by 
year and totals separately from state funds. 

 The Plan should include detailed information 
regarding the length of the project in the 
document. 

 Headings on each page should reflect the 
section. 

 Federal projects should be distinguished so 
they are easy to find. 

 Regional projects endorsed by SEFTC should 
be listed. 

 
The new 2035 LRTP will consider comments 
provided by FHWA and FTA which include but not 
limited to the following: 
 A new vision for the LRTP with emphasis       

on transit and transit supportive land use 
 New visualization techniques are included        

in the public involvement section of the        
LRTP to help the public visualize the       
actual impact of transportation        
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improvements.  
 Provide direct link between the objectives       

and how the BMPO demonstrates that the 
objectives have been met. 

  
09-10 
 
The adopted 2035 LRTP includes a vision and 
mission statement developed through input from 
the public, elected officials and transportation 
partners. The public involvement section of the 
Plan includes state of the art visualization such as 
GIS exhibits, maps and a video clip.  The annual 
TIP update begins in February each year, and the 
above recommendations from 08-09 are being 
incorporated into the FY 2010/11 – FY 2014/15 
TIP. 

 
 
Please describe progress made in addressing the recommendations in the 2009 State Certification Report for the Broward 
MPO. 
 

State Recommendations 
 

Progress 

(1) Continue efforts to implement the 
recommendations from the 2007 federal 
certification review.  
(a)With regard to the CIR recommendation, 
consider adding information on how advisory 
committee membership matches up with the 
composition of Broward County residents as 
part of the 2010 state certification review 
documentation.  
(b)With regard to the recommendation on Title 
VI, continue to participate in Title VI and DBE 
training as available and ensure full compliance 
with the MPO’s Title VI/Non-Discrimination and 
DBE Utilization policy statements.  
(c)With regard to the public involvement 
recommendation, begin documenting the 
results of the MPO’s annual formal assessment 
of public involvement techniques in a report 
and continue to update the MPO’s public 
involvement plan as needed based on 
assessment results. (d)With regard to the 
recommendation on MPO products, continue to 
work with FDOT District Four on exploring and 
deploying interactive TIP software capable of 
enhancing the format and content of the MPO’s 
TIP, including its usefulness to the public. 
Emphasis will be placed on identifying software 
that could be used by all the MPOs in the 
District, promoting the usefulness of the TIPs at 
a regional level.   

 

09-10 
 
(1)(a) -  3 members of the CIR are appointed by the 
three Broward County commissioners and 14 
members of the CIR are appointed by Municipal 
MPO Members.   This represents a broad spectrum 
of residents in the county.  In addition the following 
groups are represented: Broward County High 
School Students, Broward College, Florida Atlantic 
University; environmental organizations: Broward 
Sierra Club, Florida Trucking Association, Fort 
Lauderdale Chamber of Commerce, Florida 
League of Cities, League of Women Voters, 
Memorial Healthcare System, NAACP, Puerto 
Rican Chamber of Commerce, Realtors 
Association of Greater Fort Lauderdale, Smart 
Growth Partnership, and Tabernacle of Faith and 
Praise. 
 
(1)(b) – MPO participate in the November 2009 
FDOT Title VI and BDE training at FDOT District 4 
Office in Fort Lauderdale. 
 
(1)(c) – The Broward MPO’s Public Involvement 
Plan (PIP) is updated to reflect new advisory board 
information, MPO, TCC, CIR on an as-needed 
basis. An assessment of public involvement 
techniques will be available in report form.  
 
(1)(d) – MPO staff are preparing to contract with 
the New Jersey Institute of Technology in Spring 
2010, enabling a web-based version of TELUS to 
be utilized so that the TIP can be deployed 
interactively, thereby enhancing the format and 
content of the TIP and creating a more user-friendly 
version of the TIP for the general public. The 
Broward MPO will work cooperatively with FDOT 
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and the other MPOs in District 4 in identifying a 
universal web-based TIP software package for the 
region. 
 

(2) Complete an updated staff services agreement 
reflecting recent organizational changes by 
April 2010. 

 

09-10 
 
A new Staff Services Agreement is anticipated to 
be approved by the Broward MPO on April 8, 2010. 
 

(3) Continue to improve processes relating to 
implementation of the MPO’s UPWP, 
particularly aspects involving anticipation and 
submission of timely and complete UPWP 
modifications. 

 

09-10 
The FY 2010-11 to FY 2011-12 UPWP has been 
modify to reflect the new Broward MPO Staff 
Services Agreement and approval of the MPO Year 
2035 LRTP in December 2009.  The new UPWP 
has been streamlined and tasks updated to reflect 
the new direction of the MPO as implied in the Year 
2035 LRTP.     
 

(4) Ensure that information on how the MPO 
handles TIP amendments and documentation 
of TIP amendments are readily available, 
including to the public. 

 

Routinely, TIP amendments are reviewed by the 
TCC and CIR with recommended action taken prior 
to review and action on the part of the MPO board. 
As described in the Executive Summary of the TIP, 
amendments are incorporated into the TIP during 
the program year through the same procedures 
required for developing and adopting the TIP. 
Amendments for projects that are currently in the 
TIP will be reflected in their respective section. New 
amendments will be referenced in the Appendix, 
Section 11. Amendments that have been updated 
into the TIP will be posted quarterly on the MPO 
website. This posting includes projects 
programmed with federal economic stimulus funds. 
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2010 State Certification Review Questions: 

 
Organization/Structure: 
 
 FDOT is aware of staff reorganization related to implementation of the recently adopted 2035 Plan.  Please provide a 

summary of what changes have been made and the anticipated outcomes. 

Description of Planning Area/MPO Boundaries 

 
 Given the recent boundary changes between Broward County and Palm Beach County please update the geographic 

description of your urbanized area (including an electronic file of the map of your area), and also please include 
discussion of any unique characteristics and demographics that have changed since the last certification review. 

 
Please indicate whether the boundary change will effect Board representation. 

 
The Broward County geographic boundary was changed to include about 2000 acres annexed from Palm Bch 
County which is referred to as the “wedge” area.  According to FDOT central office staff, Broward County is part of 
the greater Miami urban area which includes Miami-Dade, Broward and Palm Beach Counties. Therefore, the urban 
area boundary would not change by the annexation.  An electronic file will be provided with the new Broward County 
geographic boundary upon request. There is no major demographic change since the last State Certification review. 
The new annexed area is zoned low residential or one unit per ten acres. No change to the board representation is 
anticipated as a result of the boundary change. 

Regional Coordination (will be addressed at a future regional meeting) 

Air Quality 

 
 What activities/efforts are underway that involve the MPO related to air quality and anticipated new federal policy 

directives? 
 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is expected to change the hydrocarbon threshold from 0.075 PPM 
(Parts per Million) to 0.06 – 0.07 PPM.  It is anticipated that EPA will determine the exact threshold by August 31, 
2010. In January 2011, they will announce which urban areas do not meet the new threshold, becoming 
nonattainment areas.  By August 2011 the nonattainment areas will need to comply with air quality requirements and 
issue conformity determination reports for LRTPs and TIPs, as required. The Broward MPO is allocating staff and 
funding in FY 2011-12 under task 3.1 of the 2010-12 UPWP for this purpose. 

Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) 

 
 What is the MPO’s process to measure the effectiveness of the Transportation Plan? Will the UPWP provide for the 

development of performance measures that relate to the Transportation Plan’s goals and objectives? 
 
Measures of effectiveness gauge, to the extent possible, how successful the LRTP objectives compare with a given 
standards. Annually, the MPO assesses how the LRTP objectives are met by evaluating the transportation system 
performance. Task 3.1 of the UPWP includes performance measures to evaluate the plan’s goals and objectives 
using standards for moving people and goods.  The following table outlines an example of this evaluation: 

 Monitor the average transit level of service (TLOS) for each quadrant of the County 
 Reduce transit-to-auto travel time difference by implementing priority signal system on major routes. 
 Add bike lanes with resurfacing projects, consider bike facilities when funding enhancement projects 
 Improve access to the State’s Strategic Intermodal System (SIS). 
 Monitor percentage over capacity roadway links and the amount of vehicle mile traveled (vmt) per capita. 
 Coordinated plan development with neighboring counties and transportation partners. 
 Monitor implementation of improvements derived from implementation of the “Living the LRTP” component of 

the 2035 LRTP by tracking the development of mobility hubs, conducting Livability Planning Studies, 
developing milestones for innovative financing options, and enhancing the travel demand model to better 
capture emerging markets for alternative modes. 
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 If the metropolitan planning area includes Federal public lands and/or Tribal lands, were the affected Federal 
agencies and Indian Tribes involved appropriately in the development of the plans and programs? 
 
The Indian Tribes are represented on the TCC and were involved in the development of the Year 2035 LRTP from 
inception to completion. In addition, the MPO staff conducted a special workshop with the Indian Tribe on November 
5, 2009 before the plan was adopted to get input regarding projects in the LRTP and if those projects met the Tribe’s 
community values. After the workshops, the Tribe representative and their engineer had positive remarks about the 
new plan. 

 
 Note, per the 2009 Certification Report a full review of the update and associated travel demand forecasting will be 

part of the 2010 state certification review. 
 

The LRTP update and associated travel demand forecasting model are ready for review. 

Environment 

 
 From the public involvement processes used in your LRTP and TIPs, how are public comments tracked and carried 

forward by project into PD&E? 
 

Zip codes of people providing comments and input during 10 workshops, 15 public meetings and hundreds of 
surveys are plotted on a map to demonstrate the geographic converge of input. This map is available in the LRTP 
main report, exhibit 1 page 2. In addition, all public comments are documented in detail in Technical Memorandum # 
1 called “The Process” available on the LRTP website. This Tech Memo was part of the information provided to the 
consulting and FDOT team conducting PD&E for I-95 corridor study; MPO staff does not conduct PD&E studies. 
Converting the TELUS software being utilized for TIP development into a web-based TELUS format will enhance 
opportunities for public input during the TIP development process. 
 

 To what extent does your MPO use Context Sensitive Solutions in transportation projects? 
 

The Broward MPO strives to implement Context Sensitive Solutions (CSS) in all transportation project planning 
stages. Examples of that implementation include: community engagement in transportation planning, regional 
transportation planning, land-use and transportation planning integration, livable communities policies, urban design, 
visioning, strategic transportation planning, environmental considerations, GIS in transportation planning, and smart 
growth. One of the CSS applications is the Efficient Transportation Decision Making (ETDM). All capacity related 
transportation improvement projects in the LRTP that are expected to receive Federal funds and need right of way 
acquisition are entered into the ETDM planning screen. 

 

Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP)  

 
 How are bicycle, pedestrian, and transit needs addressed in the prioritization process? How do the MPO, the State, 

and the transit operator collaborate on the development of the TIP? 
 

The Broward MPO Technical Coordinating Committee’s Subcommittee on Priority Ranking cites four policies that 
comprise their strategic vision. These policies are:  

1. Proactively support planning and funding initiatives that facilitate and enhance the accommodation of transit, 
pedestrian traffic, and bicycles as preferred transportation alternatives,  

2. Actively and enthusiastically promote cost feasible partnering among Broward cities and adjoining counties to 
maximize opportunities for enhancing and maintaining an affordable, efficient transportation system,  

3. Enhance and maintain regional and community transportation goals by supporting necessary and appropriate 
transportation connections between the tri-counties, and 

4. Emphasize significant expansion of transit. 
 

These policies serve as the backbone in the project ranking process which has two components. The first component 
is the MPO Goal Screening Process which includes Broward MPO goals and SAFETEA-LU Planning Objectives. The 
second component is the Technical Screening process. The Technical Screening score is mode-based, comparing 
similar projects to one another. The Priority Ranking Subcommittee uses a weighting factor that favors transit projects 
52% (actual weighting is 51.6%), highway capacity improvement projects 31% (actual weighting is 30.7%), and 
pedestrian / bicycle 18% (actual weighting is 17.7%).  
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Through electronic mail, phone calls and meetings, there is close and continuous collaboration among the Broward 
MPO, the State and the Broward County modal agencies (including Port Everglades, Aviation and Transit) in 
developing the TIP. 

 
 How does the TIP serve as a management tool for implementing the Transportation Plan? For reflecting policies, 

investment choices, and priorities identified in the Plan? How is its success or lack of success determined? 
 

The TIP is the primary tool used to manage the implementation of projects recommended in the LRTP. Through the 
prioritization screening process, the Broward MPO’s policies and objectives and the eight planning objectives of 
SAFETEA-LU, guide project selection for the unfunded list. The entire process of determining long range 
transportation needs, selecting appropriate projects to meet those needs, prioritizing those projects, and applying 
funding to implement them is conducted with those policies and planning objectives playing the lead role. The 
success or lack of success of the TIP is determined through active public involvement and feedback including a 
strong and continuous voice of the Broward MPO’s Community Involvement Roundtable and municipal interaction of 
the TCC. 

Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) 

 
 How will the UPWP address past FHWA/FTA comments and /or conditions from previous UPWP cycles? 
 

Previous FHWA/FTA comments and/or conditions are addressed separately and incorporated into the new UPWP. 
 
 How will the UPWP be able to adjust to anticipated policy initiatives including the Florida 2060 Transportation Plan 

and a new Federal Transportation Bill? 
 

The UPWP is a short-range Program that spans two years. Once SAFETEA-LU is reauthorized, the UPWP will be 
modified and amended, as needed, to reflect how the MPO’s planning efforts will carry out any new provisions in the 
Reauthorized Federal Act. The State’s 2060 Transportation Plan is a long range Plan covering many decades. As 
such, the UPWP will be modified and amended, as necessary, to reflect the provisions of the Florida 2060 
Transportation Plan. Over the decades, each UPWP that is developed will continue to “live” the State’s 2060 Plan. 

 
 How will the activities in the UPWP relate to the goals and priorities identified in the LRTP? 
 

A new task has been added to the FY 2010-11 – FY 2011-12 UPWP to address the Living LRTP” component of the 
2035 LRTP.  Through this task Livability Planning Studies will be conducted to further refine the locations of mobility 
hubs and identify pedestrian/ bike, and transit improvements to encourage transit ridership throughout Broward 
County. 

 
 In the current UPWP, are all Federal fiscal resources budgeted that are available for planning? Are there ongoing 

issues concerning over- or under-budgeting Federal-planning funds? How are these issues being addressed? 
 

The UPWP contains a five year Business Plan that addresses staff salary and consultant contracts.  The Business 
Plan is based on PL estimates provided by the FDOT and projections are balanced to assure that the UPWP comes 
in as budgeted.  Each year MPO staff revisits the Business Plan and makes adjustments based on PL estimates and 
projected expenditures. 

 
 How are UPWP activities developed, selected, prioritized? 
 

UPWP activities are based on Year 2035 LRTP and MPO Board direction. 

Public Involvement 
 
 How is the public involvement process consistent with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Title VI 

assurance executed by each State? 
 

Since adopting the FDOT Title VI/DBE procedures on April 2007 the Broward MPO completed the Federal Transit 
Administration (FTA) Title VI Program Update, October 2008 -2011, Assessment for Capital, Operating, Technical, 
and Planning Assistance for Broward County, Florida, prepared jointly by the Broward County Transportation 
Department and the Broward MPO.  The Title VI Program Update was prepared jointly by the Broward County 
Transportation Department and the Broward MPO.  The primary objectives of FTA’s Title VI Program are to ensure, 
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without regard to race, color, or national origin, that recipients of federal financial assistance provide the following 
services for all persons: 
 

 Plan for and operate transit services and distribute equitably;  
 Transit services are sufficient to provide equal access and mobility; 
 Opportunities to participate in the transit planning and decision-making process;  
 Decisions on the locations of transit facilities and services are carried out equitably; and  
 That remedial and corrective actions are undertaken to prevent discriminatory treatment of any beneficiary. 

 
The process utilized in the Broward MPO Public Involvement process is consistent with the General reporting 
requirements apply to the operation of mass transit facilities operated by Broward County and for all consultant 
contracts awarded by the Broward MPO. Broward MPO contracts for major projects include reporting requirements 
that include demographic and service profile maps, overlays, and charts; service standards and policies; assessment 
of compliance; and other areas of Title VI considerations (i.e., information dissemination, minority representation on 
decision-making bodies, and multilingual facilities). 

 
 How does the metropolitan transportation planning process include the preparation of technical and other reports to 

ensure documentation of the development, refinement, and update of the Transportation Plan? 
 

The Broward MPO gives the public opportunities to express their concerns early and often.  Before the LRTP update 
begins, a number of public workshops, meetings, and presentations are held to give the public an opportunity to 
express their concerns and provide input as to what they would like to see included in the new Plan. 
 
In addition, the Broward MPO participates in public outreach and education events throughout Broward County where 
we ask the public their feedback on transportation issues of importance to them.  Public workshop, meeting, and 
hearing advertisements are placed in the Sun-Sentinel, El Heraldo, and South Florida Times newspapers at least 30 
days before a public workshop, hearing, or meeting is held.  Verbal and written comments received during LRTP 
preparation are documented in the final LRTP document. 
  

 Describe the process by which minority and low-income populations can comment on the UPWP, the TIP, and the 
Transportation Plan. 

 
Minority and low-income populations can comment on the Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) beginning in 
January every other year when the UPWP update commences. At that time, the Community Involvement Roundtable 
(CIR), the Broward County Coordinating Board for Transportation Disadvantaged Services (BCCB, and the Technical 
Coordinating Committee (TCC) request input from municipalities, transportation operating agencies, and the public. 
By February, the draft UPWP is posted on the MPO’s web page, and comments are incorporated into the draft that 
the MPO takes action on in March. The comment period continues for members of the public through early May when 
the MPO takes final action and the Program is submitted to District 4 of the FDOT. 
 
The public has a formal opportunity to review and provide input on the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) 
annually prior to its adoption. However, the TIP process is a dynamic one, and it is always open to public comment. 
Throughout the year, appropriate staff members respond to questions, concerns, and suggestions about the strategy 
of project prioritization, specific projects in the TIP, and amendments, when proposed. The Broward MPO has a 
brochure, “How to Read the TIP Project Listing” to help familiarize the community with the TIP.  

 

The TIP is alphabetized by project name and is broken into different transportation modes. It includes a color-coded 
project map to help identify major projects by TIP number and a cross reference index to help locate and track 
projects by TIP number and FDOT Financial Management number. Copies of draft and final TIP documents are 
placed in libraries throughout the county with information about attending meetings and providing comments. The 
draft and final TIP document are placed on the Broward MPO website. This information is distributed to the public 
through advertisements in general circulation newspapers. This process generally begins forty-five days prior to 
adoption. The TIP is adopted following a public hearing by the Broward MPO.  
 

 The recently adopted 2035 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) included a number of tools to reach 
minority and low-income populations including the following:  
o Conducting community and agency meetings at the outset of the planning process. 
o Branding the 2035 LRTP. 
o Creating an introductory LRTP video/DVD. 
o Conducting public workshops at strategic locations throughout Broward County. 
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o Creating an informative and interactive LRTP website with links from Broward MPO and other websites 
for easy access. 

o Implementing a 24-hour telephone hot line in English and Spanish. 
o Administering a survey (in both traditional and online formats) to gather public opinion about current and 

future transportation needs and requirements. 
o Adopting a comprehensive media outreach plan that includes regular and minority newspapers, 

newsletters, and the World Wide Web (project website and blogs). 
o Using direct mailing database and electronic mail (email) to maximize public outreach especially to 

minority and low income areas. 

Title VI and Related Requirements 
 
 What goals, policies, approaches, and measurements has the MPO adopted / undertaken for ensuring, 

demonstrating, and substantiating that the planning process complies with Title VI and related requirements? 
 

The Broward MPO follows the Broward County Title VI Discrimination Complaint Procedures.  These procedures are 
defined FTA’s Title VI Program, as set forth in the FTA Circular 4702.1. 

 
 How does the MPO determine the need to have documents available in alternative formats? (e.g., Braille, large print, 

tape cassette, Spanish)? 
 

The Broward MPO includes statements in their advertisements and communications that if any assistance may be 
required that they should notify the Broward MPO staff in advance and that reasonable accommodations will be 
made.  If assistance is requested, Broward MPO staff works with Broward County’s Office of Public Communications 
to ensure such requests are fulfilled.  

 
 Discuss the number and nature of consultant contracts used by the MPO.  Are there contracting opportunities for 

planning studies, corridor studies, or other work to include minorities, women, and Minority Institutions of Higher 
Education (MIHE) and Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs)? 

 
Yes, the MPO is required to follow Broward County’s Purchasing Division’s objectives, specifically that small and 
disadvantaged businesses have the maximum opportunity to participate in Broward County contracts, and to ensure 
equal opportunity to all qualified vendors and contractors wishing to compete for Broward County contracts. 

Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) 
 
 Does the MPO include the DBE policy statement in its boilerplate contract language for consultants and sub-

consultants?  Mandatory assurance verbatim? Also known as Uniform Certification Process (Please see below) 
 

The MPO adopted FDOT’s DBE policy requirements. In previous MPO contracts such as the 2035 LRTP, the DBE 
goal exceeded both FDOT and the County standards. 

 
 Does the MPO have the “DBE Assurance” language in all of its contracts? 
  

See above response.  

Transit and Transportation Disadvantaged 
 
 Please describe the transit, bicycle and pedestrian analysis tools and criteria that are utilized to assess project 

alternatives and public investment? 
 

To assess project alternatives and public investment, a ranking system is being used to compare all modes of travel. 
Each project is first ranked based on eighteen categories relating to the MPO goals.  Bicycle/pedestrian and transit 
projects are then assessed on eight additional categories and highway projects on an additional 3 categories. These 
ranking categories are listed in the TIP’s unfunded priority list. 

 
 What performance data is needed from transit operators to support MPO activities?  How do the transit providers 

share this data with the MPO? 
At a minimum, ridership data per route including boarding and alighting to determine load factor; schedules and time 
runs to determine travel time, on time performance and reliability; route maps identifying facilities and major activity 
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centers to determine connectivity, accessibility and area coverage. Transit providers have traditionally shared their 
data with the MPO on a regular basis. During the past year the county’s transit agency has been transitioning into an 
automated data collection system and some delays in the data provision have occurred.    
 

 Please outline how the UPWP will address the interactive collection of data with local transit providers.  Data types 
would include boarding and alighting counts, peak loads, on-time performance. 

 
We understand that the new automated data collection system used by the local transit agency has been tested and 
it is being calibrated. Preliminary data showed to be faulty and inconsistent. Two tasks in the UPWP will address this 
issue, Task 2.2 (Transit Surveillance and Development) under the Data Collection and Analysis Section, and Task 
3.5 (CMP and Corridor Planning) under the Program and Plan Development Section. 

Congestion Management Process 
 
 How often is the CMP reviewed and what is the product of the update?   When was the last update? 
 

The Broward CMP is updated annually. The process has been developed as a two tier system to evaluate the 
roadway and transit networks. Updates are usually completed by December of every year and are depicted on GIS 
maps available through the Broward MPO webpage. 
During the past two years the MPO has been emphasizing the process, as required by SAFETEA-LU, and has 
adapted a corridor approach to include Freight and Goods movement. The last update was conducted in 2008. 
Again, during the past year the county’s transit agency has been transitioning into an automated data collection 
system and delays in the data provision have occurred.  

 
 Describe how the CMP has influenced the overall metropolitan planning process (UPWP, transportation planning, 

corridor studies, conformity, and TIP development)? 
 

As part of the Broward County Congestion Management Process (CMP), MPO staff participates in local, regional and 
statewide Congestion Management task forces. The local task force meets on a needs basis, functions as a technical 
sub-committee of the MPO’s Technical Coordinating Committee and has representation from the different 
transportation agencies in the area, including FDOT District Offices of Planning, Modal Development and Traffic 
Operations, as well as staff from municipalities along the corridors being studied. Ultimately, most CMP identified 
strategies are recommended for inclusion in the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). Most major capital 
investment projects are being developed along previously identified CMP corridors, and all new livability studies have 
been selected utilizing criteria from the CMP. In recent years, since the MPO no longer receives CMAQ funds, the 
programming of strategies and improvements has been limited. 

 
 What CMP work activities are included in the UPWP and will these activities be incorporated into the overall Bus 

Rapid Transit/Fast Bus elements of the LRTP? 
  

One of the CMP objectives is to identify highly congested transportation corridors and provide congestion mitigation 
solutions. The most recent UPWP will include a multimodal transportation corridor/area livability study that will closely 
work with the overall premium transit/mobility hub elements of the LRTP.  

 
 Does the MPO have a process for periodically evaluating the effectiveness of the   CMP? What has been the level of 

effectiveness of the CMP in identifying congested corridors and resulting strategies?  How is the effectiveness of 
individual projects/strategies evaluated? Can the MPO list the current projects in the TIP that are direct outputs of the 
CMP? 

 
The Broward MPO has a well established corridor selection process based on a multimodal transportation approach. 
The Broward MPO regularly conducts multimodal corridor studies. Strategies recommended by these corridor studies 
include 1) intersection geometric and access management improvements (TSM), 2) transit route headway reduction 
and construction of transit hubs, 3) pedestrian crossings and other pedestrian safety improvements, 4) bike racks on 
buses, 5) vanpool and carpool programs (TDM), 6) improvements to intermodal facilities. As the transportation 
conditions of the metropolitan area have changed, the Broward MPO has increased its direct involvement in the 
planning of Major Capital Investment projects such as the Florida East Coast Transit Alternative Analysis, the Central 
Broward East-West Study, the Downtown Transit Circulator, the People Mover/Intermodal Center, the I-95 Managed 
Lanes and the I-595 and I-75 Master Plans.  
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 How are TDM and operational commitments recommended by the CMP eventually implemented? 
  

The Broward MPO through its CMP assists in the planning and promotion of Transportation Demand Management 
(TDM) alternatives and provides technical support to the Transportation Management Associations (TMAs). During 
the past three years, planning funds have been programmed through the UPWP, for the support and promotion of 
Alternative Fuel Vehicle transit projects and to advance the study of the Downtown Transit Circulator project within 
FTA’s Small Start program. The MPO has also aggressively promoted the formation of the Regional Vanpool 
program. Most recently, MPO staff met with South Florida Commuter Services and VPSI to discuss and tailor a  
vanpool program for county employees. 

Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) 
 
 What is/has been the MPO’s role and involvement with the development and maintenance of the regional ITS/APTS 

architecture? (23CFR 940.9)? Who are the stakeholders in this process? 
 

All ITS activities in the Transportation Management Area, including the APTS, are coordinated through the South 
Florida Regional ITS Coalition. The Broward MPO is a member of the Coalition and actively participates in all 
Coalition activities. The stakeholders in the process include the FDOT’s Traffic Operation Office, Districts 4 and 6; the 
three MPOs in the metropolitan area (Palm Beach, Broward, Miami-Dade); transit operating agencies (Palm Tram, 
BCT, M-D T, Tri-Rail); the Turnpike Enterprise; Broward’s Traffic Engineering Division, Port Everglades Department; 
Miami-Dade Aviation. 

  
 Who maintains the regional ITS/APTS architecture in the region? Who is/will be responsible for ensuring that all future 

ITS/APTS projects are consistent with the regional ITS/APTS architecture?   Is maintenance of the regional ITS/APTS 
architecture included as an item within the UPWP? 

 
The ITS activities are included in the Congestion Management Process (CMP) Task of the UPWP. The regional 
ITS/APTS is addressed at two levels: first, through the Advanced Public Transportation (APTS) Master Plan; and 
second, through the South Florida Regional ITS Coalition’s Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) executed by the 
Broward MPO on November 18, 2004. This MOU provides the framework and guidelines to promote coordinated 
decision-making and information-sharing in planning, design, deployment, operations, funding and evaluation of ITS 
via a regional ITS Coalition. 

 
 Is a system engineering process in place for the development of ITS/APTS projects in the region? Who is/will be 

responsible for ensuring that all future ITS/APTS projects will be developed using the systems engineering process? 
 

Yes, on March 2005, the BMPO met Rule 940 requirements by formally acknowledging the State ITS Architecture 
and adopting the Regional ITS Architecture. The adopted Regional ITS Architecture provides the regional framework 
for insuring institutional agreements and technical integration for the implementation of ITS projects. This regional 
architecture functions as a subset of FDOT’s Statewide Architecture. 
 

FYI: FHWA guidance recommends review every 2 years, and update every 4 years.  The update should be done prior to 
update of new TIP in order to incorporate ITS projects into TIP and LRTP. 

Freight Planning 
 
  How does the MPO assess the future demand placed on intermodal links and identify specific projects to facilitate 

access to these facilities? 
 

As part of the Broward F&G Movement Plan, the BMPO identified major intermodal links. Highway truck volumes 
were available via FDOT traffic counts, commodity flow data were available from the TRANSEARCH database 
purchase by FDOT Central Office, and facility specific volumes were obtained from local contacts. For example Port 
Everglades, which is the load center for Broward County, provided a breakdown of cargo handled, as did Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Analysis of this data identified key corridors, key connectors, intermodal 
transfers points, as well as documented the existing modal splits. In addition, the local economic profile was reviewed 
and analyzed. These characteristics drive freight transportation needs and help identified future bottlenecks. The plan 
also included analysis of the National, State and county roadway networks and identifies existing and future volumes 
of cargo traffic as well as capacity deficiencies and lack of facilities along the most traveled freight corridors. The Plan 
also identified potential solutions. 
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Presently, the Broward MPO is working to promote regional freight coordination in SE Florida. Miami-Dade, Broward, 
and, Palm Beach MPOs’ along with FDOT are developing a regional strategy with the production of the South Florida 
Regional Freight Plan.  This regional freight plan includes all individual planning effort conducted by the three MPOs, 
with additional data collection and analysis it will assist SE Florida in the identification, prioritization, and funding of 
projects that will facilitate access to intermodal facilities. 
 

 What data and analysis tools does the MPO utilize to identify and analyze existing and projected goods movement in 
the region? 

 
The BMPO has identified major freight corridors and truck routes through the F&G Movement study process. The 
Florida Statewide Intermodal Freight Model was used to illustrate heavy truck trips operating on the highway network 
in Broward County. The Quick Response Freight Manual was used in coordination with the Broward County Model’s 
socioeconomic data at the traffic analysis zone level to calculate truck trip generation within the County to illustrate 
major load centers for both base and future years. The F&G Movement Plan includes analysis of the national, state, 
and county roadway networks and identifies existing and future volumes of cargo traffic as well as capacity 
deficiencies and lack of facilities along the most traveled freight corridors. Subsequent to the production of this Plan, 
the BMPO developed a freight overlay as a component of the BMPO’s Congestion Management Process (CMP). 
Truck volumes (AADT) and crash sites are the criteria used to measure freight level of service along arterials and 
collectors within the transportation network. The CMP is updated annually.  In addition to this system wide data and 
analysis, the BMPO has focused on the largest single freight hub in Broward County, Port Everglades. Concurrent 
with the production of the Port’s master plan the BMPO conducted a study that included a Port Everglades’ truck 
driver survey, updated key freight trends having an impact on the movement of freight in and out of the port, and 
analyzed landside access conditions in its vicinity.  

Safety Considerations in the Planning Process 
 
 Has the MPO developed safety performance measures? If so, what are they and how are they used? 
 

Goal 3 of the new 2035 LRTP is to “increase the safety of the transportation system for all of its users”. In prioritizing 
projects as they transition into the short range plan (TIP), the Unfunded Multimodal Surface Transpiration Priorities 
methodology includes as a key criterion to what extent each project “increases safety and security of all users”. 
Safety is also a primary aspect considered in ranking Transportation Enhancement and federal economic stimulus 
projects. 
 

 What safety databases and variables (e.g., fatalities, serious injuries, crash rates, crash hot spots, collision 
inventories, pedestrian injuries, behavior statistics, driver’s age, location, GIS, roadway inventory data, etc.) do you 
consider in the planning process? How are these data used? 

  
The Broward MPO compiles crash data from different sources including but not limited to FDOT and Department of 
Safety and Motor Vehicle. With the help of GIS application, the data is used in the planning process to identify high 
crash locations and evaluate and prioritize transportation projects.   

Security Considerations in the Planning Process 
 
 How is the MPO promoting security with its transportation partners? 
  

The Broward MPO assisted Broward County in developing its first Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP) by writing 
the transportation component. During that period, the MPO drafted its own COOP for continuing MPO planning and 
services following catastrophic events. The MPO’s COOP is continuously updated to assure current staff, board, and 
committee contact lists; review potential alternative work and meeting locations; and maintain GIS databases that 
may be used following potential manmade and natural disasters .TCC membership is comprised of a staff person 
from Broward County’s Emergency Operations Center, who represents the security perspective in planning local and 
regional transportation. 
 

 Describe the collaborative process for developing security goals, objectives, performance measures, and strategies. 
What entities are involved? What do they contribute? Is the collaboration institutionalized or ad hoc?  
In developing security goals, objectives, performance measures, and strategies, involved entities include regional 
USDOT staff, FDOT staff, Broward County government, planners and engineers representing all municipalities in the 
County, the South Florida Regional Transportation Authority, and collaboration with regional planning councils and 
neighboring MPOs. Security is a major consideration in virtually all transportation planning efforts, including transit, 
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aviation, port, rail, climate change, hurricane preparedness, and accessibility of the SIS network following potential 
catastrophic events.  

DOT/MPO Annual Self Certifications 
 
 Does the MPO have processes, procedures, guidelines, and/or policies that address Title VI, ADA, DBE, lobbying, 

and other regulatory requirements?  How are these documented and applied? 
   

The Broward MPO is housed within Broward County Government.  The Broward MPO utilizes the processes, 
procedures, guidelines, and policies of Broward County.  The MPO is taking steps to adopt its own policy. 

Transition to SAFETEA-LU Compliance 
 
  How is the MPO addressing Year of Expenditure? 
 

The 2035 LRTP revenue forecast was prepared in accordance with SAFETEA-LU requirements including the year of 
expenditure. In addition, the implementation phasing of cost feasible projects was prepared using year of 
expenditure. 

 
Noteworthy Practices or Achievements 
 
 One purpose of MPO certification reviews is to promote improvements in the metropolitan transportation planning 

process through recognition and sharing of noteworthy practices. Please provide a list and description of any 
noteworthy practices or achievements to highlight from the Broward MPO. 

 
 Broward MPO Community Outreach Program 
 Broward MPO Elementary School Outreach Program 
 Broward, Miami-Dade and Palm Beach Metropolitan Planning Organizations’ Annual Citizens’ Advisory 

Committee Meeting 
 Creation of Broward, Miami-Dade and Palm Beach Regional Public Involvement Plan (PIP) 
 Beginning phase of translating Broward MPO website to Spanish and Creole 
 Beginning phase of converting website to meet ADA compliance 
 Collaboration with the Miami-Dade MPO and the Palm Beach MPO to establish the SEFTC and associated 

Regional Transportation Technical Advisory Committee to coordinated and develop regional transportation plans 
and programs 

 A project priority ranking process that integrates different modes and provides a seamless method to foster the 
implementation of non-traditional transportation improvements 

 Designation of SR A1A Scenic Highway. 
 2035 Transformation in which Livability Planning Initiatives like Mobility Hubs have begun, and 
 Coordination and collaboration with FDOT District 4 and local government agencies in order to program federal 

economic stimulus projects efficiently and effectively. 
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